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Riviera
Courts
rezoning
is OK'd

MN unveils warning system
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
On the eve of the one-year anniversary of the tragic Virginia
Tech school shooting that claimed 32 lives, Murray State
University President Dr. Randy Dunn unveiled plans fot enhanced
campus emergency technology and strategies which will allow
either pre-recorded or live messages to be broadcast on campus.
"Like universities across the country, the tragic events at
Virginia Tech last year underscored the importance of our emergency preparedness for our campus community," said Dunn.
"Safety and secunty have always been a top priority for MSU and
last year's events caused us to locus even more attention and
effort on evaluating current threats and emergency technologies to
provide awareness and response to those threats."
The outdoor alarm system allows speakers to be located in four
areas on campus, said MSU environmental coordinator Jeff Steen.
One will be on 16th Street near Alexander Hall, another near
Pogue Library, one at the equine center on College Farm Road,
and the fourth will cover the dormitory and Stewart Stadium

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The summer will be one of
change I Jr Riviera Courts residents as the property their
homes sit on has been sold and
will not be kept as a mobile
home park.
Brian Steward, CEO of
Quad-State Contractors id
Murray, purchased the 34 acres
from Robert and Betty Keathley
and intends to build 1,100
square-foot homes on the back
23 acres of the property.
In front of a large crowd of
Riviera Court residents, the
Murray Planning Commission
granted a rezoning request by
Steward to have the front portion of Riviera Courts rezoned
from multi-family residential to
highway business to add depth
to commercial lots and make it
more appealing to buyers.
.
"We don't have any plans fot
it right now.- Steward said.
speaking of the front portion.
"We just know it'll be worth
more commercially.Commission
members
expressed concern about the
number of people who live on
the proposed rezoned property.
Steward said regardless of the
Commission's decision, he will
proceed with his construction
plans on the back portion of the
property.
According to Steward, he is

areas.

When an emergency ensues, the alarm will sound and be
accompanied by a pre-recorded message detailing the kind of
emergency and what action should be taken. If necessary, the
technology allows for a live voice to be projected if specific
details are needed.
According to Steen, the speakers have a range of 450 yards and
will effectively deliver the message to the entire campus.
"Part of the Murray community will hear it." he said. "The students living off-campus will be able to hear it as well."
When the outdoor system is activated, the same message will
be broadcast through a speaker inside dorrritories. Staff will be
able to distribute the message via the public announcement sys.
tern.
According to Steen, the University of Memphis, University of
Tennessee at Martin and Western Kentucky have the some alarm
system.
Steen said he expects the $120,000 system to be Installed soon.
The project has been delayed due to lightning and winds that prohibits the crane operator from working.
In addition to the speaker system. Dunn said the Berbee
Warning System allows emergency messages to be sent over the
phone system. When the alarm is sounded, a message will be sent
to the telephone screen as well as a spoken message to give the
nature and action required by the emergency.
Safety itteff and information technology staff at the university
are currently'devising a safety plan to have till...galley text messages sent to students, faculty and staff who sign up for the seraIce
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the Beitee Warning System during Tuesday morning's news conference. The warning system allows emergency messages to be texted across the screen of the telephone while
simultaneously giving verbal warning.

•See Page 10A

Local projects make
budget, but not 68/80
By The Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Kentucky lawmakers authorized more than $225 million
worth of water and sewer projects throughout the state
Tuesday, but failed to reach
agreement on an expensive
package of road construction
projects.
That scenario summed up
Calloway County, too.
House and Senate leaders
met periodically throughout
their last legislative day, scrambling to finish their work before
a midnight deadline. As it
turnect out, lawmakers worked
well past midnight, even though
clocks in both chambers were
mysteriously frozen a few minutes before midnight.
"It was a disaster,- House
Minority Floor Leader Jeff
Hoover, R-Jamestown, said. "It
was a total collapse."
In the final rush to try to pass
legislation, a plan to overhaul

the state's pension
system
stalled, as did
at least $200
million worth
of road projects throughout portions of
Kentucky.
The
vote
that stymied
Henley
the road projects was taken at 12:12 a.m.
EDT, according to a House roll
call document.
Lawmakers approved a plan
negotiated behind closed doors
by House and Senate legislators
that would authonze millions of
dollars worth of water and
sewer projects throughout the
state. The projects come as
other areas of state government
face drastic funding cuts during
the two-year budget cycle that
begins July I.

II See Page 3A
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Fiscal court returns to courtroom
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Calloway County Judge.
Executive Larry Elkins said
security concerns as well as convenience and comfort of those
attending Calloway County
Fiscal Court meetings prompted
a return to meeting in the
District Court room inside the
county judicial building on
North Fourth Street Tuesday
night.
Of course, magistrates and
everyone else attending the
meeting were required to pass
through the facility's metal
detector system operated by the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department. Magistrates voted
last month to move court meetings to the facility citing concerns involving a recent rash of
violence at public meetings in
Clarksville, Tenn.. and other
cities across the region.
"That's certainly one of the
reasons,- Elkins said. "We've
been talking about that ever
since Judge (Randy) Hutchens
was elected last year. It's just a
better location and more comfortable for those who want to
attend our meetings."
Elkins has also cited the
more professional atmosphere
provided by the courtroom that
would be achieved by the move.
Meanwhile, magistrates continue their search for an electronic alert system that can be
used to quickly contact emergency management responders
and those affected concerning
an isolated crisis situation or the

entire county to warn of an
impending tornado, flood or
other widespread disaster by
cell or land line telephone.
The court listened to a representative
from
CodeRed
Emergency
Notification
Systems of Ormond Beach, Ha.,
concerning the company's
Internet-based system. Last
month, the court heard a similar
presentation from a representative of the Madisonville-based
"OneCallNow" system.
The court is considering the
purchase of a system as an alter-

d7ri;

293-0318
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the courtroom.
Elkins has directed County
Emergency
Management
Director Bill Call to gather cost
information and other facts
needed concerning both proposals to determine which would
best tit the needs of the county
and make a reconunendation to
the court.
"We're talking about consolidating our emergency dispatch
centers also as a part of that,"
Call said this morning.

native to emergency warning
sirens. Sirens are reportedly
more expensive, but not as flexible for the sounding of alerts
and cannot be heard by county
residents living in remote areas.
Both of the proposed systems
can target the entire county or
any part of it affected by flooding. fire, tornado, chemical
spills or other disasters. The
CodeRed representative demonstrated the effectiveness of the
equipment by ringing the cell
phones of all the county representatives at the same time in
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TOM Balaravaadger & Times
Calloway County Fiscal Court returned to Calloway County Judicial Center's District Court
room Tuesday night for their regularly-scheduled meetings in a move to provide more secunty, professional atmosphere and comfort to those attending. The court room will be usod for all
future court meetings with the exception of some special-called meetings that may take place
elsewhere
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FDLS responds to raid with song, prayer

HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
BEATING THE DEADLINE: Mark Mallory, a student at Murray State University, mails his tax
returns Tuesday night at the Murray Post Office. Tuesday was the final day to file taxes with
the Internal Revenue Service and several people made stops to the Post Office to mail their
last-minute returns.

Child abuse charge dropped
against Calloway Co. man
Staff Report

According to court records, the
A Calloway County man arrested grand jury did not return an indictment
ad charged with first-degree criminal against Roach.
Efforts to contact Commonwealth
abuse of a child in early February had
his charges dropped on March 24, Attorney Mike Ward for further comment were not successful.
according to documents from the
According to police reports, the
Calloway County District Court's
child was taken to Murray-Calloway
office.
County Hospital suffering from numerKenneth Roach, 26, of Murray, had ous injuries to his body including brobeen charged with first-degree complic- ken arms, burn and bite marks and
ity to criminal abuse in connection to numerous bruises.
the alleged abuse suffered by the 2Fogle remains in the Calloway
year-old son of his reported girlfriend, County Jail on a $5,000 cash or properICesa Fogle.
ty bond.

SAN ANGELO, Texas (API
— When police officers armed
with weapons and protective
gear descended on a West Texas
ranch owned by a polygamist
church, its members responded
by going to their knees in
prayer.
Images released Tuesday
show pc'ice entering the
Yearning for Zion ranch on
April 3 wearing body armor and
carrying automatic weapons,
backed by an armored personnel
earner.
-They responded by singing
and praying," said Rod Parker, a
Salt Lake City attorney who
serves as a spokesmie: for the
Fundamentalist Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints. He
released four still photos and a
slice of video to The Associated
Press.
Sect members took the photos and video during the first
few days of a seven-day raid
that involved police agencies
from six counties, the Texas
Rangers, the state highway
patrol and wildlife officers.
Authorities were looking for a
teenage girl who had reported

Man accused of deserting
Army caught in Cadiz
CADIZ, Ky. (AP) -- Police arrested a man
wanted for deserting the Army nearly nine years
ago after at traffic stop in Kentucky.
Cadiz police arrested 32-year-old Jason Miskell
Tuesday morning after an officer found him listed
as a military deserter in the FBI's National Crime
Information Center database.
Police Chief Hollis Alexander told The Paducah
Sun that Miskell and his wife moved to Kentucky,
where she has family, after deserting the Army in
1999. He was being held in the Christian County
Jail.
According to military records, Miskell was a
specialist serving in the infantry at Fon Carson.
After enlisting in 1994, he charged with being
absent without leave on Aug. 3, 1999.
Maj. Nathan Banks, an Army spokesman at the
Pentagon, says many military deserters are often
picked up on traffic violations.

AP
Marie, 32, a mother of three
boys, members of the
Fundamentalist Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints grips onto a support
post to a residential cabin on
the premises of the Yearning
for Zion Ranch in Eldorado,
Texas, Monday. She told of
her 11-day stay in a San
Angelo, Texas, shelter.
being abused by her 50-year-old
husband.
A sect member whose wife

shot the video said ranch residents quickly got the impression
that state officials "were doing
something more than they said
they were going to do." The
man declined to give his name
for fear that speaking out would
cause problems for his children,
who are in state custody.
state
Mange, a
Tela
Department of Public Safety
spokeswoman, said officers are
trained to protect themselves.
"Whenever we serve a search
warrant, no matter where or
when, we are always as prepared as possible so we can
ensure the operational safety of
the officers serving the warrant,
as well as the safety of those
who are on the property in question," Mange said.
The armored car was precautionary and designed to remove
someone from the property, not
to force entry onto the ranch,
she said.
While there were hunting
rifles at the ranch, search warrants filed in district court in
Tom Green County don't show
that police seized any weapons.

Kentucky latest state to
ban alcohol vaporizers
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The state that claims to produce
the world's best bourbon has banned at least one way to consume
it: vaporized for easy inhalation.
Gov. Steve Beshear signed a bill on Tuesday prohibiting the
sale, purchase or use of alcohol vaporizers, which are devices
that resemble asthma inhalers but produce intoxicating fumes.
"These devices have generated considerable concern from the
law enforcement and medical communities due to the increased
potential for extreme alcohol impairment or consuming alcohol
in deadly concentrations," Beshear told advocates who gathered
ia the Kentucky Capitol for the signing ceremony.
When the law takes effect in July, Kentucky will join more
than 20 other states that have similar bans, said Sherry Green,
executive director of the National Alliance for Model State Drug
Laws.

care

neurology

William Hogancamp, M.D. Kathryn "Grace" McCoy
Primary Care Medical Center would like to welcome Dr. William Hogancamp
to our medical staff.

Kathryn "Grace" McCoy, is an important new member of our staff at Primary
Care Medical Center.

Dr. Hogancomp is a graduate of Murray State University and the University of
Louisville School of Medicine where he graduated summa cum laude as u member
of the Alpha Omega Alpha honorary fraternity in 1991. Dr. Hogancamp's internship
was completed at Washington University in St. Louis, and his residency was in
Neurology at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn.

Grace is a graduate of Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee and
Murray State University. As a Family Nurse Practioner, she is trained to
provide core for patients of all ages.

Dr. Hogancomp is Board Certified in Neurology
and in Sleep Medicine He is also the medical
director of the Purchase Area Multiple Sclerosis
. Clinic.
He is seeing patients at Primary Care Medical
Center's new office at the corner of 12th
Street and Glendale beginning in May
2008.

Primary
Care
MEDICAL CENTER

Grace is a Registered Nurse in Tennessee & Kentucky, a Certified Family
Nurse Practitioner, and a member of the
American Nurses Credentialing Center.
She is seeing patients at Primary Care
Medical Center at the corner of 12th
Street & Glendale

Primary ft
Care
MEDICAL CENTER
Mon - Fri:
8am - 8pm
Saturday:
8am - 6pm
Sunday:
1 - 6pm
,

1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
270.759.9200
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KentuckylnBrief
Ethics bill dies
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) -- Legislation aimed at setting tougher
ethical standards for high-ranking state officials died quietly Tuesday
night even as lawmakers went into overtime on the final day of the
2008 General Assembly session.
House Speaker Jody Richards was pessimistic about the bill's
prospects even before lawmakers reached what was supposed to
be a midnight deadline to wrap up business.
"We just ran out of time. the Bowling Green Democrat told
reporters Tuesday evening. "The old pesky constitution says we
have to get out of here at midnight."
As midnight approached, clocks in the House and Senate were
mystenously frozen, and lawmakers continued meeting for another
hour. But the ethics legislation was never brought up for action
before the final gavel sounded to end the legislative session.
Since the session's outset, ethics legislation had been a priority
for Gov. Steve Beshear. He stressed the need to build public confidence in state government during his campaign last year against an
incumbent who had been embroiled in a hinng scandal
The proposal that withered away Tuesday night would have
required all executive branch employees to receive ethics training It
also would have spelled out that employees violating ethics rules
can be fired.

Kentucky Public Service
Commission chairman resigns

re hunting
earch warcourt in
don't show
weapons.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- Kentu,;ky Public Service Chairman
Mark Goss says he is resigning from his post.
In a letter sent to Gov. Steve Beshear on Tuesday, Goss says his
last day at the PSC will be May 2. PSC spokesman Andrew
Melnykovych says Goss resigned for personal reasons.
In a statement, Goss said he has no firm plans after he leave*.
Before his appointment to the commission in February 2004, Goss
practiced law at his family's firm in Harlan.
The PSC is an independent agency that regulates more than
1,500 gas, water, sewer, electric and telecommunication utilities
operating in Kentucky.
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SHELBYVILLE, Ky (AP) — A Lexington woman has pleaded not
guilty to murder after police say she left a newborn in a trash can
near Shelbyville.
Tonya Nicole Brown, 25, appeared in Shelby County District
Court on Tuesday. Her bond was set at $500,000 cash or $1 million
in property. She remained in the Shelby County Jail on Tuesday
afternoon
Troopers found the body of the baby Thursday night near
Interstate 64.
State police say Brown was going to Lexington with a family
member April 6 when she delivered the baby in Shelby County.
She sought treatment Thursday at University of Kentucky
Hospital. The baby was found later that night.

Ky. school investigating
video of cafeteria fight
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) -- Madison County Schools officials are
investigating who is responsible for a video of a school fight that was
posted on YouTube.
Superintendent Tommy Floyd said the fight occurred in the
Madison Central High School cafeteria earlier this month
Floyd told the Lexington Herald-Leader that the students involved
in the fight were dealt with appropriately at the time, but did not give
details on the students Or the punishments

Wthg charged with shooting
husband in face
SHEPHERDSVILLE, Ky (AP) -- A central Kentucky man shot in
the face has died. His wife has been arrested in the shooting.
WHAS-TV in Louisville reports that Jerry Hasch died Si University
Hospital on Tuesday Bullitt County Shenff's investigators say 57year-old Janice Hasch called 911 on Monday and told the operator
she had just shot her husband. She told the operator she shot him
between the eyes

Army creates new units to help
wounded soldiers get better
By KRISTIN M. HALL
Associated Press Writer
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(AP) — Command Sgt. Maj.
David Allard used to break
down Army troops to prepare
them for the rigors of the
infantry. But after suffering a
brain injury in Iraq, he got a new
assignment: helping rebuild
wounded soldiers so they could
return to duty.
Allard launched one of the
Army's new "warrior transition
units," which bring militarystyle structure to the recovery
process and gather wounded
soldiers into groups where their
main mission is to heal.
'This is the first and perhaps
the only time in their military
career where their job is to focus
on getting better," said Col. Tom
Thomas,commander of the hospital at Fort Campbell that cares
for wounded soldiers.
While in the program, soldiers' day-to-day responsibilities are a mix of medical and
military: daily therapy sessions
and meetings with case managers, plus a few hours of classroom training or light work
assignments on the base.
The transition units were created in response to deplorable
conditions at Walter Reed military hospital in Washington. In
the past, soldiers were placed on
"medical hold" status, in which
even the name implied a kind of
limbo, and they received little
supervision during recovery.
The new units acknowledge that
wounded troops who are used to
carrying out orders still need the
Army to define a goal and create
a structure to help them achieve
it.
"Being a warrior in transition
means I'm still a soldier," Sgt.
1st Class Ronald Gullion said.
Nearly 8,000 soldiers have
been assigned to the 32 new
units across the country.
Participants give the Army credit for improving medical treatment, but the program's
progress is diminished by lingering problems with staffing
shortages, long waits for medical evaluations and questionable deaths.
Allard's diagnosis of mild
traumatic brain injury gave him
a better undqstanding of the
needs of the nearly 750 recoVering soldiers assigned to Fort
Campbell's unit.
For example, he knows what
it feels like to lose a job because
of an injury. After he was hurt.
the Army said he could no
longer be an infantry sergeant

AR

Retired Staff Sgt. Bryan Price, left, exercises with therapist Henry Walker at Blanchfield Army.,
Community Hospital, Fort Campbell, Ky. as part of his recovery program in the Warrior,
Transition Battalion.
Fort Campbell has commit
major.
Many soldiers "feel initially ted $44 million over the next
that they are going to be labeled two years to its injured soldiers,
as 'that's that injured guy. He's including building new barracks
'33
broken.' But when they actually designed for soldiers in wheelget in here, they find out that chairs and a family center where
their job is to heal, bottom line," counselors can help with finanJessica
cial or legal issues.
Allard said.
Seth Grogan
Bybe'&
But staffing shortages, espeThe units place soldiers into
March 22, 2008
companies and squads, creating cially for health care specialists
Maegan Mathis
a special camaraderie.
familiar with the Veterans
& Jeff Moryl
"I enjoy being with other Affairs disability system, conAprrl 12 2008
guys who were hurt. We have a tinue to plague the transition
A
Government
common bond," says Staff Sgt. units.
Leslie Steely
Todd Shaw, who broke his back Accountability Office report
& Terry Franidin a'
in 2006 in Iraq and reinjured it front February noted improveApril 12, 2008
after returning.
ment but found almost a third of
Conkright
Nicole
The warrior-transition pro- the units were understaffed in
& Jose Gonzales
gram assigns three people to key positions.
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each soldier: a primary care
manager who oversees the treatment plan, a nurse case manager
to coordinate appointments and
a squad leader to ensure the soldier is following doctors'
orders.
Shaw, whose spine is supported with multiple screws and
rods, ticks off the ways his transition unit supported him in his
recovery.
When he couldn't dnve, his
squad leader took him to
appointments. Fort Campbell
got an orthopedic spine stilton
on base so he didn't have to
commute hours to a hospital
with specialists. Every week his
primary care manager, his nurse
case manager and his squad
leader meet to discuss his
progress.

April 28. 2008

The Army also has come
under scrutiny for some deaths
in these units, including an
Indiana National Guard soldier
whose autopsy found he may
have been unconscious for days
before he was discovered dead
at Fort Knox, Ky.
The Army reports II deaths
in the transition units that were
not due to natural causes: four
suicides, three accidental overdoses of prescribed medications, one vehicle accident and
three deaths still under investigatiOn.
Thomas said the transition
units show the Army is serious
about helping soldiers recover.
"But the system itself still needs
to be retooled — it's not there
yet,- he said.
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II Local projects
From Front
Fifth District Rep. Melvin
Henley said this morning that
Calloway County will receive
about $2.7 million in water and
sewer
projects previously
approved in the House budget,
but will not receive the approximate $17 million needed to
complete U.S. 68/Ky. 80 project
from Murray to Coldwater.
Henley, D-Murray, said ioad
projects statewide will be put on
hold other than those previously
included on a list foi completion.
"The Senate toed to play
games with the road projects
and it fell apart at 10 minutes till
midnight,- he said.
-There were no road projects
that got through other than those
that were already scheduled
originally and the final paving
of Ky. 80 was not among those.
It was on the list, but the bids
had not been let."
However Henley said Gov.
Steve Beshear has indicated that
if sufficient funding does
become available that he may
authonze bidding on Ky. 80 and
other projects.
Kentucky is facing a $900
million revenue shortfall over
the next two years, economic
forecasters have projected. That
figure is in addition to a $434
million shortfall in the current
fiscal year that ends June 30.
Legislators approved a twoyear $19 billion state spending
plan earlier this month. As part
of an agreement to approve the
budget, legislators had agreed to
authonze about $150 million in
water and sewer projects. That
tally increased by $75 million,
under a proposal that cleared
both chambers with less than an
hour remaining on the legislative clock.
"We carefully evaluated
these based on the size and population of the counties," Senate

OK'D PROJECTS
Water and sewage protects
approved include
•$220.000 for Murray Water
District No. 2 - Hicks
Cemetery and Cherry Corner
Road extension.
s $290,000 for Center Ridge
No. 1 - ABS pipeline replacement.
•$190,000 for Center Ridge
No. 4 - line rehabilitation.
▪ $144.000 for Dexter- Almo
Heights Water District - Brinn
Road interconnect
•$155.000 to extend a water
distnct line to the Bendefield
subdivision on KY 121N.
•$260.000 for City of Murray
waterline extension to serve
industnal park
•$250.000 for City of Murray
to extend a sewer line to the
industrial park
• $1.011 million for City of
Murray Southwest Water
Tank.
•$60.000 for City of Haze:
Overflow Reduction
Majority Floor Leader Dan
Kelly. R-Springfield, said. "It
wasn't an exact science ... tit t
everybody got exactly what they
wanted.''
The bill authorized an additional $50 million in water and
sewer projects for non-coal producing counties, and an extra
$25 million for coal-producing
counties.
Dunng a day filled with sporadic flurries of legislative aciivity, the Senate also approved tax
incentives aimed at lunng large
motion picture productions to
Kentucky. The measure later
stalled in the House.
The Senate also cleared tax
credits aimed at helping locally
owned
exposition
centers
throughout the state, such as one
in Pike County, that have struggled with cash flow. That, too,
did not clear final passage in the

House.
Lawmakers also considered a
plan to authorize about $200
million worth of road projects
throughout the state during the
next two years. The money was
freed up when lawmakers
agreed to use federal bonds to
finance $231 million for the proposed Ohio River bndges project in Louisville.
It cleared the Senate, but
House members voted 36-54
against it. The time listed on a
House document listing members votes said it was taken at
12:12 aim on April 16.
Senate President David
Williams, R-Burkesville, said
the money for the bridge project
in Louisville was still continuing.
Gov. Steve Beshear said he

had not seen the legislation, but
that he'd go through every
measure the legislature passed
on its final day "with a finetooth comb."We will obviously take a
very close look at whatever
passeS,
• - Beshear said. "We've
got to be very careful in these
tight economic times that we
don't overdo ourselves in terms
of debt."
Lawmakers also had until the
end of the day to consider any of
Beshear's budgetary vetoes.
Meanwhile, lawmakers did
not pass a bill to overhaul the
state's pension system. Earlier
in the night. House Speaker
Jody Richards said lawmakers
had agreed in principle on the
plan. Lawmakers have said that
without changes, the state retire-

CALLOWAY COUNTY
PRESCHOOL/HEAD STAR-r
SPRING REGISTR ATION

Friday, April 25
from 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

&

Abby Abernathy
ment system faces financial
Josh Sykes
jeopardy in future years.
Richards said on the House
floor that, "No agreement wa,
LiauY
k
l e.In. '1"
Rasy
& Jacob Falwell
made, no hands were shaken."
taa,
18,
2008
Still, Sen. Damon Thayer, R.
Georgetown, said the bill's failShereen Stockham
ure in the House was disappoint& Justin Morris
la, 2008
ing and something he didn't See
coming.
Erin Strader
"Apparently there were 1 & Trent Garland
forces at work that were able to
;oh/ lg. 21108
1
convince enough House members to kill the bill.- Thayer said.
"I guess we'll just have to wait
'til the fiscal train wreck occurs
I
and we have to auction off the
state Capitol.Corner of 12th & Sycamore
753-9229
The Associated Press and
Mon -Fri. 10-6, Sat 10-3
Ledger Staff Writer Tim? Berry
Voted
*I 6ift Shop
contributed to this article.
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LIPIZZANER STALLIONS
THE EQUESTRIAN
TREAT OF THE
CENTURY!

If your child will be 3 or 4 years old on or before October sc. 2008 come And
register You will need to bring the following .ith Nou

V Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card
V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2007i
V Insurance Card or Medical Card
V Custody Papers (if applicable)
Your child does need to be present
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

Please call 762-7410 to
schedule your appointment.

COME Stf
THE DANCING WHITE
STALLIONS AND THEIR
I 'AIRS AIM THE GROUND'
IN 'THE WONDERFUL WORLD
OF HORSES"
PERFORMING LIVE Al
MSU

411Fe, VP"

a

EXPO CENTER

THURSDAY • APRIL 24 • 7:30i'm
FRIDAY • APRIL 25 • 7:30m
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

noon AT MID MO(WIN noun 1.0111 AND 1-800 tat 8758.
EvANT MO Al 770-809 3175 INUINATSIATI IOU AGA AND IIPIZIAM(11(OM
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To the Editor,
In these times of students being shown assaulting fellow
Oudents on the Internet, of third-grade students threatening
teachers, it is very, very heartwarming to hear and read
about our students at Murray High School. They put aside
their own wants and needs to help out a family in time of
a great loss — their son. To want to dedicate their prom to
a fallen student only shows these students great pnde, love.
honor and respect for each other.
I am a grandparent of two girls from Murray High
School. One has graduated already, the other is one of these
unselfish juniors. I could not be any prouder of her and her
classmates as I am at this present moment in time. Murray
High School has a lot to be proud of in these students.
This school has set high standards for these kids and
have met all head on. Congratulations, Juniors, you have so
much heart and soul of kindness to offer this crazy world.
Keep up the great work you have been doing.
I know the Payne family is proud of all of the juniors
and members of Murray High School.
Jerry Mane Jones
Murray
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✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040. Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or s-mailed to
editoremerrayiedger.corn.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. E.
mailed letters must have address and phone number.
V No letters MN be whited anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 wools and must be
typed or leglide.
V The Murray Lodger & Times reserves doe ABM le edit
or refoct any letter on the basis of lasell,slide,seam
groomer, libel, good taste and frogged comerfladerehe
the Form page.
✓ Letters of a lhenli yee" mem ad shale eat spew
sore, businesses er 1i1dad by mane, ems* View
directed toward the essingolty as a vitsie, trill est be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and optima of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledgsr A Wines
shift.
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There must have been
times when Gen. David
Petraeus and Ambassador
Ryan Crocker thought they
were back in embattled Sadr
City when they faced
Democrats on Capitol Hill
-- no Iraqi insurgents or al
Sadr militiamen could have
been more hostile.
No wonder. The goals of
the Democrats and both al
' Qaeda and al Sadr insurgents
are the same: the defeat of
the United States in the war
in Iraq.
From the opening statement by Sen Carl Levin
a vitriolic tirade against the
war -- to the less vehement
hut equally unfriendly statenients by the Clinton woman
ft
and her nval for their party's
presidential nomination, Sen.
Barack Obama, the Democrats made no secret of their
burning desire to see the
United States humiliated by
a defeat in Iraq.
Clinton dended the obvious fact that a hasty withU.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
drawal from Iraq would he
Washington, D.C. 20510
2411 Raybum House Office Bldg,
dangerously irresponsible. and
1-202-225-3115
www house gov/whitfield
refused to admit that the
surge is working: "I think it
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (171-Ky.)
cceild be fair to say that it
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
ntight well be irresponsible
1-202-224-4343
kete.v.pM bunning0bunning.senale gov
to continue the policy that
has not produced the results
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (11-Ky.)
that have been promised time
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
and time again at such
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
tremendous cost," she told
Petraeus, blithely ignoring
State Rep. Melvin Henley(0-Murray)
the continuing successes of
40601
Ky.
Frankfort,
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
his strategy.
1-800-372-7181
e-mail: melvin.henley it Irc.ky.gov
State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Frankfort. Ky. 40601
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181
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Let's just
get out and
to hell with
the consequences
was the
gist of
what she
said.
Obama
defined
Maids* success in
Iraq as
Sum
when
By Michael
still
"there's
Reagan
corruption,
Syndicated
but the
Columnist
country is
struggling along, but it's not
a threat to its neighbors and
it's not an al-Qaeda base,"
while failing to recognize
that the near-immediate withdrawal of U.S. forces would
create a nightmare situation
in the entire region.
As Jacob Laksin wrote in
FrontPageMagazine.com on
April 10 (Petraeus vs. The
Party of Defeat): "In the
end, neither Democratic candidate gave any indication
that they understand the
stakes in Iraq. Nor was there
any evidence that they — or
anyone else in their party -would be willing to make
the necessary if unpopular
decisions needed for success."
Laksin noted that Independent Sen. Joe Lieberman had
described the Democrats' attitude this week as "hear no
progress in Iraq, see no

progress in Iraq. and most of
all, speak of no progress in
Iraq."
He could have added that
his former party had reversed
Gen. Douglas McArthur's
declaration that there is no
substitute for victory to read,
"There is no substitute lot
your country's defeat when
you want to win elections "
Although targeted from
the outset, both Petraeus and
Crocker managed manfully to
withstand the often nasty
implications inherent in the
Democrats' questioning.
Petraeus even treated Mrs.
Clinton as if she were •
lady, despite the fact that the
last time he came to the
Hill to talk about the sttualion in Iraq she all but
called him a liar before his
appearance.
Frankly, I don't know how
he sat there being so
respectful of these people,
when they are doing everything in their power to
undermine what he's doing.
They are also giving hope,
not to our troops, but to the
enemy which is trying to
kill them.
Sen. Jay Rockefeller
helped to set the tone for
his Democratic colleagues
before the hearings when he
accused his colleague, war
hero Sen. John McCain. of
what amounts to a war
crime saying. "McCain was a
fighter pilot who dropped

laser-guided missiles from
35010 feet. He was long
gone when they hit. What
happened when they the
missiles) get to the ground?
He doesn't know. You have to care about the lives of
people. McCain never gets
into those issues."
Sen. Rockefeller was
forced to apologize to
McCain. He didn't explain
how he, as chairman of the
Senate Intelligence Committee, did not know that when
John McCain was flying
missions over North Vietnam .
there were no such things as
laser guided missiles.
If we had listened to the .
defeatist Democrats there
wouldn't be 175,083 trained
Iraqi soldiers, 379.000 trained
Iraqi police, 90,000 trained
Sons of Iraq, and you
wouldn't have Maliki, a Shia
leader, sending his military
into Basra to fight Shia militias.
Instead, al Sadr would be
running Iraq with the help ,
of Iran, and bin Laden
would be using Iraq as a
training base for al Qaeda.
Mike Reagan. the elder
son of the late President
Ronald Reagan, is heard on
more than 200 talk radio
stations nationally as part of
the Radio America Network.
E-mail comments to Reaganelcaglecarmons.com,

Epitaphs
For April. this National
Poetry Month. I turn to the
poetry contained in epitaphs.
Perhaps we can tell a great
deal about the "callings" of
individuals from their epitaphs.
What about
our epitaphs? At
the end of
a life of
calling,
what
assessment
will we
make of it
all? How
Howe and will your
Away
epitaph
By James
read?
Duane Bolin
What will
Ledger & Times my epitaph
Columnist
say?
Will it
read with comic cynicism
like the epitaph of W. C.
Fields? "Better here than
Philadelphia." Or will it
reek of fatalism or resignation or insignificance?
Danville, Kentucky's
Thomas Johnson published
his poetry in "The Kentucky
Miscellany" in 1789, making
him one of Kentucky's earliest poets. His nicknames—
"Drunken Tom" and "The
drunken poet of Danville"—
tell us something about
where he received his inspi-

Puma
‘L.T.J

ration. His poem, "The
Author's Hatred to Kentucky
in General," shows us why
he was never chosen as
Kentucky's Poet Laureate:
I hate Kentucky. curse the
place.
And all her vile and miscreant race!
Who make religion's
sacred tie.
A mash through which
they cheat and lie:
I hate all judges here of
late,
And every lawyer in the
state.
Each quack that is call'd
physician,
And all blockheads in
commission
Worse than the Baptist
roaring rant.
I hate the Presbyterian
cant.
Their parsons. elders, nay
the whole.
And wish them gone with
all my soul.
Far worse than these, I
net do hate.
All those who pimp or
speculate.
All mgues and villains,
men in trade,
(If a distinction may be
made.
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Glad would I be: 'twas
quickly done.
For my own part I know
of none).
It shouldn't surprise us
that Drunken Tom's epitaph.
written by the poet himself,
was as unedifying as his
published poetry:
Underneath this marble
tomb,
In endless shades lies
drunken Tom;
Here safely moor4, dead
as a log
Who got his death by
drinking grog.
By whiskey grog he lost
his breath.
Who would not die so
sweet a death.
Other grave markers are
just as flippant (or profound?) as Drunken Tom's.
One read:
"Once I wasn't
Then I was
Now I ain't again."
Or
"Rest in peace, dear
Cousin Hewitt. We all know
you didn't do it."
Or
"Here lies the father of
29
There would have been
more

But he ran out of time."
Other epitaphs express
more serious—although just

as fatalistic—sentiments Os
Guinness includes some of
these epitaphs in his book,
"The Call." A sense of failure permeates the epitaph of '
Cecil Rhodes at his grave in
Zimbabwe?
"So much to do, so little
done."
Or consider the epitaph
written by the young journalist Malcolm Muggendge
"Here lieth one whose
soul sometimes burned with
great longings. To whom
sometimes the curtain of the
Infinite was opened just r
little, hut who lacked the
guts to make any use of it."
In contrast, some epitaphs
are infused with a sense of '
calling like that of Emily
Dickinson after her life of
poetic accomplishment.
Dickinson's epitaph reads
simply, "Called Back."
What about our epitaphs?
At the end of a life of calling, what assessment will we
make of it all?
How will your epitaph
read?
What will my epitaph
say?
Duane Bolin teaches in
the Department of History at
Murray State University. He
may be reached at
duane.bolinArnurraystate.edu.
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Illeitosties
Iames Stephen Ryan

Mrs. Arnie Laura Elliott Beane

The funeral for James Stephen Ryan will be Thursday at II a.m.
Mrs. Annie Laura Elliott Beane, 79, Murray died Tuesday, April
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Ricky IS. 2008, at 7:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Cunningham will officiate. Burial will follow in the Benton
She was a member of Hope Harbor (First Assembly of God)
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home after $ p.m. today Church, Murray Preceding her in death were her parents. Hobert
(Wednesday). Expressions of sympathy may be
and Olivia Patterson Elliott, two brothers, John Henry Elliott and
s
made to Hardin Baptist Church Building Fund, 6867
James Hobert Elliott, and one sister, Wilma Elliott. She was born
U.S. 641 North, Hardin, KY 42(148.
1928. Survivors include her husband, Linzy Beane, to
Mr. Ryan, 65, Benton, died Sunday, April 13, July 13,
whom she was married Aug. 2, 1947. She is also survived by one
,,
2008, at Centennial Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
A retired planner and estimator for Naval Air son, Donnie Elliott, Murray; three grandchildren, Josh Elliott and
Station, Alameda, Calif.. he was a member of the National wife. Stacy. Louisville. and Whitney and Lindsey Elli it. both of
Association of Retired Federal Employees and of Hardin Baptist Murray; one great-grandson, Carmeryn Lusk, Murray.
Church. He was a veteran of the United States Navy.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of ImesPreceding him in death were his first wife, Victoria Ryan, one Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Art Heinz will officiate. Burial will folson, Timothy Ryan, his parents, James Roof and Carolyn Rodriguez low in the Barnett Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home
Ryan, and stepfather, Stephen Ryan.
from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday). Online condolences may be
Survivors include his wife, Kay Taylor Ryan; four sons, James
made a www.imesmiller,com
Robert Ryan, Reno, Nev.. Theodore Richard Ryan, Hemet, Calif..
Daniel Benjamin Ryan, Livermore, Calif., and Michael Allison
Emmett Burcham
Ryan, Hayward. Calif.; two brothers, Stephen Paul Ryan and Jeffrey Joseph
The funeral for Joseph Enimett Burcharn was Saturday. March
Alan Ryan, both of Vacaville, Calif.; two sisters, Janis Bostwick.
Oregon, and Pauline Daniel, Oakland, Calif.; one stepson, Scott 29, 2008, at 2:30 p.m. at Oakton Baptist Church. Rev. Ricky
Taylor, Murray, two stepdaughters, Lori Murphy, Murray, and Stacy Harrison officiated. Burial was in the Oakwood Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Oakton Baptist Church
Hendon, Lone Oak; three grandchildren, Sunnie Ryan and Morgan
Ryan. both of Hemet, and James Charles Ryan, Reno; eight step- Building Fund, P.O. Box 121, Clinton, KY 42031, Hickman County
grandchildren, one stepgreat-grandchild.
Rescue Squad, PO. Box 29, Clinton, KY 42031, or Oakwood
Cemetery, do Gay Dillard, 835 St. Rt. 239, Clinton, KY 42031.
Mrs. Anna Re* Carter
Mr. Burcham, 77, Clinton, died Thursday. March 27, 20(18. at 7
Mrs. Anna Ree Caner, 86, Murray, formerly of Whitesville, died
p.m. on Burcham Road in Hickman County. A lifelong farmer, he
Tuesday, April IS. 2008, at 6:44) a.m. at Western State Nursing
was a member of Oakton Baptist Church where he served as song
Facility, Hopkinsville.
for 50 years, as a deacon and Sunday School superintendent.
leader
Church.
Baptist
Whitesville
a
of
was
she
member
A homemaker,
the son of the late James Emmett and Ruth Roach Burcham.
was
He
Nov.
Born
Whitesville. Her husband, James L. Caner, died in 2000.
Survivors include his wife. Betty Lou Roach Burcham; two
24, 1921. in Hartford. she was the daughter of the late Berry L.
daughters. Nancy Burcham, Almo,and Beth Branstetter, Cookeville.
Taylor and Elba Bean Taylor.
Survivors include one son, Jim Carter and wife, Debbie, Murray. Tenn; two sisters, Estelle Morris, Clinton, and Martha Workman,
two grandchildren, Amanda Carter, Murray, and Austin Carter, Clinton; two grandchildren, Joey Mehr, Clinton, and Becky Mehr.
Nashville, Tenn.: two brothers, Harold Taylor, Louisville, and Berry Dothan, Ala.; two great-grandchildren, Autumn and Harley Mehr,
Lynn Taylor and wife, Fannie, Winter Haven, Fla.
Clinton.
The funeral will be Thursday at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Visitation
officiate.
will
Rolen
Charles
Dr.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Ramon (Roy) Garza
will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday).
The funeral Illelbs for Ramon (Roy) Garza was Thursday, April
A graveside service will be Friday at II a.m. at Cates Cemetery,
Catholic Church. Kalamazoo, Mich.
Whitesville. with Rev Raymond Ward officiating. Visitation will be 10, at 10:30 a.m. at St. Joseph
Burial was in the Mt. Olivet Cemetery. Betzler Funeral Homes of
at Cecil Funeral Home, Whitesville, from 6 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
Kalamazoo was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Christian Church,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
Ill North 5th Si.. Murray. KY 42071.
American Cancer Society.
Jerry Gall Donoho
Mr. Garza, 56, Kalamazoo. Mich., died Saturday.
Jerry Gail Donoho, 61. Palmersville, Tenn., died Saturday. April
April 5. 2008. at Bronson Hospital, Kalamazoo.
12, 2008, at his home.
He served in the United States Army, was a former employee of
Retired from Bell South Telephone company. he was a member
U.S. post office and a former volunteer at the Kalamazoo Air
the
of Union Chapel Church of Christ, Palmersville, Palmersville Lodge
He was born April 23, 1951, in Chicago. Ill., and was precedZoo.
#121 of Free and Accepted Masons, Scottish Rite, Valley of Atlanta,
death by his father, Manuel Garza Sr. in 2005.
and Orient of Georgia. Born in Palmersville, he was the son of the ed in
Survivors include his wife. Roseley (Rose) Garza; two sons.
late Harvey Clinton and Virginia Earl Griffith Donoho. One son,
Ramon Gaza and wile. Sue, and Tony Garza and wife. Michele. all
Stephen Donoho, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Onda Sheridan and husband, of Maninsville. Ind.; stepson, Gabe Kester and wife, Diana.
Many. Murray, Ky., and Michelle Montgomery and husband, Brent, Kalamazoo; five grandchildren. Nicholas, Shelbi. twins. Chloe and
Palmersville; one son, Jeremy Donoho and wife. Kern, Springfield, Presley and Miranda; his mother. Maria Esther Garza, Murray. Ky.,
Tenn.; two sisters, Sylvia Rickman, Murray, and Janice Laws and three sisters. Maria Huntley and husband, Brad, and Eloise Wells
husband, Don, Fayetteville, Ga.; sister-in-law, Beverly Donoho. and husband. Craig. all cf Murray, Ky., and Lydia Campbell and
Palmersville; two brothers. Kenneth Donoho and wife, Brenda,
husband, Craig. Waterford. Mich.; five brothers, Manuel Garza Jr.
Palmer:vine, and Joseph laonoho and wife. Linda Jo, Spnngfield,
wife. Marsha, Waylar.d, Mich., Luis Garza, Caledonia. Wis.,
and
five grandchildren. Gnffen and Maronda Sheridan. Alex and Nate
Jesus Garza and wife, Dorothy. Madison, Wis., Jose Garza and wife,
Montgomery, and Allison Donolio.
Sandy.
The funeral will be Thursday at noon at Union Chapel Church of Roxanne, Idaho Falls, Idaho. and Andres Garza and wife.
Christ, Palmersville. Bro. Gary Dale Smith and Bro. Shannon South Bend. Ind.; several nieces, nephews and cousins.
Seaton will officiate. Burial will follow in the Old Bethel Cemetery.
Palrners v ille.
Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday) at Bowlin
Funeral Home, 279 West Main St., Dresden, Tenn.
her of factors such as being
From Front
James Lewis Lovett
alerted by a faculty member
James Lewis Lovett. 81, Benton, died Monday. Apnl 14. 2008, at
Dunn also mentioned that through a student's writing,
Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
campus IDs were revised to through public safety and
Retired from Associated Battery Golf Cart, he was a member of make an individual's picture through judiciary systems, that
the A-model Club and member and deacon of Fairdealing Church of larger and set on a white back- could alert the need for a stuChrist. Preceding him in death were one son,
ground. Emergency procedure dent to be directed to mental
Michael L. Lovett, and his parents, Cecil Lovett
flip-charts were updated and health services.
Lovett.
Tnmble
and Regina
"MSU has a safe campus."
redistributed throughout camWatkins
Sue
Mary
Survivors include his wife.
said Dunn. "But as the world
Lovett; one daughter, Sherry Lynn Lovett Wilkins pus.
Over the past year, new continues to change around us,
and husband, Hollis, one son, Kerry Alan Lovett
and wile. Lesa. three grandchildren, Michele employees at the Murray Fire we must constantly re-evaluate
Wilkins York and husband. Ken, Holly Wilkins Department were provided our preparedness for response to
Moore and husband, Dale. and Scott Ryan Lovett, training liy MSU to orient them emerging threats.
"One of the most important
to the campus, according to
and four great-grandchildren. Amanda and Dustin
Lovett
aspects of this process is to
Dunn.
York, and Nate and Tess Moore, all of Benton.
A group made up of adminis- draw the attention of students.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. Lexie Ray will officiate. trative staff meets monthly to faculty. staff and the community
Burial will follow in the Olive Cemetery, Benton. Visitation will be examine factors that might point • , the issue to reasnire people
at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday). Expressions of to people in crisis on campus.
that Murray State University
sympathy may be made to Fairdealing Church of Christ Building
Don has a very safe campus and we
to
According
Fund, 8081 US Hwy. 68 East, Benton, KY 42025, or Olive Robertson, vice president for are constantly working to keep
Cemetery Fund. P.O. Box 492. Benton, KY 42025.
student affairs, there are a num- it safe."
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UNDERAGE DRINKING LAWS
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A program of Drug-Free Action Alliance
With supportfrom the Ohio Department of
Alcohol and Drag Addiction Services
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IF YEW 1111LSY THE LAIN:

• You can face a maximum sentence of 12 months in tail and/or
a S$(X) fine
• Others can sue you it you give alcohol to anyone under 21.
and they, in turn, hurl someone, hurt thennelves or damage
PrVerlY
• Officers can take any alcohol, money or property used in
committing the offense

thltniS KEW LSD IX)£5 IPAILtfl;

• Refuse to supply alcohol no anyone under 21
• Be at home when your teen has a party
• Make sure that alcohol is not brought into your home or
property hy your teen's friends
• Talk to other parents about not providing alcohol at other
events your child will be attending
• Create alcohol-free opportunities and activities in your home
so teens will feel welcome
• Report underage drinking to losal law enforcement

ittocloer,

TO CHECK US
OUT ON THE WEB
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three times and was one of sis
survivors in a French class. "It's
like a big question mark. Should
we be in mourning all day. at
should we try to do something
normal'!"
Some of the families of those
killed said they couldn't bear tc
attend the official events and
planned to grieve privately.
Bryan Cloyd, whose daughter Austin was killed, hopes tc
plant an oak tree with his wife
Renee to honor their daughter's
life. It is a way of looking
toward the future, he said, rather
than reflecting on the horrors ol
last April 16.
As a Virginia Tech professor
and Blacksburg resident. Cloyd
has faced reminders of hi'
daughter every day. He feels het
presence often, in different spots
on campus, and in the butterflies
that he believes carry Austin'.
spint and seem to follow hirr
everywhere since her death.'He
believes Austin would want the
,
community to honor her life, but.
then move forward.
"I won't be able to walk my
daughter down the aisle at het
wedding I won't be able tc
bounce her children on my
knee," he said softly. "And
don't think it's helpful to dwell
on that, because where that leads
is just more sadness. I think
what's helpful to do is to dweLP
on what can be. What can we du
with what we haver
Commemorations of those,
who were killed started Tuesday'
A small bouquet of white earns:
tions lay outside Norris Hall.:
where Cho and 30 others died. A
dozen white roses ringed Caitlit
Hammaren's memorial stone. 4
tiara, a note with 21st birthda9
wishes, and an empty sparkling.
grape juice bottle were left
Leslie Sherman's memorial. `1
At the Blacksburg JewisIV
Community Center, about 6fes
people attended an evening ceremony to mark the end of then,"
year of mourning

BLACKSBURG, Va. (AP)
-- The darkness was broken by
the flickering of a white candle,
lit at the stroke of midnight. Soft
weeping and the solemn strains
of "Taps" were all that broke the
silence of more than a thousand
people gathered around the 32
memorial stones honoring the
dead.
And in those first few
moments this morning on
Virginia Tech's main campus
lawn, the wounds of a community still trying to heal broke open
once again, as a day of mourning
at the university officially
began.
It has been exactly one year
since a mentally ill student
killed 32 people and himself in
the worst mass shooting in modern U.S. history. And while this
close-knit campus has worked
hard to move on. the anniversary
of the killings has left many
struggling to cope.
A ceremony honoring the
lives of those who perished during Seung-Hui Cho's rampage
was planned for later in the
morning in front of the memorial, where the candle lit at midnight will continue burning for
24 hours.
Other small, reflective gatherings were to take place during
the day, with a candlelight vigil
scheduled for the evening. One
group of students planned to lie
down in protest of Virginia's gun
laws in the afternoon.
Gov. Timothy M. !Grine
ordered state flags flown at halfstaff, and a moment of silence at
noon followed by the tolling of
bells. Many people weren't sure
how to observe the anniversary
of a tragedy that was as unifying
as it wa.s shattering. It drew a
university already known for its
school spirit even closer as the
depth of the loss registered with
students and faculty.
"Just in interacting with people, you can tell." said Heidi
Miller. 20. a sophomore from
Harrisonburg who was shot
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Day of mourning marks one
year since Va. Tech shooting
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•As a parent. you cannot give alcohol to your iten Inends
under the age of 21 unclei any circumstance. even in your own
home, even with their parent's permission
• You cannot knowingly allow a person under 21. other than
your own child. to remain in your home or on your property
while coosunung or possessing alcohol

AP

A mourner wipes tears as he sits on a wall in front of the'
entrance to Norris Hall prior to a memorial ceremony for the victims of the April 16, 2007 shootings on the Virginia Tech
campus.

Callowey County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention
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Kentucky Life highlights
history in Clay City, nature in
Clermont, chili dogs in Murray

Photo provided

MASONIC BREAKFAST: Pictured are just some of the many
members of Murray Lodge No. 105 of the Free and Accepted
Masons who worked the semi-annual ham breakfast on
Saturday from 6 to 10 a.m. Long lines were noted throughout
the morning at the lodge building on Ky. 121 North, Murray.

Williams speaker at Alpha
:Department meeting
Peggy Williams, executive
.-..directoi of WATCH was the
„..,
guest speaker at the March
meeting of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's
''club held at the club house.
Hostesss were Kathy Jo
Stubblefield, Dottie Lyons and
Wanda Johnson.
The department will meet

Saturday at 910 a.m. at the
club house.
Anica Smith will be the
speaker. Her subject will be
"Breaking the Cycle of Illiteracy."
Serving as hostesses will be
Effie Kemp, Dons Frazer and
SusanO'Neill.
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The Murray State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble
will present the lOth annual
Provost's Concert on Thursday
in the Lovett Auditorium. Local
and international guests highlight the entertaining program
which begins at 8 pm."We think
this is one of our most diverse
and entertaining programs. and
I am certain the public will
enjoy all the selections," stated Dennis L. Johnson, director of bands and orchestra and
conductor of the wind ensemble
Opening the program will
be the instrumental suite from
"The Threepenny Opera" by
German composer Kurt Weill.
n addition to the instrumental
numbers by the MSU Chamber Winds, the work will feature Ross Bolen, director of
the Murray Playhouse in the
Park. "Ross will portray the
main character in the light
opera, Macheath, and will give
the audience a lighthearted
introduction to each short movement which I think brings the
music to life," noted Johnson.
The work was first composed
in 1928 and is based on the
lusty operatic satire "The Beggar's Opera- by John Gay of
1727. The suite includes a
"shimmy dance," a fox-trot and
popular tunes of the era. This
instrumental suite was commissioned by the Berlin Opera
Orchestra and premiered in
1929.
Following a short intermission, Rachel Tarry, graduate
from
student
conducting
Wilmore, will lead the wind
ensemble in two short move-
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
The Kentucky Cancer Program invite the
public to a Cancer Survivor Reception and
Celebration for "Faces of Cancer" on Friday at 1:30 p.m. in the hospital lobby.
This photographic tribute to Cancer Survivors in the Purchase area by J. Nash
Photographer will feature ('atherine Sivills
of Calloway County.
Following the reception, the photo tribJo's
ute will remain displayed in he hospital
Datebook lobby until April 25. For more informaBy Jo Burhorrin tion call KCP at 1(7701442.1310 or MCCH
Community
Marketing at 762-1382.
Editor

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murtay-Calloway County Hospital will
offer vision and glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse
checks on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
p.m. at Kentucky Farm Bureau, Ky. 121 North, Murray.

CC-ASAP to meet Friday
Calloway county Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention
will meet Friday at 1 p.m. at the Calloway county Public
Library. All interested persons are invited.
MI

Pella team plans promotion
Pella Relay for Life Team will have a rebate day on Thursday from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. at Mugsy's Hideout. Customers
are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

Glory Bound will be Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fri.
dayfrom 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will
be Anchored In Him and Joyful Tones. Items will be taken
for Need Line. For more information call Joe Lawrence at
753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 7612666 or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com
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Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

MHS Council to meet today
Murray High School Based Decision Making Council will
meet today at 3:30 p.m in the media center.

MHS Council seeking nominations
Murray High School is seeking nominations for the SchoolBased Decision Making Council. Any eligible parents may
pick up an application at the MHS office between the hours
of 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Nominations must be received by Monday. Vc4iag will take place April 24-25.

CCMS taking nominations

Anthony Plog

Dmitri
from
ments
Shostakovich's, "Jazz Suite,"
This lighthearted suite was originally composed in 1938 by
the Russian State Orchestra for
Jazz. The arrangement for modem symphonic wind ensemble
\4411
was done by Dutch composer.
Johan deMeij.
Next is the "world premiere"
performance of "Mini-Variations" by Anthony Plog. A
United State citizen, Plog has
gained an international reputation as a trumpet performer,
composer and trumpet pedagogist. "Plog now lives in
Freiburg, Germany and is now
devoted his career to composing for all mediums," stated
Johnson. "He will be with us
this week giving trumpet master-classes, lectures and working with the wind ensemble
on this new piece. We are
extremely excited that he will
be with us for the concert.
'Mini Variations' is based on
the tune 'Amazing Grace' and
contains four short variations
of contrasting character." "I
Look your best for
am honored that Dennis and
his terrific ensemble will be
giving this premiere," noted
Plog, "and the opportunity to
work with the fine students at
Murray will be a great expeUp to shades lighter rience
for me."
Concluding the program will
be "Scherzo" from "Symphominutes!
in just
ny No. 5" by James Barnes.
starting at just $109,
This second movement of a
four movement work is based
on the legendary Phoenix bird,
which self-immolates. then arises from its own ashes more
resplendent than ever. The work
was commissioned by the
Japanese Self-Defense Force
Army Band and the Scherzo
"reflects the energy, dedication
to purpose and quiet constancy of the Japanese people."
Attitudes
notes the composer.
The Provost's Concert has
April 17th and 18th
come to symbolize an end of
(900 Coldwater Rd., Murray)
the term musical tribute to the
administration, faculty, staff and
Hair Studio
students of Murray State for a
very successful year. The conMay 9th
cert of course is free and the
(121 N Bypass, Murray)
II
public and student body arc
cash, check, Visa & Mastercard encouraged to attend.
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wildlife, including more than
250 species of birds. Bernheim
recently received Leadership in
Environmental
and
Energy
Design platinum certification
from the U.S. Green Building
Council for its environmentally
friendly visitor's center. This is
the highest level award for green
building practices.
Finally. Shuffett visits the
local Dairy Queen in Murray. The
opening of this Dairy Queen
each spnng has become an annual community event as customers
from all around the region form
long lines for ice cream and
chili dogs. This family-run business has kept generations of
one
including
employees,
employee who has been there
for 35 years.
Kentucky Life is a KET production, produced by Joy Flynn.
Segment producers are Carolyn
Gwinn, Shuffett and Brandon
Wickey. Some Kentucky Life
programs are now available for
on-demand videostream viewing
www.ketsorg/kent ucky I fe.
at
More information about KET
programming and education services, as well as how to support
at
be found
KET, can
www.ket.org.

Local and international
guests highlight annual
Provost's Concert

' Serving as hostesses for the recent meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray Woman's Club were, from left.
Kathy Jo Stubblefield, Dottie Lyons and Wanda Johnson

Call
753-1916
to place
an ad in

The next edition of Kentucky
Life visits the Red River Historical Museum in downtown
Clay City. strolls through the treetops at the Bernheim Forest and
Abortetum in Clearmont and
finds out what's so special about
the Dairy Queen in Murray.
The program, hosted by Dave
Shuffett. airs Sunday, May 3 at
8/7 p.m. CT on KETI; Sunday,
May 4 at 4:30/3:30 p.m. CT on
KETI; and Sunday, May 4 at
7/6 p.m. CT on KET2.
First, Shuffett tours the Red
River Historical Museum. Built
in 1890 as the Clay City National Bank, the building is now
home to the Red River Museum's millstone and old mill
engine collection. The museum
also displays artifacts from the
area's iron, logging and railroad
industry.
Next. Kentucky Life visits
Bemheim Forest and Abortetum
in Clermont. The largest private
forest in the state. Bernheim
features a canopy "treewalk,"
where visitors can walk through
the treetops; an art gallery; a
garden pavilion; three lakes;
more than 30 miles of hiking
trails and woodland roads; and
and diverse array of plans and

Cancer Survivor Reception and
Celebration on Friday

Calloway County Middle School will take nominations for
the School-Based Decision Making Council on Thursday, May
I. from 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. at the school. Those eligible to
vote are parents or guardians of current fifth, sixth and seventh grade students with one vote per family. Those eligible
to tun for the council are parents or guardians of current fifth,
sixth and seventh grade students who are not employed by the
school district or whose immediate family is not employed by
the school district lo nominate someone or yourself, turn in
the name and biography (no more than I.50 words) to Connie
e-mail
or
office
CCMS
the
at
Scarbrough
w4depOnewwavecomm.net by Friday.

Home Department will meet
Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have
"Spnng Tea Party/Fashion Trends" event on Thursday at
11:30 a.m at the club house. Hostesses will be Jackie Helm,
Helen Dunn, Lillian Robertson and Shirley Robinson.

Stroke/Brain Injury Group Thursday
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thursday at 5:30 p.m in the classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for Health & Wellness. Carol Ferreira.
licensed clinical psychologist, will speak about "Stress Less."
All interested persons are invited. For information contact
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will have a special called meeting today at 3:45 in the
media center.
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church
For information call 75.3-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

An,

Senior scholarship offered
The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools is
offering a scholarship to seniors who have at least a 3.0 GPA
and an ACT score of at least 18. Also, at least one parent/guardian
or grandparent must be a member of the Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools. Applications are available in
the guidance office and are due by April 30.

CCHS Boys basketball banquet planned
The Calloway County High school Boys basketball banquet
will be Sunday, Apnl 27, from 3 to 5 p.m. at Kenlake State
Resort Park with the cost being $15 per person. There is no
charge for players or cheer:eaders. For information call Christie
Arnold at 436-2132 or e-mail chnstopherOwk.net.

Greenscape Nursery
(270)489-2756
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Boaters invited to atted
safe boating class here

(c)'nywyenienis

P00011
and

All fishermen, personal
wi.tercraft operators, runabout
and houseboat helmsmen and
passengers, are invited And
urged to attend a one day safe
boating course on Saturday at
Glendale Road Church of
('host, Murray.
Experienced Coast Guard
Auxiliary instructors from the
Kentucky Lake and Pans Landing Flotillas will teach the class
whcih will meet from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. with a break for
lunch.
A fee of $20 will cover
textbooks and exams. If two
or more persons share the same
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Paul and Luella Hurriphey of New Concord announce the
engagement of their son, Randy Humphrey of Hazel, to Yvonne
Morrison of Minneapolis, Minn., daughter of Debra Lemanek
of Buchanan, Tenn., and Thomas Morrison of Wisconsin.
An outdoor Renaissance wedding is planned at the Zemanek
residence in Buchanan on Saturday. May 17. 2008.
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BOWLING GREE, KY The Carol Martin Gatton Academy of Mathematics and Science in Kentucky at Western
Kentucky University has selectHudspeth and Hicks
ed 60 students for its Class
Danny and Regina Hudspeth of Murray announce the engage- of 2010.
Among those selected from
ment of their son, O'Shea Hudspeth, to Brooke Hicks, daughCalloway County were Caster of Tony and Lee Ann Thomas of Elizabethtown.
Mr. Hudspeth is the grandson of Orea Nelle Bumphis, Flo- sidy Copeland of Murray High
School, and Valerie Hancock
rence Hudspeth and the late Lewis Hudspeth, all of Murray.
He is a 1998 graduate of Murray High School, a 2002 and Bobby Coleman of Calgraduate with a bachelor of science degree in biology of loway County High School.
Georgetown College and a 2007 graduate of the University of
The students span 44 counKentucky college of pharmacy with a doctor of pharmacy ties from across the Commondegree. He works as a pharmacist for Kroger in the Lexing- wealth. This gifted group of
ton area.
high school sophomores brings
Ms Hicks is a 2007 graduate with a doctor of pharmacy with them to the Canon Acaddegree from the University of Kentucky college of phannacy. emy an average ACT score eight
She is a community pharmacy resident for the University of points higher than the statewide
average for graduating seniors.
Kentucky and Kroger Pharmacy in Lexington.
In all, 130 students applied
The wedding will be Saturday. Aug. 23, 2008, at Broadway
Christian Church, Lexington.
and were judged based on
ACT/SAT scores, high school
grades, awards, responses to
essay questions, and letters of
recommendation. Then 100
were invited for interviews with
Academy staff members and
representatives from across the
Commonwealth. In the end, 60
dynamic applicants emerged
from the review process.
The selected students scored
The Fort Campbell Women's majority leader becoming the
an average of 28.8 composite
Conference 2008 will be held first woman in Tennessee hison the ACT and 29.2 on the
Tuesday. April 29, at the Pas- tory to serve in that role.
the exam. The
Colby joined FOX News math portion of
Center
Processing
senger
highest possible score is a 36.
(Building 7162). The keynote Channel in July 2003 and curThe 2007 statewide average
speaker will be journalist Jamie rently serves as a news convACT score for graduating KenColby. The conference will offer spondent and anchor of 'FOX
tucky high school seniors was
a wide variety of workshops Online with Jaime Colby.• She
20 on the math portion of the
has covered such events as the
for participants.
exam and 20.7 composite.
The day will start with reg- passing of Pope John Paul II
"We are extremely excited
istration at 8:15 a.m., onenta- and election of Pope Benedict to welcome this outstanding
bon and motivational speaker XVI, reported on the Kobe group of students to the Gatinterviewed
case,
Kim McMillian. The workshops Bryant
ton Academy," said Corey
will begin at 9:40 a.m, and Madonna on her first children's Alderdice. assistant director of
include such classes as resume hook and the Columbia Space admissions and public relations
wnting. fitness, self-defense. Shuttle investigation. Colby is for the Gatton Academy. -These
home buying and selling, flower a strong supporter of the mil- students bring with them
arranging, cooking and scrap- itary and has covered several numerous talents and abilities.
booking. The registration fee stones on Fort Campbell.
Most of ail, they bring a pasAside from being an award- ; sion for learning and A readiis I10. The conference is open
a
is
Colby
winning
journalist.
with
associated
to all women
ness to bring the stake of Kenthe military: active duty, retired. licensed attorney and member tucky fully into the economy
is
She
Law
the
Review
of
military spouses and civilian
of the 21st century."
also a national board member
employees.
The incoming class includes
The event is hosted by the of Amencan Women in Radio students from the following
Armed Services YMCA and and Television.
counties. Adair, Boone, BourFor registration and addition- bon, Boyd, Bullitt, Butler, CalMWR.
McMillian currently serves al information visit: www.fick- loway. Carlisle, C'hristian, CritFayette.
as executive director of com- y womenSConference 2008.com
Daviess.
tenden,
Graves.
Grant,
munity and business relations Visitors to the installation must Franklin,
at Austin Peay State Univer- get a one-day pass at Gate 7. ,
sity. She served five terms A valid dnver license. vehicle ,
in the Tennessee House of Rep- registration and proof of insurresentatives. In 2002 and again ance are required to obtain a
in 2004. McMillian was elect- pass.
ed. by her colleagues, as House

Fort Campbell Women's
Conference planned
April 29 on base

iuncil ssilI

unions for
•sday, May
eligible to
and sevse eligible
[trent fifth.
yed by the
iployed by
If, turn in
to Connie
e-mail

textbook, the fee is $25. Preregistration is necassary.
Most insurance companies
offer a discount on boat insurance to individuals who successfully complete this course.
In addition, the course meets
Kentucky standards for young
boaters (ages 12 through 17
years) who must acquire certification before soloing on personal watercraft or other boats.
To register and receive study
materials before the class, call
Beale orSylvia Canon, 7534934 or Billy or Mary Husfield, 354-9966.

Three local high school
students selected for
class of 2010 at academy

tops

on ThursCustomers
team.
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Le and King
Mr. True Lee and Ms. Tuyet Le of Fort Smith, Ark..
announce the engagement of their daughter, Cleo Le, to Jonathan
D. King, son of David and Cindie King of Murray.
The bride-elect as a 2003 graduate of Vanderbilt University
earning a bachelor's degree in molecular and cellular biology
and then earned a physician assistant master' degree in 2006
She is currently employed by Bluegrass Emergency Medical
Associates affiliated with Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
The grooni-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs Burnett
Mathis of Mayfield and Mrs. Wilma King and the late Billie
P King of Bardwell.
A 1999 graduate of Calloway County High School, he is a
2003 graduate with a bachelor's degree in business of Murray
State University. In 2007. he earned the Chartered Financial
Consultant designation from The American College. He is currently an associate with The Insurance Center of Murray and
Western Rivers Insurance.
The wedding will be in Portofino. Italy on Thursday, May
22, 2008. A reception will he Saturday. June 21. 2008, at 3:30
p.m. at the Murray Country Club. Murray. All relatives and
fnends arc invited to the reception.

Red Cross Blood Drive
will be Friday at Weaks
Center, from 2-7 p.m.
BY LARRY DOYLE
Blood ()nye Chairman
1.!Ida) between 2 and 7 p.m.
the Red Cross Blood Services
Bloodmobile will he set up in
the Weaks ('enter. 607 Poplar
St.. Murray. to take blood
donations
One pint of blood can provide life sustaining benefits for
three people. Only you can
provide lifesaving blood. It can't
he done without your help.
Become a member of an exclusive group: The 5 percent of
the eligible United States population that actually donates
blood. Plan to donate blood
every 56 days (8 weeks) and
encourage others to give blood.
To be eligible to give blood,

donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old ino upper age
limit), weigh at least 110
pounds. not have given blood
in the last 56 days, and show
Red Cross donor's card, picture ID or two of any other
forms of identification. A health
review will be conducted by
the staff to determine eligibility to give blood, High blood
pressure and diabetes will not
disqualify one, if condition is
under medical control.
Refreshments will be served.
The next scheduled Red
Cross blood drive in Calloway
County will be Thursday. May
22. from 12:30 to 5 p.m. at
Office Depot. Murray.

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
Today! 1,Elit;ER& TIMES

Greenup, Hardin, Harlan, Henderson, Henry, Jefferson, Jessamine, Kenton, LaRue. Laurel, Lewis, Lincoln, Logan.
McCracken,
Madison,
McCreary, McLean, Mercer,
Monroe, Muhlenberg, Owen,
Pendleton, Pike, Rowan, Simpson, Spencer, Trigg, Warren
and Woodford.
The goals of the Gamin
Academy are to enable Kentucky's exceptional young scientists and mathematicians to
learn in an environment which
offers advanced educational
opportunities, preparing themn
for leadership roles in Kentucky. Moreover, the Gallon
Academy will prepare Kentucky to compete in a knowlby
economy
edge-based
increasing the number of scientists and engineers who live
and work in the state. The students will finish their junior
and senior years living in the
renovated Schneider Hall and
taking courses offered by WKU.
At the end of two years, they
will be high school graduates
and will have earned at least
60 college credit hours.
Ton Gott, director of the
Academy, looks for these students to continue the level of
engagement and success of the
program's inaugural group of
students. "Our inaugural group
of students has set a very high
standard in the classroom.
research labs and across the
WKU campus,- Gott said.
"These incoming students will
build upon these experiences
and to push the bar higher."
The Academy provides a rich
environment
living/learning
designed specifically for academically talented adolescent
students that features research,
clubs, organizations and community service.
The Gatton Academy is Kentucky's only state-supported.
residential program for tutgh
school students with interOts
in science and math careers
and the 14th such program in
the nation More informatton
about the Garton Academy is
at
online
available
http://www.wku.edu/academy/

The Murray Ledger & Times
wants you to share your
photographs of people in
our community at work,
at school and at play.
When you submit photos For our Scene In the Cornmunits
page. please include the event the date place organization
or group as well as the name or everyone in the photo OM
a certain number of photos will appear because of space
Them is no guarantee a submission will be published

Digital photos: ries mix be submitted to echtortmuriavledget corn
is a peg Format
Print photos: .'ytav be dropped off at the ledge nitice at
1001 Whitnell hive oi mailed to PO Box 1040, MUi NA. KY 42071
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Camps bring summer fun to chronically ill kids
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (API —
Summer camps just for kids
with chronic diseases are booming — places to learn about
epilepsy or finally meet someone else with Tourette's tics or
slice open a cow's heart to see
what's wrong with their own.
Now fledgling research suggests such special camps may
otter more than a nte of passage
these children otherwise would
miss: They just might have a
lasting therapeutic value.
It's work that helps explain
why
children's
hospitals
increasingly are sponsoring disease-specific summer camps.
One in the nation's capital actually integrated the camps into
the neurology department.
"How do you live well with a
chronic condition? I believe in
part, the power of being
amongst your peers normalizes
the expenence." explains Sandra
Cushner-Weinstein, a social
worker at Children's National
Medical Center who founded
the hospital's weeklong camps
for live illnesses, and is studying
the impact on campers.
Special-needs camps got
their start in the 1970s, for children with cerebral palsy and
cancer. Today, the variety is
tremendous: There are more
than 130 asthma camps around
the country, and dozens for muscular dystrophy, diabetes, hemophilia and sickle cell anemia.
Even rare diseases are getting
camps. like ones Weinstein
organized for Tourette's syndrome and neurofibromatosis, a
genetic disorder where multiple
tumors torn on or just under
children's skin.
In many ways, chronic-disease camps are like any summer
camp, with some extra safety
steps and accommodations.
"They have this zip-line
there," 12-year-old Andrew
Frascella of Rockville, Md.,
says excitedly about epilepsy
camp. "It's really high above the
trees. You get strapped on and
go flying."
But some of these camps go
beyond recreation to also teach
children about their illness in
ways they may never have experienced -- with doctors and
nurses clowning around in
shorts instead of scrubs to gain
youngsters' trust, and counselors
with the same illness acting as
mentors.
Cardiology nurse Betsy Adler
says children born with heart
defects often don't know exactly
what's wrong with their hearts,
lust that they're sick or need an
operation. So every summer,she

brings about 20 cow hearts -the same anatomy as a human's,
just much bigger — to
Cincinnati Children's Hospital's
Camp Joyful Hearts.
The campers help slice them
open while cardiologists point
out valves, chambers and arteries, and explain to each child
who asks how their own heart is
different. Adler recalls a teen
who never understood why he
had to take the blood-thinner
Coumadin every day, and got a
hands-on explanation about artificial heart valves.
Or consider epilepsy. You
can't see your own seizures, but
kids do see parents worry and
classmates withdraw — a fellow
asked
second-grader once
Andrew if his seizures meant he
was "crazy.- Weinstein contends
how patients imagine their
seizures appear can be far worse
than reality.
At her Camp Great Rock outside Washington, D.C.. doctors
and nurses use campers'seizures
as teachable moments: See, not
all seizures are convulsions:
let's role-play how to explain
this kind or that kind to a classmate. A counselor's seizure in
AP
the pool provided a lesson on
This 2007 handout photo provided by the Children's National Medical Center (CNMC) shows Kevin Bresee at the CNMC's
water safety.
Andrew Frascella's father Camp Great Rock, in the Washington area. Summer camps just for kids with chronic diseases are booming.
recalls the pain of watching his
Despite patient advocacy
happy-go-lucky son rapidly
groups and children's hospitals
become shy and isolated when
increasingly sponsoring camps,
seizures began at age 8, and
there has been little research
worsened dramatically over the
showing they can provide more
next two years. Joe Frascella,
than a fun experience. A few
himself a government neuroscistudies show short-term behaventist, was skeptical when
ior improvements; others found
Weinstein and her husband, none.
Andrew's neurologist, pushed
But Weinstein kept hearing
the camp stay.
parents talk about kids learning
-To say that after a week of to cope at camp. So with govthese kids being in camp where ernment funding, she paired
it wasn't clear what magic they with a team of neuroscientists to
were spinning we would see a track children who attended
change?" he says.
epilepsy camp for three consecBut Andrew remembers that utive years. Standard psycholohis first trip to Camp Great Rock L.s measures showed the chilat 8 as the time he was nirilliklier" ellen grew steadily better in
left out.
social interaction, with sonic
"You get to learn about each improvements in how they comother, how you're not different municate and handle responsifrom everyone.- he says. Plus. bility. too, Weinstein reported in
"It was kind of special because the journal Epilepsy & Behavior
last year.
not just anybody can go there.The findings aren't a surprse
Joe Frascella remembers
being amazed that Andrew to Connor Chilton, 16, of
returned able to volunteer to Alexandria. Va. He eventually
acquaintances that he had outgrew his epilepsy, but still
volunteers as a camp counselor
epilepsy.
because he remembers vividly
AP
"It wasn't something he had
being about 6 and witnessing a
This 2007 handout photo provided by the Children's Natioiial Medical Conter(CNMC) shows
to hide. ... that was tremenfellow camper's seizure. The
dous.- says Frascella, who saw
Dr. Cynthia Tifft, surrounded by campers, spraying whipped cream on a counselor at Camp
adults acted "like it was norAndrew gradually become haparea. Summer camps just for kids with
mal.- he says. -I know personal- New Friends for neurofibromatosis in the Washington
pier both as he finally found
ly that made me feel more nor- chronic diseases are booming _ places to learn about epilepsy or finally meet someone else
medication' that worked — his
with Tourette's tics or slice open a cow's heart to see what's wrong with their own. Now fledgmal about having seizures.seizures today are well-conling research shows such special camps may offer more than a rite of passage these children
trolled —and increased his base
otherwise would miss: They also may have a lasting therapeutic value.
of camp friends.
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"A traditional classroom approach
in a family-type atmosphere."

2008-09 REGISTRATION
Call for an appointment today.
W.4Adeffeweis,
4 year olds & 5 year olds
Kindergarten classes offer a challenging learning expehence for your child This erooyable program is
designed to provide a good educational foundation with
strong emphasis in reading, writing and math skills
Kindergarten meets 1^2 days. Mondays thru Fridays
Extended care available until 5 p.m.
Wieeneedatyl,U01491
,
969/‘
Great emphasis is placed on fundamentals of education
A strong phonics program that begins in first grade
enables all students to learn to read Homework, report
cards,concerned teachers, and informed parents are the
rule and not the exception Music classes are also
included in the elementary program

9604,Se4001
ECA offers the high school student the best in academic education with college preparatory courses required
for graduation. This includes a well-rounded curriculum
with a Fine Arts and Sports program as well as a corn
puter lab with internet access
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Marquardt joins Murray Medical Associates
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is pleased
to welcome Gary Marquardt. M.D.. Family
Practice, as a member of the new Murray Medical
Associates practice at the hospital.
Dr. Marquardt has been a member of the medical staff at MCCH since 1970. He is a member of
the American Medical Association and the

Kentucky Medical Association.
Marquardt has moved to his new location in the
Medical Arts Building at 3(8) South 8th St., Suite
480 West. His office hours are Monday through
Friday from 8 am to 5 pm.
For more information or to schedule an
appointment, call 753-0704.

Medicare looks to cut down on hospital errors
by refusing to pay to treat complications
WASHINGTON (API -Federal health officials on
Monday proposed adding dangerous blood clots in the leg and
eight other conditions to the list
of complications that Medicare
won't pay to treat if they were
acquired at the hospital.
Medicare set a new precedent
last year by saying it would no
longer pay hospitals for treating
certain "never events- — conditions that occur as a result of
hospital error. For example, if a
panel t were given the wrong
blood type. Medicare would not
pay the hospital more for the
subsequent care a patient
required. Originally eight conditions were covered under the
new rules, which take effect Oct.
I.
The rules proposed Monday
add nine conditions, including:
•Deep vein thrombosis, or a
blood clot within the vascular
system, which occurred in
140.010 cases for the fiscal year
ending Sept. 30.
•Ventilator-associated pneu-

monia. which occurred in
30,867 cases.
MI Bloodstream infections
with the staph aureus bactena.
27,737 cases.
MI Legionnaire's disease.
which occurred in 351 cases.
Medicare's policy often sets
precedent for pnvate insurers.
and many of them have already
begun to adopt their own neverevent policies.
The government estimates
the proposed rule will save
Medicare an estimated $50 million annually during each of the
next three year..
In its 1999 report, "To Err is
Human: Building a Safer Health
System." the Institute of
Medicine concluded that medical errors, particularly hospitalacquired conditions. may he
responsible for as many as
98010 deaths annually.
The proposed rule would
apply to more than 3,500 acute
care hospitals. Medicare gives
hospitals a single payment based
on the average cost of treating a

patient with a particular diagnosis. Officials said hospitals cannot try to charge the patient for
the costs associated with treating a never event.
Congress in 2011* gave the
Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services power to prevent higher payments for the
extra costs of treating infections
and other preventable conditions
that occur dunng a hospital stay.
Under the government's
reimbursement policy, hospitals
are also required to report on 30
measures designed to assess
quality of care. Medicare is proposing to add 43 new measures
to the list. If hospitals don't
report the measures. then they
don't quality for a full update in
their reimbursement rates.
Medicare uses the information from the quality measures
when assessing the performance
of hospitals. It places the information on the agency's Web site
to help consumers compare the
health care delivered at their
local hospitals.
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Clinton sketches first 100 days, Obama to help workers
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) -Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton
outlined an aggressive 1(8)-day
presidential agenda on Tuesday
and Sen. Barack (Marna promised to "play offense for working Americans,- both rivals
observing something of a lull in
an
personal
increasingly
Democratic nomination struggle.
One week before the
Pennsylvania primary, Clinton
was jolted with a fresh reminder
that party elders have no
appetite for a campaign that
drags into the convention in late
August. Rep. Barney Frank, DMass., said the candidate who
trails in the delegate chase
should quit by June 3. "Probably
sooner," he told The Associated
Press in an interview.
The former first lady currently trails Obama by 136 delegates
in the AP count, and the odds are
poor that she will be able to
overtake Obama by the time the
primaries end on the first
Tuesday in June.
Clinton became the third of
the three remaining presidential
hopefuls to appear before newspaper editors at their convention, following appearances by
Obama and Republican Sen.
John McCain on Monday.
She accused Bush of having
expanded executive power to
the
of
detriment
the
Constitution, while often operating in secrecy.
"I'll end the use of signing
statements to rewnte the laws
Congress has passed. I'll shut
down Guantanamo, disavow
torture, and restore the right of
habeas corpus," she said.
"And I'll end the practice of
using executive privilege as a
shield against the public's right
to know and Congress's duty to
oversee the president."
Clinton's 1(83-day agenda
included the start of a troop
withdrawal from Iraq and submitting a budget to Congress
that rolls back some of Bush's
tax cuts. She also promised to
sign bills he has vetoed to
expand federal embryonic stemcell research and broaden govemment-supported health care
to millions of lower-inconte
children who now go without.
"In short, starting from Day
one, the Bush-Cheney era will
be over in name and in practice,- she said at a meeting of
the Newspaper Association of
America.
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campaign
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid of Nevada has said
he hopes a winner will emerge':,
quickly after the final pnmanes,
and Speaker Nancy Pelosi of •
California said she does not
believe the nearly M(X) superdelegates should overturn the verdict of the voters.
Once the prohibitive frontrunner. Clinton's hopes of winning the nomination now rest on
her ability to finish the pnmary
season with a series of strong
victones, beginning next week
in Pennsylvania.
She then must persuade
enough superdelegates — party
officials who are not picked by
the voters -- that she is a more
electable candidate than Obama,
and overtake hint in the weeks
immediately after th, pnmary.
season ends on June 3 in
Montana and South Dakota.
So far, despite the furor over
his remarks, Obama has not lost •.
the public support of any previously committed superdelegate.

Talk all you want for Just $9999/month:
Call anyone on any phone (including landlines) in the U.S.

earuggled in, oven:omit the fallout from the worst gaffe of Ns

I5-month campaign for the
White House, and on Sunday,
accused Clinton in turn of posing as a supporter of gun nghts
despite her longtime record in
favor of gun control.

0 MORE BARS
IN MORE PLACES

McCain's GOP
critics continue to
press their case

C) shows
at Camp
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Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, D-N.Y., is lit by stage lights as
she arrives to addresses the Newspaper Association of America convention Tuesday in
Washington.
If the personal rhetoric was go of the issue.
For his pan. Obama promLate Monday, aides unveiled
ised a union audience he would tempered. the Clinton campaign
reverse e decision by Bush that signaled it was not ready to let a new television conunercial
effectively lowered wages for
construction crews on government projects, and he mocked
McCain in the process.
"He seems to think Davis.
Bacon is something that comes
from a pig farm- Obama said,
refemng to the law that covers
wages on government construction projects.
Like Clinton, Obarna said he
was ready to move away from
Bush's policies.
"We're ready to play offense
for the minimum wage. We're
ready to play offense for retirement security,- he said.
In tone and substance, the
two speeches marked a change
in the campaign rhetonc that has
held sway since the weekend.
when a furor erupted over
Obania's remark that residents
of small towns cling to religion
and guns out of bitterness over
their economic plight.
•°Mee imoothis cacqc Jeoly. Sane yyetr,n,
Clinton and her campaign
surrogates have cnticized him
virtually nonstop in the days
since, suggesting he is an elitist
who would lead the party to
defeat this fall.
For his part, Obama has

that they said will run in
Pennsylvania. It features several
unidentified younger men and
women cnticizing Obanta for
his remarks. "It just shows how
out of touch Barack Obama is,"
says one man.
Obama countered with an ad
of his own. It asserts that voters
are rejecting Clinton's attacks,
and shows him saying, "When
we get past the politics of division and distraction and we start
actually focusing on what we
have in common, there's nothing we can't accomplish."
Frank's comments were the
latest in a string of signals from
party officials who are eager for
the nominating campaign to end
so the party can unify for the fall
campaign against McCain. If
anything, his remarks carried
extra weight because of his
support for
long-standing
Clinton and his status as a
superdelegate.
In recent weeks, party officials who are neutral have called
for a reasonably quick end to the

k

PHOENIX (AP) — Sen. John McCain's status as the presumptive Republican presidential nominee has done little to ease the
cnticism he faces from a small but vocal group of conservatives in
his home state.
A week ago. Republican activists living in the
same state legislative district as McCain rejected
nearly all the names his campaign submitted as
candidates to become delegates to the party's state
convention on May 1(1.
Six people on McCain's slate eventually
became delegates, said Rob Haney, the district's
Republican chairman and McCain's most prominent critic in Anzona
"The people who know him like him the least.
McCain
He is a media darling, so the general population
doesn't know his record — and conservatives do.- Haney said,
though noting he doesn't believe the development could derail
McCain's campaign.
The group of conservatives has dogged McCain since he first
ran for Congress in 1982, objecting to his views on illegal immigration and campaign finance, among other issues. They rallied
around him during the "Keating Five- scandal but were turned off
by his moderate positions an the 20(X) presidential race.
While the group has at times been an embarrassment. McC'ain
remains strong in Anzona. The latest polls show him with a sizable
lead in the state in matchups against either of his two Democratic
rivals. State delegate:. will meet in Mesa on May 10 to pick
Arizona's 50 delegates to the Republican National Convention.
McCain has responded to the cnticism in the past by :..aying he's
confident he has support from an overwhelming majonty of
Arizonans.
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Salem
Baptist Church
Lynn Grove, Kentucky
celebrates its

160th Anniversary
(1948-20m)
Sunday, April 20, 2008
beginning at 10:00 a.m.
Special Music and Former Pastors
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Food groups call for 'green revolution
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(API — Amid a deepening world hunger cnsis, leading food aid groups
are calling for a "green revolution" that would
help impoverished regions develop then own agnculture economies rather than relying on U.S.grown food.
Josette Sheeran, executive director of the
World Food Programme, told more than 7(X) people gathered in Kansas City for the International
Food Aid Conference on Tuesday that the time has
come for governments around the world to invest
in their farmers.
Half of hungry African farmers can't even
afford to feed their own families, she said. In Laos,
farmers are planting one-third fewer crops because
they have no access to credit to buy seed and fertilizer. At the same time, they have a fundamental
mistrust in commodity markets. In many countries, remote farmers cannot access markets
because of poor roads, she said.
Her comments came as soaring food and fuel
prices have strained food aid budgets of humanitarian aid groups across the globe The World
Food Programme, the world's largest food aid
agency, has seen its costs rise 55 percent since
June. she said. That means that most countries are
getting 40 percent less food for the same contribution, putting more than 100 million people under
"severe stress" because of high food pnces.

a

Besides taking care of immediate needs And
stabilizing shortages that tuive led to violent food
nuts in Haiti and other countries, Sheeran and
other aid leaders are backing proposals to *buy
more food from local farmers in developing countries, cutting transportation costs while bolstering
those nation's agricultural economies.
One solution is for humanitanan agencies to
contract with poor farmers so they can afford to
plant bigger crops. That would guarantee the fanners a market, in effect making the humanitarian
agencies the buyers. •
But some of the ideas are controversial in the
U.S.. particularly here in the nation's breadbasket
Currently, more than half of the food the U.S
exports for humanitarian relief is purchased from
U.S. growers, and the United States accounts for
the majority of the food aid distributed around the
globe, feeding one out of every two recipients.
Rebecca Bratter, director of trade policy for
U.S. Wheat Assmiatea, tow those attending the
conference Monday that the nation's grain growers do not support the so-called cash option that
would buy food aid in other countries rather than
the United States. She said that 6 percent of the
nation's wheat crop traditionally has gone toward
food aid purchases.
"Kansas is ground zero for the wheat industry,"
she said.
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offering the residents of Riviera
Courts an opportunity to relocate to a mobile home park he is
building on Ky. 464.
"We've offered them things
that most people would not offer
them," he said.
After paying rent for 10 years
in the new park. Steward said
residents will own their lots and
be given a title to their land.
The rates for the lots will not go
up and Steward said he hopes to
push the prices down.
Steward acknowledged some
A
residents are on fixed incomes
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and be paid back over the course of the properly will be used for the building site of numerous
of time through adjusted rent.
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move and gave me a round of
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there and
"We're not going to be able applause."
he
trouble,"
cause
families or
Steward stayed after the
to get the same services." he
said. "It's just a good piece of said. "I know changes are being Commission to speak to residevelbe
could
and
property
made, but I'd like to voice my dents lined up to ask questions.
oped for commercial and for opposition to it."
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residential.
Steward said he held a meet- better" after talking to him.
and the senior citizens get a lit- ing at Riviera Courts Monday to
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tle closer, but at the Mew time help dispel rumors and inform
Muhl of 105 lots,
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we're going to help the other the residents of his plans.
Steward said and will be 25
people out too."
"At the end, 1 was amazed by acres. The management team
Riviera Courts resident Bill the number of people who want- will remain the same.
Ferns has lived at the park since ed to move out there," he said.
Steward said he hopes to start
1972 and expressed concern "People were signing up to the process in late July.
over the proposed change. espe-
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The system cannot only alert
county residents concerning disasters and other crises, but may
also be used in the event of rural
water alerts, missing children,
evacuations and other official
notification
In other business, the court:
. •initiated the appointment
,of two, three-person committees
to consider requests to close
,portions of both Stubblefield
and Hummingbird lanes Those
selected will examine the county's interest concerning any
approved closure ant make a
recommendation to Me court. A
.public hearing will also be
.scheduled before any decision
for or against the requests is
made.
• approved a plat request
&
Jennings
Matt
from

Associates concerning the
paving of a short section of
county roadway included in a
planned six tract development
located neat the intersection of
Wiswell and Irwin roads titled
the Charleston West development. Jennings provided a letter
to the court concerning the
establishment of a line of credit
at Heritage Bank in the amount
of $50,000 for paving and roadwork costs. The plat was
approved by the court subject to
customary construction requirements.
• was issued a copy of the
Murray-Calloway County Parks
and Recreation budget request
for 2008-09 by &lector Matt
Martin. Martin has requested a
$4,230 increase in allocations
for recreation from both the city
and the county. Last year the
county allocated $125,248. The
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city allocated $139, 290.
Together with other funding
provided by Christmas in the
Park and other programs, fees,
pool income, contributions and
other funding the department's
total income for the year is projected to he around $419,600
Last year's total was reported
at $452,038. Special programs
such as soccer, Red Cross, day
camp, community theatre and
other sources is expected to
drop from $130,200 for 2007-08
to $91,800 for the coming year,
according to the release.
• heard a report from
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum that there has been an
increase in the number of thefts
of copper and metal trailers
recently. Marcum cautioned all
county resident,s and businesses
to ensure their belongings are
secured as much as possible.

I

AP
Greg Dickey, right, and his Mende and family stand ready with shovels as a wildfire bums ,
through land near Fort Carson, Cob., on Tuesday. The wildfire burned more than 1,000 acres,,
on Fort Carson rear Colorado Springs.

Wildfires kill 3, evacuates
small Colorado community
ORDWAY, Colo. (AP) —
Wildfires in warm, windy
weather burned into a southeast
Colorado town and on an Army
post Tuesday, and a firefighting
pilot and two other people died.
All 1,100 residents of the
town of Ordway were told to
leave, authotities said. Crowley
County sheriff's deputy Bill
Hamilton said late Tuesday he
didn't immediately have details
on the two deaths.
The pilot died when the crop
duster-type plane crashed along
a highway just east of Fort
Carson, said Mike Fergus of the
Aviation
Federal
Administration. A fire there had
bnrned about 1,000 acres.
Much of the state was under

a National Weather Service red
flag warning, signifying high
fire danger Gov. Bill Ritter
declared a state of emergency,
freeing up state resources to
help fight the fire.
On the southeastern plains
around Ordway, winds were
gusting to 50 mph, humidity
was low and temperatures
reached into the 80s. Dry conditions on the plains and in some
mountain valleys contrasted
with deep snow at higher elevations.
At least 20 buildings were
damaged in Ordway in less than
four hours, and nearly 10 square
miles of grasslands were
scorched. Two state highways
were closed to the town, 122

miles southeast of Denver.
At least three heavy air
tankers. each capable of carrying up to 2,500 gallons of fire
retardant were sent to Ordway,
said Steve Segin, a spokesman
with the Rocky Mountain Area
Coordination Center, which
helps coordinate response to
fires.
"We have our fingers crossed
that these winds will die down,"
said Polly White, a spokeswoman for the Colorado
Emergency
of
Division
Management, adding that .a
storm expected to bring rain and•
snow Wednesday appeared to be
,
.
moving into the area. "I can seg
the snow clouds coming oveM,:.
•
the mountains as we speak."

care
Sara Butler PA-C
Sara Butler PA-C, is an important new member of cur staff at Primary Care
Medical Center
College in McKenzie, Tennessee and Clearwater '
Christian College in Clearwater, Florida. As a Physician Assistant, she is trained
to provide care for patients of all ages.

Sara is a graduate of Bethel

Sara is a member of the American Academy of Physician Assistants and the
Tennessee Academy of Physician Assistants.
She is seeing patients at Primary Care
Medical Center at the corner of 12th
Street & Glendale.

Primary
Care
MEDICAL CENTEA
Mon - Fri.

With the recent retirement of!)'. William G. Hart and Dr James C Hart, Jr.,
Hart Capps Ophthalmology has changed its name to...

Sam gpm

MURRAY OPHTHALMOLOGY
ASSOCIATES

Saturday:
Sam - topm

The physicians of Murray Ophthalmology Associates provide state-oftht-an,
comprehensive eye care inclsidirl cataract surgery, eyelid surgery, glaucoma and diabetes
treatment, in-office laser treatments, as well as glasses and contact lens fitting. They also
provide school screenings and wellness exams. The attached optical shop provides a wide
range offrames to choosefrom, along with reading glasses and sunglasses.
now accepting appointments
for new and established patients.

We are

Referrals arc not necessary.

Sunday:
1 - 6pm

Illare".,

11141

270-753-3131 Or
800-221-7892

Call

Hal Capp. MD

for appointment information.

David Bryson. MD

MURRAY OPHTHALMOLOGY ASSOCIATES
Medical Arts Building, Suite 284 West• Murray, KY 42071

1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
270.759.9200
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Popes, U.S. presidents have long history together
By JENNIFER LOVEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — The
leader of the world's Roman
Catholics has been to the White
House only once in history. That
changes today and President
Bush is pulling out all the stops:
driving out to a suburban military base to meet Pope Benedict
01's plane, bringing a giant
audience to the South Lawn and
hosting a fancy East Room dinher.
. These are all firsts.
: Bush has never before given
a visiting leader the honor of
picking him up at the airport. In
fact, no president has done so at
Andrews Air Force Base, the
typical landing spot for modern
leaders.
A crowd of up to 12,000 was
due at the White House this
morning for the pope's official,
pomp-filled arrival ceremony. It
Will feature the U.S. and Holy
See anthems, a 21-gun salute,
and the U.S. Army Old Guard
Fife and Drum Corps. Both men
will make remarks before their
Oval Office meeting and a sendoff for his popemobile down
Pennsylvania Avenue.
The White House crowd will
be the largest of Bush's presidency. It even heats the audience
last spring for Queen Elizabeth
II, which numbered about 7,000.
The evening festivities will
mark the first time the Bushes
have put on a high-profile meal
in honor of someone who isn't
even a guest. Wednesday is the
pontiff's 81st birthday, and the
menu celebrates his German
heritage with Bavarian-style
food.
But Benedict's prayer service
that evening with U.S. bishops
at a famed Washington basilica
preclude him from coming to the
dinner, according to the White
House. Catholic leaders will be
there instead.
The president explained the
special treatment -- particularly
the airport greeting.
"One, he speaks for millions.
Two, he doesn't conic as a
politician; he comes as a man of
faith," Bush told the EWTN
Global Catholic Network in an
interview aired Fnday. He added
that he wanted to honor
Benedict's conviction that
-there's right and wrong in life,
that moral relativism has a danger of undermining the capacity
to have more hopeful and free
societies."
The Bush-Benedict gettogether will be the 25th meeting between a pope and a sitting

AP File
President Ronald Reagan shakes hands with Pope John Pau
II on the podium at Miami International Airport, Fla., in this
Sept. 10, 1987 file photo.

Iraqi Christians are believed to defensive ones has been a perhave fled the country because of sistent theme in U.S. relations.
attacks and threats. -The Vatican
Pope Paul VI wanted to help
is a very adult place," he said. mediate an end to the Vietnam
"The arguments of five years War. John Paul also urged
ago are over."
President Reagan against the
The current pope's approach arms race and spoke out vigormay be softer than that of John ously against the Persian Gulf
Paul, who turned from Bush's war under the current presipresentation to him of the Medal dent's father. All these urgings,
of Freedom in 2004 to read a like the current anti-Iraq argustatement about his "grave con- ment, were to no avail.
cern" over events in Iraq. But
"Modern popes have seen
Benedict is no less committed to themselves as voices of conthe church's stand on issues such science and peacemakers,"
as abortion, stem cells and the Allen said. "U.S. administradeath penalty, as well as war.
tions haven't always been excitIn fact, the death penalty is ed for them to play that role."
another area of long-held disWeighty discussions aside,
agreement, with Bush a strong the talks with Bush are not likesupporter. Benedict also speaks ly to be the most-remembered or
forcefully against punitive most influential part of the ponimmigration laws and the U.S. tiff's six-day, two-city U.S. tour,
trade embargo against Cuba,and Weigel said. That is expected to
for environmental protection come when Benedict addresseg
and social welfare — all in ways the United Nations on Friday.
that often run counter to Bush
"I think it's nice they're
administration policies.
going to meet. They have a lot of
But differences between things to talk about," he said.
AP
Pope Benedict XVI gestures, at center, as Italian former Premier Romano Prodi looks on, at popes anti presidents are nothing "But the notion that the world
operates by the big guys getting
left, prior to boarding an Alitalia jet bound for Washington, in Rome's Fiumicino international new.
John Paul and former together and cutting a deal is
airport, Tuesday From a presidential welcome, to two Masses at baseball stadiums, to a stop
for prayer at ground zero in New York, the pontiff will get a heavy dose of the American expe- President Clinton clashed — wrong.with strikingly sharp Vatican
rience in his first pilgrimage to the United State's.
statements — on abortion.
Associated Press researcher
president.
holder, with a total of five meet- been slain in Iraq in recent
Also, the church's opposition Susan James in New York conThe first did not come until ings with two popes.
weeks and tens of thousands of to almost any war but self- tributed to this report.
shortly after the end of World
There are more than 64 milWar I, when Woodrow Wilson lion reasons for this. Catholics
was received at the Vatican by number nearly one-quarter of
Gateway Ford •
931-232-5336
Pope Benedict XV in 1919. The the U.S. population, making
next wasn't for 40 more years, them a desirable constituency
when President Eisenhower saw for
politicians to court.
Pope John XXIII in Rome. Worldwide, there are now an
It,
President Carter hosted the first estimated I billion Roman
GotIv,
White House visit by a pope, Catholics.
-The pope represents not just
when John Paul II came on Oct.
6, 1979.
the Catholic church but the posS
. 500
Since then, such audiences sibility of moral argument in
have become a must-do. Every world affairs and it is very
president has met with the pope important for American presiOn every purchase of new or
at least once. often more. This dents to rub up against that front
pre-owned vehicie for the month of April. Stop
week makes Bush the record- time to time," said George
worrying about the price of gas, plan that
summer vacation now!
Weigel, a Catholic theologian
and biographer of Pope John
Paul II.
The Vatican — seat of a government as well as a religious
headquarters -- has an interest.
too.
"It wants to be a player in
world affairs, and everyone
understands that to do that you
have to be in conversation with
the United States," said John
Under
Allen, the Vatican correspondent
for the independent National
Catholic Reporter.
On social issues such as abortion, gay marriage and stem cell
research, Bush and Benedict
have plenty of common ground.
But they disagree over the
war in Iraq, just as Bush did
with Benedict's predecessor,
411911181 -'
.111L.V.0
John Paul.
kdibillir
NM*
When Benedict was a cardinal before the 2003 invasion, the
now-pontiff categoncally dismissed the idea that a preventive
4_ AtE
stnke against Iraq could be justi- ,,
tiglitt
4
fied under Catholic doctrine. In
litillila
his Easter message last year,
Benedict said "nothing positive
comes from Iraq."
Benedict told Bush at their
.
.444,
• , iimi
ar
0"; _
first meeting last summer at the
Vatican that he was concerned
about "the womsome situation
1E' L
...1.4allaa
in Iraq." Bush charactenzed the
pontiff's concerns as mostly
AP File limited to the treatment of the
President Kennedy talks with Pope Paul VI, at the Vatican in Christian minority in Muslimthis July 3, 1963 file photo. Kennedy's 1963 meeting with majority Iraq. The statement out
Pope Paul VI at the Vatican was historic: the first Roman of the Vatican suggested a
.hf
Catholic president of the United States was seeing the Roman broader discussion.
' , ,idA,L jellif
Catholic pontiff only days after his coronation. Kennedy —
Weigel predicted talks this
who struggled against anti-Catholic bias during his presiden- time would be focused almost
WelY
i
-G
151 at
tial campaign — only shook hands with the pope rather than entirely there.
931-647
:
9500 iimitteetet... eseitteetty.e 931-232-5336
kissing his ring, as is the usual practice for Catholics.
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Water pipelines across U.S. breakin
repair costs put at nearly $300B

GREG TRAVISttaciper 6 Times

A SIGN OF SPRING: Calloway County High School seniors Haley Miller, left, and Samantha

bucy, work in the CCHS Greenhouse this week. Students in the class plant and grow an
hssortment of items and then sell them in the school's greenhouse. The facility is open to the
public Monday through Thursday from 8:10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and Fridays from 810 a.m. to 4 p.m.
e facility will be open as long as supplies last, it was reported. The greenhouse is located
bear the Hoke Athletic Field House.

Ky., Kan. sign compact to help
military kids move to new schools
TOPEKA, Kan.(API — Kansas and Kentucky that military children will attend six to nine school
/lave signed on to a compact that should make life systems before they graduate, including an aver4 bit easier for children of military families to age of two during high school alone.
change schools.
Defense officials say the children's education is
• The compact seeks to address common prob. a quality of life issue that affects recruitment,
kms when military children transfer between retention and soldier readiness. It also will mean
installations or their parents are deployed. children will avoid needlessly repeating courses or
Compact members will work to create uniform being denied access to extracurricular activities.
itandards of practice, including the transfer of
David Chu, undersecretary of defense for perrecords, course placement and graduation require- sonnel and readiness, said the compact would
ments
have a lasting impact.
: Ten slates tnust join the compact for it to
"Easing this burden is the right thing to do,"
ipecome operational. Bills were introduced in 20 Chu said."We appreciate all the support and effort
hates, including Kansas and Kentucky, according to implement the compact. We look forward to
io the Council on State Governments, which more states signing on."
ikveloped the compact.
Kansas and Kentucky have nearly 50,000
There are 1.5 million children of military lam- school-aged children whose parents are in the
Dies in the United States. The compact will make active duty military. Most of those in Kansas live
lure their records transfer with them when their near Fort Riley, which is home to the 1st Infantry
parents move between installations. It is estimated

THE SPIRIT OF RELAY.
THE POWER OF PURPLE.
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American Cancer Society
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Relay For Life
StinihrorS

Celebreti
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Life.

Make a $10 donation to Relay For Life, Receive
a purple ribbon to display in honor of cancer
survivors and in memory of those lost to cancer.

To order your ribbon, contact any
Relay for Life team member or contact
Tiffany at
492-8308 or tiffanyshemwell@gmail.com
V
RELAY
FOR LIFE

Relay for Life
May 2, 2008
at Roy Stewart Stadium
All proceeds go to the American Cancer Society.
For cancer information 24 hours a day, call
1.800.ACS.2345 or visit www.cancer.org

Celebrate. Remember. Flight Back.

NEW YORK (AP) — Two
hours north of New York City, a
mile-long stream and a marsh
the size of a football field have
mysteriously formed along a
country road. They are such a
marvel that people come from
miles around to dnnk the crystal-clear water, believing it is
bubbling up from a hidden natural spring.
The truth is far less romantic:
The water is coining from a
cracked 70-year-old tunnel hundreds of feet below ground, scientists say.
The tunnel is leaking up to 36
million gallons a day as it carries
drinking water from a reservoir
to the big city. It is a powerful
warning sign of a larger problem
around the country: The infrastructure that delivers water to
the nation's cities is badly aging
and in need of repairs.
The
Environmental
Protection Agency says utilities
will need to invest more than
$277 billion over the next two
decades on repairs and improvements to drinking water systems. Water industry engineers
put the figure drastically higher,
at about $480 million.
Water utilities, largely managed by city governments, have
never faced improvements of
this magnitude before. And customers will have to bear the
majonty of the cost through rate
increases, according to the
American
Water
Works
Association, an industry group.
Engineers say this is a crucial
era for the nation's water systems. especially in older cities
like New York, where some
pipes and tunnels were built in
the 1800s and are now nearing
the end of their life expectancies.
"Our generation hasn't experienced anything like this. We
weren't around when the infrastructure was being built," said
Greg Kail, spokesman for the
water industry group. "We didn't pay for the pipes to be put in
the ground, but we sure benefited from the improvements to
public health that came from it"
lie said the situation has not
reached crisis stage, but without
a serious investment, "it can
become a crisis. Each year the
problem is put on the back burner, the pnce tag is going to go

AP

Firefighters examine a school bus parked in the middle of
gushing debris after an 85-year-old steam pipe exploded
unaerground , in this July 18 , 2007, file photo, in New York.
Engineers say we are in a crucial era for the nation's infrastructure. especially in older cities like New York where the
pipes and tunnels were built more than a century ago, and are
now nearing the end of their life expectancies.

ing.
The 36 million gallons a day
that leak from the 85-mile
Delaware Aqueduct in New
York state amounts to more than
I billion gallons a month. That
may be a drop in the bucket
compared to the hundreds of billions of water consumed in New
York City every year, but the
daily leak in the tunnel would
meet the daily demands of
drought-ravaged Raleigh. NC.
Residents in .Wawarsing,
about 100 miles from New York
City, blame tunnel leaks for the
constant flooding in their yards
and basements. Department of
Catastrophic problems can Environmental Protection engiarise when infrastructure fails. neers are trying to determine
An 84-year-old steam pipe whether the aqueduct is really
erupted beneath a New York responsible for the soggy mess
street last year, creating a mam- along Route 209 that has gotten
moth geyscr that rained mud and considerably worse over the last
10 years.
debns down on the city.
David Sickles said the water
In Chicago, an 80-year-old
cast-iron water main broke earli- Just bubbles up from the cracks
er this year, spilling thousands in the concrete in his basement
of gallons and opening up a 25- — even when it doesn't rain.
"It's like there is too much
foot hole in the street.
In Denver, up to 4 million water in the ground already,"
gallons of water gushed from a Sickles said, showing off the
ruptured 30-year-old pipeline in water line on the concrete wall
February, gouging a sinkhole of his basement. "There's no
across three lanes of Interstate place for this to go."
Nearly every house has a
25. The lanes were shut down
black discharge hose running
for nearly two weeks.
Cleveland has spent hundreds from the basement through the
of millions of dollars on infra- yard, gushing water into
structure in the past 20 years but already-soggy patches of grass.
The land around Laura
still must repair daily breaks.
Last month, a break in a 2 I/2- Smith's house turns into a lake
foot-diameter water main turned when the snow melts, and her
a downtown square into a driveway is so muddy your feet
watery crater and knocked out sink when you walk to her front
door.
other utilities.
Utilites currently spend about
The amount of wasted water
from these breaches is stagger- $10.4 billion annually on large-

scale repairs and improvements
on drinking water infrastructure,
a figure that has been relatively
flat dunng the past two decades,
the EPA said.
Cities have a hard time convincing residents that they
should spend money on something they never see, buried hundreds of feet underground. And
often, public officials pawn the
responsibility off on the next

person elected. Kail said.
Repairs tend to be long and
costly, especially since many
systems were built nearly a century ago, deep underground,
where buildings and major roads
now stand.
Even monitoring pipes for
vulnerabilities can be expensive
and tricky, since it's not possible
to shut down a city's water supply to test for leaks. If New York
were to do that to the Delaware
Aqueduct, for example, the 13
1/2-foot-diameter tunnel might
crumble under the crushing
weight of the land without the
water to support the duct.
The
Department
of
Environmental Protection monitors leaks by sending water
through the tunnel and measuring how much comes out at the
end. The department also sends
robots that swim through the
tunnels and collect data on their
condition.
The amount of water being
lost is inconsequential, given
that reservoirs are so full, said
Environmental Commissioner
Emily Lloyd. But she said it is
important to fix the leaks now
because there is no way to tell
how the system might deteriorate in the next 30 years.
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You are invited to attend a

Gospel Singing
Ti

Friendship Church of Christ
111

Friday Night, April 18th, 7:00 p.m. - ??:00
and a

Gospel Meeting
Speaker

Song Leader

Derrick Coble

Hayden Rogers

Saturday, April 19th
7:30 p.m.
Sunday, April 20th morning 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m.
evening 7:30 p.m.
There will be a fellowship meal following the Sunday Morning worship service.
50 KIrkridge Road. Murray, KY
From Murray take 94 East to 1346 and follow signs.
For additional information call(270)970-0076
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$8.25 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within S Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
1 1
1
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classiheds go into Smart Saver)
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS, INC..
datia America's Wholesale Lender

ANGELA K COLLINS,

PLAINTIFF,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February II, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approx,00te amount of $31.883.06, I shall proceed to offer for

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February IL 2008, m the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff Ill the approximate amount of $164,615 80, I doll proceed to offer for

aide at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the Menem bidder, at public auction on Friday,

sale at the Courthouses door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky,
to the higheet bidder, at public auction on Friday.

April 18. 2038. at the hour of 10.00 am,local time, or thereabout, the following
deecribed property located m Calloway County, Kentucky. with its eddrese being

April 18, 2008. at the hour of 10:00 .m., local time, or thereabout, the following
deecribed property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address Wing
1850 Rayburn Road. Murray, KY 42071, and Wing more particularly described

A 9 463 acre tract of land a• surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray.
Kentucky, December, 1988, located at the interims-bon of Rayburn Road and Don

Igo, and are

rods north of the southweet corner of said Quarter Section. theme, North 8 nide
thence East 7 rads, thence South 6 rod., thence West 7 rods to the beginning
containing' acre, more or leas

Caldwell road, approximately 77 mile. Southwest of the intersection of Twelfth
and Main Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky, an
described ss follows

nprovements

ALSO One lot in Kirkery. Kentucky described 0 being the Northwein Quarter
of Section 25. Toesushm 3, Range 3 Eon, and beginning 18 rods and 6 mchee

Beginning at the northwest corner of the herein Wombed tract of lend end •
southwest corner of the Robert Morton property, Deed Book 91. Page Si said

north of the southwest corner of the said Quarter Section, thence FAA 50 feet,
thence South 50 feet; therms East 9 rods and 16 feet, thence North 7 rods and 16
feet and 6 inches. then. West 13 rode to West line of wed Quarter; thence South
to the beginning, contenting acre, more or lees

point being an emitting iron pipe. 665• feet north of the centerline of Don
Caldwell Road and 26 fel feet east of the centerline of Rayburn Road,

en relatively

rd time conthat

they

ey on some-

!. buried hun-

ground. And
alt pawn the
on the next
I said.
be long and
since many
nearly a cen-

ALSO. A part of the Northwen Quarter of Section 25, Township 3 Range 3 Rest
and bounded as follows. beginning 15 rods north from the wuthwest corner of
said Quarter Section. therw wet 50 feet, thence north 50 feet; thence west 50
feet, thence south 50 feet to the beginning
ALSO. A lot Lek Klelow. itaintocky, lyioe end being in the Northwest Quarter of
Section 29, II:mashie 3, Range 3 greet, and bounded as follow, Beginning st the
southeast corner of• lot mold to W N f:areen by R.8 Miller on September
1901; thence, running isan 7 poles; thence north 9 poles to J E McCallona land.
thence west 7 poles: thence south to the beginning containing'acre, more or

nderground.

I major roads

not possible

LESS AND EXCEPT Legal description of a toot of land anuated m the
Community of Kirksey. County of Calloway, State of Kentucky,• part of the
Northwest Quarter of Section 25, lbernehip 3. Retie 3 Rut. and being further
demented as fonowe Beginning at a diameter mbar in the south lute Of the

's water supIf New York

Evett property and the north hos of the Robert Tabers property. 21593 fen
east of the right of way line of Keternay Highway 299 II 60 wide road), thence

g pipes for
ye expensive

he Delaware
nple, the 13

unnel might
IC crushing
without the
duct.

wvenrqj the Even property north 4 deg 20 25' east- 132 06 feet to a domr.
ter mbar in the mouth line of. strip of land used for access which is the property
of the RS Miller heirs (See freed Book 10. Page 321), thence along the Waits of
said R S Miller heirs property the following calls South 87 deg. 16' 00' End
804:) feet, North 2 deg 46' 14' wet 1384 feet to a"rebar in a fence line the

(it

!moth line of the WE Haman property. See Deed Book 143. Page 196); thence
with Hargaha south line mouth 87 deg 06' 49' east 122 02 feet to •'" rebar at •

ection mom ding water

fence corner post in the west line of the Yrs Roy Jones property (see Used Boot
156. Card 1864); thence with said Jones line end generally along •fence smith 6

ment

and measur-

es out at the

it also sends
through the

lath on their

water being
ntial, given

to full, said
,mmissioner
he said it is
leaks now
way to tell
ght deteno-

ears.

deg 13' 02' west 146 62' to•?" ester at•fence corner, the northwest corner of
the Jame. Hamilton property law Deed Book 172, Card 1497i; thence with
Hamilton's north line north 87 deg. 16 00' west 199 89' to the point of beginning Thu tract contains 0 6488 sow.

thence, north 87 deg 40'00' east- 64000 feet with the said Morton south property line to a #4 mbar net at the northeast corner of the herein described tract of

THE FIRST STATE BANK

PLAINTIFF,

land;

Being the same property conveyed to Angela K. Collins by deed from Nona K
Beach, dated June 7,4004, of record in Pool 660, Page 98. in the office of the
clerk of the Calloway County Court
The eforenoentioned property shall be mid on •cash or credit baste of thirty :30,
days. but if sold or. a credit of thirty (30) days, the porch/sear shall deposit with
the, Commissioner one-third of the purchase pram and execute bond enth good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, same to be paid m two equal installments bearing interest at 12% per annum flwrii the date of 00 until paid, and
hilly due and payable within thirty deys. A hen shall be retained on the property
aa additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be wcertained and paid
by the Commissioner
This 17th day of March.'2008
Reepectfuliy submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commisnoner
Calloway Circuit Court

ist
RE

Paul Whimight and et ifs, thu Whitnight,
and all other unknown persow who may
claim any interest in the subject matter of
the action.
Calloway Circuit Court, Civil Action rile
No 08-CI-00132. Captioned Jeff Williams
end wife. Joyce Williams,,, Paul Whetrught
and wife. Gail Whitnight et at. Defendants

The undersigned attorney filed an action in the
Calloway Circuit Court to notify the above identified
individuals and all other unknown pereona who may
riaim any interest in the subject matter of this lawsot, that an ection has been filed regarding reel
property known as Lot 796 in Unit II of Andersou
Shores Subdivision m Calloway County, Kentucky
land more particularly described in the lawinut) The
Plaintiffs in this action &seine that they are the
owner of the property and that any rights you may
have in the property should be terminated
Wee; el defense or answer to the lawsuit is made
by you on or before April 28, 2008,• judgment by
default may be granted against you Copies of the
complaint can be obtained from the Clerk of the
Calloway Circuit Court, Calloway County Judicial
Building, 312 North 4th Street, Murray, KY 4207i
Ricky A Lamkin, Eaq
304 North 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270)763-1737
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFFS

Plaintiff in the appronmate amount of $68,688 04, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthowe door in the City of Murray, C'allowy County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday.
April 18, 2008, at the hour 0( 10:00 a.m.. local tune, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its addrees being'
58 Gobo Road, Kirksey. KY. and being more lorticularly described as follows
Being 18 04 arms and the game real ovtate as recorded in Book 151, Cabinet I.
Drawer 3. Card 1684. and said property is situated in the Southeast corner of
the Southwest Quarter of Sec 7, T-3SR3E and is more particularly deecribed
as follows'
Beginning at an iron pan in the Southeast corner of the S W Quarter Section 7.
wad iron pm being in the center of the Will Doorer Road 774 84 feet south from
the intersection of the said Will Doorer end Colo- Mt Oliver Road. thence North:
2 deg 32 =nut.40 seconds East, 80t84 feet to an iron pm; thence North 0
deg 8 minutes. 7 woods East. 779.26 feet to an iron pm, thence North 87 deg.
52 minutes West 496 00 feet to an iron pin, thence South 0 deg '24 minutes 16
seconds Wen 839 96 feet to an iron pin m the David Rower's Northeast owner;
thence South 2 deg 26 minutes 14 seconds West, 744 04 feet to an iron pin in
the northeast corner, thence South 2 deg 26 menutes 14 seconds West. 744 04
feet to an iron pin in Devid Houser's Southeast corner. thence South 87 deg 62

thence, weeth 87 deg 21 00" west 669 92 feet with the north aide of said Doti
Caldwell Road to•04 rebar set sit the southweet corner of the herein described

Being the same property cenveyed to Larry Runyon, et to by deed trent-Jerry
Lowery, et to • dated March 6, 2004, of record in Book 539, Page 811, Aim
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

Creel of land,
thence, north) deg. 45 00' wen - 317 76 feet with the said Morton east property
line to a 04 mbar set on the east side of Rayburn Road.
thence, with the east side of said road, the following bearings and distances
North 6 deg 04'00' cast. 111006 feet screen the chord of• curved right of way
to .94 robin' set.
North 3 deg 27' 12' wet - 206 43 feet to the point of beginning

minute. Earn 496 00 feet to the point of beginning and containing 18 04 acres

The aforementioned property shell be sold on a cash or credo bans of thirty 1301
days, but dined on a reedit of tlurty I30 day., the purchaser shall deposit with
the f'ommononer one-third of the purchase price and execute bond with good
and eufficent wrety for the remainder, some to be paid in two equal installmenta bearing interest at 121' per annum from the date of sale until paid. anel
fully doe and payable within thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property,,
WdrUonal security All delinquent twee, if any, shall be eacertamed and paid
by the Commiessomir

This property 11 subject to all previously convoyed suemente and rights of way.
This pruperty does not lee within •flood Wend are.

This 17th day of Meech, 2008

Being the same property conveyed to Robert 0 Dodson, et us., by deed from
Justin C Kelso, et Co., dated February 13. 2003. in Book 632, Page 245, in the

Reepecthilly submitted.
MAX W PARKER

Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

Master Conunosioner
Calioway Cirrus' Court

The aforementioned property shall be eold on •cash or credit beau of thirty i30)
days, bin if sold an•credit of thirty 130) days, the purchaser shall deposit with

_2ftad Ii

the Conunissiono- one-tlurd of the purchase price and execute bend with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, same to be paid in two equal installment* bearing interest at 12% pee annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property
es additional wority All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained End paid
by the Cornmwooner

Diesel
Tech/Mechanic
for High
Paying position
Great Benefits &
Retirement.
Looking
tor a Career Not
lust a Job

Reepectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commimioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Please can

Invitation to Bid

NATIONAL

Supplier. Equipment, Furniture sect,or Other
Miscellaneous Goesis - Catalog .nil/or Inventory
The Calloway County Board of Education 1c accepting sealed bide for Supplies, Equipment. Furniture.
and/or Other Misioellsosious Goods - Catalog and/or
Inventory for the Calloway County School District
Bids will he accepted until 2.00 pm. May S. 2008
Specifications are an file et the Board office at 2110
College Farm Road. Murray, KY 42071 Any inter
eeted bidders may obtain copies at that location
Further informetion may be °binned by calling
Kens, Brandon at 762-7300 The Calloway County
Board of Education reserves the right to reject any
and/or all bids and waive any irregularities,
in bidding

and Feastj

Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd
6PM on the
let Sat of the month

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment arid Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 25, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the

Wailed

LOCAL small business
seelong administrative
assistant. Part time
MOTOWN
position
becoming full time
posilion ir the tall
Transportation. basic
computer and office
skills a must Payroll
arid bookeeping experience a plus Mail
resume to PO Box
965 Murray KY 42071

FOUND In Coldwater
area Male, Chocolate
Lab mix, with red collar.
978-2473.
Lost dog, Chihuahua
male. Ms
bleektwhite, 12 yrs
old, has seizures.
needs medication. lost
In neighborhood by
MHS tennis et. on
Minerva. If anyone
finds him Neese call
owner at 767 9273 or
293-0444.

surraytedeor.com
. am
't
,y. 9.1:515
niurraytedoercera
.
I ir 'At
• GM
le

L

L66sodPoimd1

Lost
large
male
Lab
Chocolate
offered
Reward
(270)519-0286

IMMEDIATE OPENING

April
•1
Showers
ring May *
Flowers!

tds!

PART TIME DRUG TECHNICIAN
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Retirees, Stay Al home parents, Senior

Q

Citizens are all encouraged to apply.
We provide the training.

33.334ammierdiatill
lalt4DIVIIMIIILWIIIIMIIM.CQM
Call Leali: 1-800-256-7141
Equal Employment Opportunity
Affirmative Action Linployer

LF,1;;ER &TIMES
H41811111 When
Local Mall
3m -MIAS
3.6.
$1.
1.1111
Ma
so.--6611.61
I
I yr.-MOM

-Via

V/TN
chnaaalliedrormil

Rem.1
060,,
Weald
BEST Western needs
housekeeping Expene
nce preferred Please.
no phone cells
DENTAL office seekmg Saturday only
Dental Hygienist
Please send resume
to PO Box )598,
Murray, KY 42071
DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle Top pay, great
benefits! No experience? No problem'
Werner Enterprises
8003.46-2818
eat
150.

DO you love worlds:4r
with Idds?
Wee Care Entwine**
may be lust the place;
for you, Full twos end'
part time position'
available
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)75.3-5227

877-339-1106

Apply at:

fina-fte-

wire
-woo
We
www
wee
wwv

LARRY RUNYON,PAMELA RUNYON
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY.
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION CABINET.

thence, south 3 deg 46' 00' wept - 630 41 feet with the Clifton Jones wen property line to • #4 rehar set 30 00 feet north of the centerline of the Don Caldwell
Road at the soothewt corner of the herein described tract of land,

'Thor 17th day of March, 2008

Ti)

nu 1 PA

VS NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS.

Being one lot in Kirlisey, Kentucky, and in the Northwest Quarter of Section 26,
Township 3, Range 3 Feet ano beginning 13 rods east from the owner that is 15

two decades,

Fr,
*
Sillily

ROBERT G. DODSON,
ROCHELLE M DODSON.

as follow.

nfrastructure,

wst I p.m
la.111Le

PLAINTIFF,

4036 Kidney Road, Kukeey. KY, and being more particularly described ea fnl
Iowa

where the

Dm*

Civil Action No. 07-CI-00401
GMAC MORTGAGE, LLC

VS NOTICE OF SALE

dion's infra-

lIlt5pt

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

VS NOTICE OF SALE

New York.

llon.1pa

Ratelde

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 07-CI-00433

Civil Action No 07-CI-00560

e exploded

Taaat
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Naha

L4104
thee

Mem

AP

Fit ii 1.11.

Mat Snit

Platy Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours Monday-Friday 7.30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Pam

MaSler(

e middle of

Fit 110.

Nmle

Now hinng an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and he goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission Salary will be based on
experience.

3 NIM.--$70.50
aer.---MUll
I ya-SIMAS
Cheek

Al Piker Mail
Sukacripliaas
3 ma-Mae
4..---,KM
yr.--USA

Money Order

Name
I St Address
1
City
State
e Ph._
Mad this coupon with payment to:

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

Murray Ledger & Time*
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

'

40• Wednesday, April

CLASSIFIEDS

16, 2008

lie& Woad

SALES ASSOCIATE
Full Time Position
Competitive Wages & Benefits
Sales/Marketing --Truck & Auto Accessones
Duties / Skills:
"Sales b, Telephone & eCommerce
"Bachelor's Degree or 2-4 yrs Sales
*Order Entry/ Customer
"Focus/ Teamwork Attention to Detail
*Advanced MSOffice
'Computer Skills/ Motivated/Organizational
Skills
'Willingness to learn products & pricing
structures

Anent

SONIC of Murray Is
looking for expori•
enced
Restaurant
Manager. Pay rate
and
benefits will
depend on experience. Please send

packet 4.401.thie

We are in search of
lull time, day shift
employees for scoreboard assembly
Successful candidates
are self-motivated,
detail oriented and
take pride in the quality of their work Use
of small hand tools
and reading schematics are required to
assemble the scoreboards. Having electronic skills is a plus

Responsiblitiew Sourcing, interviewing, and
referring applicants for professional positions
throughout MCCH.
Qualifications Bachelor's degree in related
area plus two years minimum recruiting aspen
ence required. Health care recruiting experience preferred
PARAMEDIC
Responsibilities Prehospital treatment and
transportation of the sick and injured including
use of advanced life support procedures.
Qualification., Ky. Certified Paramedic
License with six months minimum experience
as a basic level EMT Current valid Ky drivers
license required

Salary is commensurate with expenence
Sportable
Scoreboards offers a
competitive, comprehensive benefit package Apply at: 106
Max Hurt Drive,
Murray or direct
resume to
mfg nacrultingescor
.board I.com

EMT
Responsibilities Prehospital treatment and
transportation of the sick and intured.
Qualifications- Ky. Certified EMT with current
valid Ky drivers license required.
MCCH OFFERS A COMPREHENSIVE
COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS PACKAGE
To apphr, send resume to:
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Human Resources Department
803 Poplar Street, Murray, Ky 42071
email: HYPERLINK "mailto:invilson@murrayhospital.org' pwilsonOmurrayhospdal.org
Web: HYPERLINK littp://www.murrayhospital.org" wwwmurrayhospeal.org
No phone calls please
EOE

WORK from home!
Incorporated 500 company. No sales, not
mlm. (270)804-5648.

HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also
LG
Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna 8
Satellite. 759-0901
KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor Parts and
Service 759-9831

LARGE
SELECTION
WLED APPLIANCES

270 753-1713
WI HAVE
- MOVED
WARD EL HENS
605 E
5. 1711451.
-4-24-014

3.17

160
Furnishinga—
I

[Reed furniture?
We sell new & used
MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

761-7653

Interested applicants must have demonstrated leadership
and supervisory skills and he ahk to interact with physi
slam and other caregivers
This position require,that candidates must he a graduate
ot an accredited School of Nursing. RN license in
I erinessee. EL)experience BSN degree and management\
expenence Mauer, degree is preferred

Lawn 4 Garden
11 HP Swissher pul
behind 44" mower
Rarely used, 5 years
old $600 753-5958.
DIXIE Chopper Mower,
32 HP 72in cut, 497
hours, $6,000.
705-9113
HUSTLER zero turn
mowers In stock. 12
months same as
cash. Western Auto
of Benton inc. 312
East 12th Street,
Benton, KY 42025
(270)527-8661

Cowen
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Wantlolley

( \
I;(

1

I

I

•

Henry County Medical Center
PO. Box 1030
Pat-ts,TN 38242
731-644-8472
coweneehcmc-tn.org

\ HI

1•

\

1 I1

I 1

1
11111 ,0,1,
It \

\II\ ••• l'‘\\

Equal Opportunity Employer

NW Warned
[
11Mtnt
DIGITAL Printer
Operator needed for
local direct mail
company. Full-time
position with benefits.
Day shift Monday
through Friday with
occasionat ovenime
and weekends Lifting
arid
computer experience.
reouired Send resume
or apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail.
1410 North 12th St..
Suite G. Murray, KY
42071

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger com.
you will Ise redirected
phinetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local ph
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a

national
wehsite. not all listings
on the pitmetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
ph listings Thank you

FULL time bookkeeper,
experience
required,
computer
knowledge required
Apply in person Welch
Concrete Products, US
HWY 641 North, Almo,
KY

FULL-TIME Customer
Support
Representatives needed CSRs provide
phone support for
PowerClaim line of
solutions 1 year college required
Health/life/dental
insurance. 18 pied
days off/year, retirement Email resumes
to candice@powerclaim corn
HELP wanted for busy
clean-up shop, expensince preferred
753-4218, 227-4387
MURRAY real estate
licensing dabs Four
weekends, June
(270)223-0789
deloiseadarns•yahoo
COM

NOW
Hiring
Managemnet, experience preferred Apply
in person only Holiday
Inn Express Hwy 641
N Murray

ANTIOUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

OTR drivers needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years 01 R
experience
Clean
MVR (800)468-6087

F-E—]
JD 600 Hiboys $3,500
JD 6000 Hicycles
$7,500
Tobacco
sticks,
15
each
(502)5504080

asks'
UPRIGHT piano, good
condition
$900 00
(270)210-2050

GRAND PIANO SURPLUS AUCTION:
Murray Stan Univeraity hap declared 3 YAMAHA.
4 HOWARD ilmnit he KAWAII and 3 BALDWIN
Grand Pianow aurplua to in nee&
They are being wild in a grilled bid auction in individual Iota Pianoe are located at the general armee., building on enestnut St in Murex% KY General
viewing le acheduled for April 18TH and April 2IST
from 10AM UNTIL 3PM All other viewing ma by
neheduled appointment Bid Form Q-2571)-081
will he available at the nit
ADDITIoNAL INFORMATION on the well at
tinyurl com/6q7e92 or CALL Leigh Menchinger at
270.809-4435 for hiddiNzinformation. or Scott noir
at 2704409.43* for piano information

'slay
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all *nine Apply
Ii' person at Sonic
DrIve-In, 217 S. 12th
St. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray
BUYING old US Coln
collections Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999

REDUCED!
PRICE
MOBILE home 3-bed,
2-bath, utility room,
sun-room, large carport, 2-porches, big
storage building. This
lot it's the best. 1500
Coach Estates Call
293-2496
REPO 2005 Double
Wide 5 BR home on 1
acre located in Pans,
TN Call 731-564-9429
for more details.
SPECIAL
SPRING
Purchase
a
new
Clayton Home in the
month of April and
NO
PAYreceive
MENTS FOR FOUR
MONTHS1! Call for
detail at 731-584-9429.

Nice 2 BR trailer, nil
pets. 753-9866.
Small 28R, $225
753-6012
Ape

Hams For Ws
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Kis
Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left
Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429.
1996
Fleetwood
16010, 3BR, 2BA.
Excellent
condition.
(270)489-2525

-1 11(1 /Alla "011
sib, 211118

Ihsolut

6:410

("
A Short Drive from ft4
—u
rray KY •
Missouri Investor
Said
`SLI.L!"

Farm Lometion 1515 POTTS ROAD 8 TUCKER-GARLAND ROAD, MURRAY,KENTUCKY JUST OFF
HWY. 121 NORTH From Murray, KY Take 121 North 5 Miles To Potts Road Go East On Potts Road 1 5
Ines To Property SIN Stine Poetsee

IMSiwnumana -N
- a PIM muu rtsaasaaI Mt NMI Or Mt RIM MY ES REAL ESTATE TRACT RANGES - 1.6
ACRES,4 ACRES,10 ACRES,25 ACRES. 30
ACRES,AND ANY COMBINATIONS UP TO
30720 ACRES.
NORTHWEST CALLOWAY COUNTY
FARMLAND,PEACEFUL SETTINGS,GREAT
atom SITES ON POTTS ROAD AND
TUCKER-GARLAND WAD, TAKE A TOUR
OfTHIS FABULOUS ESTATE FARM. A
MUST RI MINI IN NW CALLOWAY CO.
WO.UMW aaaawasaaa PialuCTIVE NOWAK% WNW ROLLA*,HOMESTES,AMMAN
WM MICRO MIRIAM A PSIMicroamesa OPERATION FOR CROPOR cArrix PROOOCTION,
GIVJITINI.DLAW HINTING.200 +14.,MABEEACRES
MY SUM 11111111111: 01111111111111111111rrown ea =Thin PROPTIIIIMPIrtti
MINWmlEINMISEINI(111
iff LINIE'S) AlUN Nall11111111111111‘ NV
Ma IMPNg MIN NM AT GAO PO IMANIOVIALOI OF NOM
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Diuguid

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

One and Two Bedmom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

2 BR wit., extra nice,
$540. 1403A
Valleywood. Available
May 1st. 753-3018
2 BR duplex,
washer/dryer, CM/A.
1, 2, 3 BR apartments.
753-0606 753-1252
761-3694
2-BR duplex apartment. CA-VA, W/I), furnished and lawn rnatnt
No pets, 1 yr lease
5450/m04-5350deposit.
30413 S 6th
Call
(615)907-4955
2BR duplex, 28A,
garage No pets. 753
7457 or 227-3054.
2BR duplex, nice,
Citi/A, appliances furnished Various locahons Coleman RE
753-9898
281R8 38R apartments
available Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit
no
pets. 753-2905
3 8 4 BR townhouses
5630-900 per month
No pets
Includes
washer'dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator
C/H/A. Utilities not
included Meadowlark
Townhouses
(270)348-0458

YARD SALE

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
AC
TANGLE WOOD AP4RTMENTS
1750 Lowes Drive Murray. KY 42071

Immediately Available:
2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom - $495
3 Bedroom - based on income
( k.
Section 8 vouchers accepted CI
on all apartments.
• Hee Cable • Washer. Dryer. Range Dishwasher. &
Refrigerator Provided • All Electni. • Carpet & Ceram.,
Tile • Central Hut & Air • Patio/Drxk
Seine resuirtions apply
Call Joy for details 270-762-1044 or
270 804-0850, TTYff 800-648-6056

LIKE new, 1BR apt all
appliances. Brooklyn
Dr 270-559-9080 or
leave message

L°Sale

2BR, 1BA, house in
country, C/G/A. appliances
$500
me
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 Bedroom 1 5-Bath,
1615 Locust LR, FIR,
Fenced backyard,
deck, carport. quiet
neighborhood, close to
Murray Elementary
Available early May
(270)293-8684 leave
message

Need to fax
your ad?
Our numbe
Is
(270)
753-1927

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Noss tenting

Located at 720 S 4th 51

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security Manned
-Sete & clean
*We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Office or rental space
for lease $800 per rno
1600 sq ft (c1293-2096
(w)753-5500
OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905, 29)1480

GiC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. -4 p.m. 1.4-F

SPACE available
University Square
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
270 753 1492

kola

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

NOW LEASING
1.28 3bedrooin Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Nun-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD al -800-648-6056

2,70-753-5562

1850 St Fit 1215
Murray.-KA/ 42071

Welsh
Adorable
Pembroke Corgi puppies Locally raised,
wormed and shots
$300 489-2741,
227-9631

NM!Mai
MINI-MUM
Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

CARPORT SALE
121 NORTH
IN STELLA
THURSDAY
APRIL 17TH
8:00-5:00
Wood cabinets, new
swimming pool- ladder
and lifter, tramed
prints. bar stools,
chest of drawers dish'
ware, house decor
lamp and fan

YARD SALE
641 NORTH TO
NORTH WOOD
TURN RIGHT THEN
LEFT TO
MICHELLE DRIVE
1416 APT A
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7AM-4PM
Clothes household
items, some
appliances and
couch bed

TOBACCO an:mind
approx 105 acres
highly productive land,
water available close
by (270)489-2116

EMIR
Murray I edger & Turner Fair
Houing Art Notice

All real estate adverh.td heron
the 1-ederal Fair
Housing Ad which makes in
:Ikga! to advertise ant' preference limitation or hscnnunason based on race coke, religion.'vs handuap.
is .ubiect to

naluxial °opt or Intention to make any ask referewes. Imutahon• re iitscrimmanin
s,tair laws ketad de.ennunabon
is the sale rental iv advotrang

rcal estate bawd on ladies an
addition to thow protected
under federal law
Ne will Inowingli accept any
advertising Ion real estak• which
r not in Vlabboll or the law All
per.ons are hereby mlomied
that all dwellings advertred are
asai:able on An equal OppOnlinits hash

For turther assistance with Far
Housing Advertising require!Dents contact NAA Counsel
MOVING
SALE. Rene P Waal.(7031M9-1000
Furniture:
dinning,
bedroom foyer, roll-top
and computer desks.
CD holder, silk tree,
washer/dryer available
June
1st
Others
Lel For Sale
immediately
753-6341

LEts-]
AKC boxer puppies
awn
and
brindle
$350 (270)354-6337.

MC Pomp, 2 ternele.
champage white. 1st
shots, ready to go
(270)804-3767
CKC Registered
ShilTzus,
$300
(270)437-4875
DOG Obedience
436-2858
Male
registered
Siberian Husky, blue
eyes $400 0110 7592161

acre
improved,
wooded comer lot wrth
40 x 50 metal budding
w/office,
bathroom.
well and septic tank
Jurt off inn, 80 at
Kays and Van Cleave
Rds $50.000 firm
Phone (270)492-873,
10 acres north or
Murray
near
the
Marshall County line.
Great building site.
$45,000 call 293-7872
3 acre wooded lot with
pond in Sartoga Farms
subdivision. 293-7872
REDUCED
3AC..
SARATOGA FARMS,
back
right corner
White fence in front
270-519-2290

premed Suppaes

s'Alti Sin

753.3653

OVER 200 bale's,
good quality Alfalfa
Hay. Best offer. $7.50
per bale. 2 black Angus
Bulls. 15 months old
(270) 753-8848 before
8•00pm

ml

RICA or Leese
____
•

I

NICELY
fuinishid
upstairs duplex. 2 bed
room all new appli
ances, smoke free, no
pelt; 414N 8th, $400
489-2741

SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets
$260/rtio 753-5980

ALE

HUGE YARD
& PANCAKE BREAKFAST
First United Methodist Church
503 Maple Street
Saturday April 19
7-ti am
*Rain or Shine'
Far too many items to list our yym will be fa
of treasures, There promises to be
something for everyone
An all you-can-sal pancake breakfast (includes
pancakes, sausage. tnia. coffeeinalk)
is also available for only $5 per person
Come for the breakfast, but stay for the bargains'
'Ail proceeds will benefit the yOut'S Summer
MiSSIOn Mee

[
11111L1Renee

DUPL. F XS for rent, all
appliances included.
Cali 767-9948
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 8 2br units
Rent baSea on income
Mobility
impairment
aCCeSSible
Phone
492-8721
Men
P.
ThurS
10.12am TDD No
1-a00-648-8056 Equal
Housing Opportunity

81 LS learn trla% Me 1(a 470sc
M 74/ It1n1 BOO VD 1318
MP Welts114 arm itartisauroons

HUMANE SOCIETY

3848R. 2BA available
now,
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C.H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898

v.st ,st

Drive • Murray, KY 42071

I & 2 bdr apts. No
pets. Leave a mes
sage. 270-753-1970

182 BR Nits, 1 -year
lease' 1BR $350.00,
28R $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559

DAM Sot 001444 I.ttrn isai Thies

• 11111 lilt11`.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

For Nat

1BR, 411-1/2 S 8th
St S265/mo 4 security 474-2520

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553
clean
WILL
houses/offices Please
call (270)293-5806

1983 Fairmont 14x70,
3-BR 1.5-BA, LR pull
out. Riviera Cl 51,
Must
be
moved
$6,000-080
753-0250. 703-5804.

•

Antique clawfoot tut
(270)382-2120

Henri County Medical Center is seeking a Director of
Ernergenc% Room The Director Is responsible tor the
emergenc% room and staff This row= is a
membei of the Nursing Department management leant
and will useract with other merribers of the patient care
ream The Director of ED will report directly to the
CND

5;1

• 'Owner Finance*"
16010 2 BR, 2 BA
$2.950 down, $435 per
mo. 55 Jessica Ln.
Bonnie
Byerfy,
Pnnapal Broker
752-0729

WARD [(BIN',

L

1,041don

DIRECTOR OF EMERGENCY
DEPARTMENT

We otter excellent benefits and a competitive salary
package Interested candidates should send rrnime or
apply in per-on

141100-225-4336

to:

SPOR TABLE
Scoreboards offers
opportunities for individuals who share our
positive commitments
and goals

HUMAN RESOURCES RECRUITER

'
-

Medkare. tstedkatd &
Pellets. Insurance
Recipients Now
thow with
problems that
qualit!. Intonnation

Restaurant Manager,
137 Gibbs Store Rd,
Murray, KY 42071,

Murray Calloway County Hospital has the
following job opportunities

Eiodrk
Vfltoolthelri

SITTER needed. 8-10
hours per week. Some
lilting and bathing
required. Call
293-7252

resume

Mall resume to:
209 Radio Road
Almo, KY 42020
Email: Salmsejawagle.com

Homes For

Articles
For UN

PRIVATE sitter for
nfant.
References
squired. Please call
873-7385

Murria Ledger tic Times

139 acres near New
Concord Trophy deer
and turkey hunting
125 acres of mar
ketable
timber
$275,000 293-7872

NE
fini
Vie
see
BA

NE
in
toe
So
vM,
Ma
29:

61k
BA
out
trec
Grc
38;

PRI
apt
3br
76 I
Sar
Cal

REI
bail

hoe
MS
$79

kit
LAM
bed
dou
fron
stor
boa
boa
$24
753

get & I lines
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FOR SALE
)1

0' JUST OFF

'oils Road 1 5
BMW •
▪!We NM ;-1.6

5175. 611h Street
Beauttlul home with functional floor plan. includ
mg 4 bedrooms and 2 baths hers appliances
•lreened porch and a lenced backyard make this a
iris i see $1249111
( all Kell e Steele for your showing. 227-1124+

ir

CAMPBELL REALTY
tt2h 12th St • 7)9-8780
campbellrealty.com

I

FOR SALE
PITY
NGS,GREAT
)AD AND
KE A TOUR

M
LAWN StliV14
Mairaturoit,
I anlial481841
rat V aI reeling
Satrifaliteretylts
.repitteed

ARM.
DWAY CO.

7514 16 221

MIMI* ET

230 STONECREST
Jus built .1 story, 2 bedroom. 2 bath. basement. 2 car

garage, wood floors 1.50/4 finished. 1,500 union
ished Poss-hility for 5 bedroom, I bath 5115.000
293-6887

11111166ZI
I MIL

Mesh*
Ural It 1:11611410 11 1 6
esalichons 15

Tendable farm land for
sale.
19.6
acres.
Contact Herman Carrot
(270)753-1219
or
(270)978-1208

USED TIRES
14, 15. lb inch
Starting at S20mounted

R

om For fiala

Call 753-5606

1995 Buccaneer
28x80, perm fridt
1.17 ac, abr. 2ba. ohs,
gas fireplace, new
appliances, hardwood
floors,
new-roof 07 $79.000
(270)293-7257

My*AWN
2004 Toyota Rave, 5
speed manual trans
mission. 30 mpg, ful
power, AC, AM-FM CD
player, white with tan
interior keyless entry
excellent
condition,
25,000 miles, $14,875
436-5610.

(270)293-9887
3-BR, 2-BA house on
BREAKFAST
hurch

re will be toe

s to be
a
last (includes
lee/milk)
person
the bargains,
surnrrIPt

▪

25 acres with swimming pool and 30X50'
detached garage.
270-978-0505.
270-436-2051

2002 .1, to Wrangler
Sahara Package Soft
top. auto/trans 78.000
mi Good tires good
condition
Asking
Call
$10,500

Brick, totally remodeled 3 bedroom 2 bath
123(24
Cape
Cod
Storage building New
ftoonng. hard floor,
large Jacuzzi. great
curb
appeal. 999
Wtsewell $139000
Call 759-9216 or 2275456 for a appointment

(270)293-0370
99 Lexus AX 300, gray,
AWD
Very
clean
inside and out. no
roof
dings. moon
59.000 759-8252 after
ScifT1

96 S-10 Blazer, 2W0,
4 Door. white. $1950
obo 270-226-9398.

3-bedroom 1 -bath,

1200/Sq-f1. Brick home
V Nolo,Lam]

ground
10.5 acres,
'Modem land.
ailabie close
1)489-2116

1-1/4 acres, Cl-IA.
Large Fenced
Backyard. Patio.
$82.500
615 801-7444

Uwe Cars

81110:8]

is Ad Notre

e advertised herein
! the Federal Far
t. ohs+ make. it
VPIThie any prefer-

IOC

Stervic416
100 P•1.,

4,711r1.41
Or ki1,

NEED A VEHICLE'

cfb S. 12th Street
Vmancrna

I
IN1‘11
lit 1.1 1.1 I f I 1

dad dra-nminabon

wtal a advertising
based on factors in
those protested
I law
orals arms any
cr real estate which
mon of the law All
heretn informed
advermed an
an Neal oprortu-

iv errsi1V,111‘ sr

2002 Pontiac Grand
t-7-tit

lft1\11

NEW constructimi, lust
finished 141 Blissful
View. Saratoga If Up
scale home 4-BR, 2

iL

(7•311,41•1000

rep

improved
corner lot with
metal building
bathroom
1 septic tank

hwy 80 at
d Van Cleave
50,000 firm
170)492-8731
north of
ricer
the
I County line
building site

es

call 293-7872

fooded lot with
Sartoga Farms
on 293-7872

ED
3AC..
)GA FARMS,
right corner
ance in front
-2290
For Sse

is near New
Trophy doer
ray hunting
es of mattimber

293-7872

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 nowt seams
Rm.. Corn & Ind

Licensed & Insured
All tolls - tog or small

i__731-9562

AM. 4 DR. red, good
condition, clean intenor. 99.000mi Asking
$4.800 489-2790

in Rtverfield Estates
located on Doran Road
South Come and see
what we have to offer
Matt Jennings
293-7872
NICE, clean, 3 BR, 2
BA. country house.
outside building. Large
trees 4mi west of Lynn
Grove $53,000
382-2197
PRICED below
appraisal! New
3bri2ba borne PSE,0
76 Blissful View
Saratoga II $249.099
Call 1 44e 689 5998

44319. 2
bad+, garage. acre lot.

REDUCED

plus rental mobile
home. 5 miles from
MSU oft Hwy 80

1996 Dodge Ram 1500
LWB. great air, runs
and doves great. Very
good work truck.

873-9334.
92 Dodge PLI. 53.000
actual miles. new muffler brakes, shocks,
tires ac tilt, cruise.
PS PB good gas
mileage. S4.195 00
03 Pontiac Aztex,
66.000 actual miles.
clean. V-6. $6,150
88 Chevy Astro Van V6. $600
Call David at Shady
Hill 753-6556 or
556-3750

•Floonng 'Decks
•Vinyl siding 'All
Hume Improvements

(270)979-2111

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE a PARTS

't'5 I I I 11 I
lilt licH
I',I s

S30
Santos Otlarad

1 1 /I • 4--it.14

• weekly & special
• locally owned/operated

frpor'Asto Alfte
atm. Me/EIMER*
•ilte1.1 & inarrl
fir I., h,ii•••••
-1.76M1-13.1

11.010114ot (.1.0tile
In
,1101 St Rt 121N

753-8087

‘1„.
I 555'..

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No iob too small
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3311

1t1.

EZIEUEET.11
IM back! From Iraqi
Quality
Robinson
Repair.
Robinson
9295

270-293-5624
GRAVEL, white rock,
sand delivered
(270)293-1924

MULCH, double grade.
We deliver
(270) 519-0442

•Sawkasil &wog

Licensed/Insured
nadeouconstructfon not

tt IS
\MIMS
IME1=1=1111

MOWING and trim
ming, reliable, sched
uled. Steven 767-9178

MURRAY MOWING CO.
-wk.. °wiry mei

7510151 • 293-2183
293-2784

matters!
Paint &
Danny
(270)226-

'
• "it 4 In
.2111:1-;
I n
I Ill \ \RI

TROYER'S
Construction, Pole
barns, shingles, metal
roofing Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

ROOFING Free estimate (270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

ammillaiMaleam.
imalchbis.
72
3-683S

YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates Phone
2562. 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

News 7534355
Cent 2934354

530

530
Ices Offered
I
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

David's
Home
Improvement

WE mow

Water Damaged hours

•Yards
Clean gutters
•Pressure Washing

Braces 5 fool Joists
Remolelfog 8 Plumbmg
David Galltmora Owner
Will Do insurance WOrk
Visa 81.4as.erCael Accepted

2274929

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Free

THE Murray Ledger Si
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
aCt1Vittes

Woman

Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

lataiselles Blear

BIRTHDAY

for

New beginnings become possible if you work well with others.
'reaming up with a key panne'
can make a big difference. You
often inight question when you
can relax and have a good time,
436-2867 Lamb's
as there appears to be so much
Professional Tree
work on your plate. If you are
Senace Complete tree
single, the old adage of "work
removal, gutter
hard and play hard" starts makcleaning, hauling. etc
ing sense. You could be the verInsured
itable wild child of your crowd
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean once you let your hair down.
out garages, gutters. You'll meet many people.
Winter could provide an enticfunk R. tree work.
ing suitor. If you are attached,
arrange for several getaways for
Fully Insured
you to relax and for the two of
437-3014.
you to enjoy each other. LIBRA
Al Joe's Mower repair
has a different style. Observe.
Tune-up specials

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Rows

270-293-9716

JOE'S JOBS

averensese

Frs.
Estimates%\

Rob GIngles

5'sl I
\ 51.1 \II \ I

Thursday, April 17, 2008:

The Stars Show the Klnd 01
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

home
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Your awareness about
finances could be important, but
also might be instrumental to
leading you in a new direction:
Your high energy helps you dissolve any problems Consider a
strong exercise plan Tonight
Speak your mind

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Use your high energy

and dnve What would you most
like to accomplish' Now is the
time to proceed Keeping up the
pace and not stopping too king is
very important right now If you
feel as if you need to slow down.
do Tonight. Treat yourself to a

new item
LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**it Don't worry if you are
dragging Just be sure you have
the necessary energy to complete a proiect New beginnings

become possible Relax in the
•

4-Positive; 3-Average, 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

.•

company of a trusted fnend who
reads you cold This person
understands Tonight Moods
change. Go for what you want
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
4*** Use the daylight hours to
zero in on what you want You
could have pushed too hard or
been rough on a friend Invite
this person Out for lunch It is
time to mend fences before too
much distance has occurred.
Tonight, Call it an early night

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Others inform you that
there is another way or a differ
ent approach You take charge
and move a situation to the next
step See how you feel and
decide what you want, because
you will find time to do lust that
Tonight Smile the whole way

CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19)
Get more information if

uation. Listen to what is being
shared. Communication comes
forth with a child or romantic
attachment
What you hear
could delight you Tonight: A
must appearance
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
now exactly what you
want arid where you are heading. Reiate on a one-on-one
level You get down lc the intnnsic issues between you and.
:

someone else Loosen up about ,
what you feel is necessary,"17
Tonight. In the whirlwind of life.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Bend over backward to,
make what is needed happen.,
You'll find that someone pecheS
in The two of you make a team
that might be very hard to say no•
to Rather than make up a story,
get down to the basics and lust
ask Tonight- Set the mood for

the weekend

you leer uncomfortable with a sit-

• • • • .^NA„
.1..1, • 7

• ,;,•\ • 0 • 0
6
Nr. s`•, •
;
r

Ain't It Nifty
Sam Turned

ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)
**** Plug Into work, knowing
there is a tornorrow and you
might want to relax and enioy
others Still you cannot avoid it
- you feel certain responStbttotieS.

Others admire your leadership
characteristics but would like to
get to know you personally
Tonight In the whirlwind of Mang
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

•

Just be spontaneous,

and you could be delighted by
the end results Avoid overthinking Use your good mind and
sixth sense A child or loved one
adores being around you Take
tune to appreciate this bond
TOntght Say you are teen when
you are

'
- 44111,74111
2005 Toyota Tundra
SAS, 4dr,. access cab,
mint condition. loaded,
23.000
miles.
$19.9000 753-0913

I

HAPP1'

ALL Carpentry, remodeling. additions, sun•
rooms, decks, mobile
home repair, rotten and
sagging floors Larry
Nemo 227-0587
753-0353

kys.
V.of* landmass tarnamance rewdentlal and commerclai

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839

NADEAU'S
Construction

Free est Mowing, gutter cleaning bush tnmming, and more

BA (270)804-1655
NEW homes and lots

trounce with Far
Ivanirang requirewt NAA Counsel

02 Cadillac Desalts.
Mated and memory
mats.(270)748-5203

.0,41
tI It
1 11 54 II\t,

227-8575
Dot Cheap Lawn Care

ALL around house
washing Houses, concrete, brick, vinyl.
decks and fences and
more 873-2263

N EON

753-3g001
McKinney

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.0
A MONTH
I Ai I7S1-191e

Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray 436-2867

House 205 N 6th St
Needs
repairs
(270)559-4010

tgerS Timm Fait

1
Lawn
Mowing
Lowest prices
mulch, other
services also
227-8658 Cell

•F
•Ovorsawslino
gloration

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

03

QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN DEPEND ON!
15 Yaws Experiew•cs
•lier-Offs
• Now Roots
•PlepaIrs
A
1 ...
•Wetionstaltlp

•111•46 Work

Commercial/ Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
1973 Mark Twain 16ft
v-haul with 85hp mercury, new everything.
$1,000
OBO
(270)210-2050

/ONES ROOFING CO.

GRASS CO.
..*.w Lawn Coostrodion

General Contracting

!S ACRES,30
DNS UP TO

1, AMERICAN
ROOUCTION,

GINGLES

Calhoon Construction, LLC

th. 211118

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** 11 you want to work with
‘N I
‘SPII U

In

your door closed, you will

I

IL VII'll.

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service
Mowing. yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hogging, titling, mulch,
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 6-00
(2701436-5277
CAL HOON'S
Lawn
Care & Asphalt Seal
Coating
(270)437-4774
(270)293-0161

your defense, IntiMil is going on
that you would prefer not to
reveal A partnership increases
in its value and importance Stay
in touch with expectations
Tonight Add that special touch

of lightness
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your ability to draw
someone out seems scarce'
,
needed, as he or she talks your
ear off Listen well, as this person can be quite closed at times
Work with liming and thc
moment Tonight Happy to be

Health Coverage
Made Easy.

679.900 556-6868
REDUCED,
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock concrete
boat ramp
6248,500 00 Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

Incloduals without Group Clem age

1998 Gulf Stream 34ft
Sunvoyager. 12' NM*
out 38.000\ miles
(270)293-8004.

independent Contractors

Dependents and Students
CO8RA/srematere
Spit-f rtioloyed

IBMs

Small Businesses

CHAFPARAL- IT sk
boat. 180 hours, VCG,
gas sipper, $4,500.

470
Siosoreyeles ATVs] 227-3574

753-3500
McKinney
Ins. Services
100 N. 5th

*sage*ea awn* trer

Cmpin

FREE CONCRETE
FLOTATION 2' 5 a
concrete floats loaded
on yOut truck at Green
Turtle Bay. Grand
Rivers. KY C8111341
Gary at 270-362-8364
or details

t

'YAWN'

inirrumv
10.
#
4
(
• - ;s

Solutions with Moires are easy lust call

CATHY'S
WaNpapenng.
Painting. Cleaning
270- 227-6606
731-498-8904

LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156,
270-293-0034

Robert BlIfIngton Jr.
270-753-4751
roberarpsurrernatreireciaseacy.ii
,
NILJP/Altk,
PO.Ott Ihrm.

Anthem.+I

From Your Sweet Sisters
•
\if . Charlotte, Carlotta & Patty
We Love You!
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COMICS / FEATURES
Parting can bring sorrow
to those with unruly hair

6B • Wednesday, April 16. 2008

LooldiegBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Dal rel Cook placing the top on his
sprayer tank as he and his son.
Darren. prepare to plant on 60
acres or land new Ky 893. The
Photo was by Stott Photographer Bernard Kane
Salem Baptist Church, located near Lynn Grove. will have
its 150th anno emery elebration
on April 19 from 10 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. Feetured will be former pastors and special music.
Births reported include a boy
to Ewanna and Tim Belcher. a
boy to Susan and Roger Nance
and a boy to Valeria and Jeremy Nimmo, April 13.
20 Years ago
Murray City Council approved
the appointment of Dr. Thomas
Miller and Jim Garrison as members of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board.
Dr. Harold Eversineyer. professor of biological sciences at
Murray State University. presented a program on "Spring Wild
Flowers of West Kentucky" at a
meeting of the Purchase Area
Homemakers Culture Arts Day
held at First Baptist Church fellowship hall, Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Marc and Kay Mayfield. April
4.
30 years ago
Murray City Council voted 65 to approve a drainage project
on the proposed site on Chestnut Ctreet for the new Murray
post office building to be erected by the United States Postal
Service.
Betty Boston spoke about "Yes,
Investing In Our National Economy" at a meeting of the Zeta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Elected as new officers of
Murray-Calloway County Need

Line were Theron Riley. president;
Leon's Hale. vice president, Betty
Boston, secretary. and Sandra Gallimore. treasurer.
40 years ago
Twelve C'alloway men were
inducted into the services of the
Armed Forces in the April draft
call from Calloway County,
according to Gussie Adams, chief
clerk of Local Board No. 10 of
the Selective Service. They were
sworn in at Nashville, Tenn. They
arc Gary 0. Green. John Paul
Nesbitt, Bobby Lee Atkins, Danny
McKay Paschall and Michael
Calvin Todd, sent to Fort Campbell for basic training; Jerry Fulton, Jack Coley Wallis, Larry Gene
Green, Charles Henry Buckner,
Eddie Evans Jr., James Arthur
McMillen and Terry Lea Lax,
sent to Fort Bragg. N.0 for basic
training .
SO years ago
"The new Episcopal church
building is taking form rapidly
in a good location on West Main
Street," from the column, "Seen
& Heard Around Murray," by
James C. Williams, publisher.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stress.
Bette Lou Stamps and James
Erranklin Doran were married
April II at Elm Grove Baptist
Church, Murray.
60 years ago
Murray State College has an
enrollment of 1,488 for the spring
quarter, according to Cleo Gillis
Hester, registrar.
Mrs. Fannie N. McElnith of
North 4th Street, Murray, celebrated her 97th birthday on April
IS.
The Dixie National Coon Dog
Field Trial will be held on the
J.N. Ryan farm, north of Murray, April 17 and 18.

Todayinatory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. April 16,
the 107th day of 2008. There are
259 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History
One year ago, on April 16, 2007.
in the deadliest shooting rampage
in modern U.S. history, student
Seung-Hui Cho killed 32 people
on the campus of Virginia Tech
before taking his own life.
On this date:
In 1789. President-elect Washington left Mount Vernon. Va.. for
his inauguration in New York
In 1879, Saint Bernadette,
who'd described seeing visions of
the Virgin Mary at Lourdes, died
in Nevers. France.
In 1912, Harriet Quimby
became the first woman to fly
across the English Channel.
In 1917, Vladimir Ilyich Lenin
returned to Russia after years of
In 1935. the radio comedy program "Fibber McGee and Molly"
A11.3 Ne 13L IL)

premiered on the NBC Blue Network.
In 1947. the French ship Grandcamp blew up at the harbor in Texas
City, Texas, another ship, the High
Flyer, exploded the following day.
The blasts and resulting fires killed
nearly 600 people.
In 1947, financier and presidential confidant Bernard Baruch
said in a speech at the South Carolina statehouse- "Let us not be
deceived --- we are today in the
midst of a cold war."
In 1996, Britain's Prince
Andrew and his wife. Sarah, the
Duchess of York, announced they
were in the process of getting a
divorce.
Ten years ago: Paula Jones
announced she would ask an
appeals court to reinstate her sexual harassment lawsuit against
President Clinton after it was
thrown out by a federal judge.
Tornadoes claimed 11 lives in
Arkanses. Tennessee and Kentucky

Murray Ledger & Times

More sleep isn't
enough for tired teen

DEAR ABBY: For Most of
my life, I have parted my hair
on the right. I am now being
told that men should part their
hair on the left. Is there a
correct side for men?
-- HARRY W., MORRO
BAY, CALIF.

out there are having the same
problem, this letter may be
helpful.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I recently
presented a research proposal.
I did the best I could and was
verbally attacked by my boss.
She is often tactless and can
DEAR at times be cruel.
I tried to defend my research,
HARRY: I
relayed your but perhaps I did it too emphatquestion to ically and went overboard,
my
hair because my team member
design con- turned off my microphone and
sultant, Bob apologized to the boss.
Cox.
I understand some of the critAccording icisms, but what bothered me
to Bob, peo- was that other proposals were
ple naturalmore flawed than ours, but were
ly have a not attacked in a similar fashBy Abigail
cowlick (or ion. One thing led to anothVan Buren
"whorl") on er, and I broke down in tears
one side of their scalp front at the table. Luckily, the boss
which the hail growth pattern did not see it, but other team
emerges. (Some people have members did.
two, although one is usually
Is showing emotion in pubstronger than the other.) This lic wrong? I tried to hold it
is what determines which way in but couldn't. I was insultthe hair will naturally fall when ed and felt terrible for my
it is parted.
team. Was crying unprofesBob went on to relate the sional'? Should I have run to
story of a client who had the powder room to sob -- or
recently been referred to him. would that have made it worse?
The gentleman had been going
-TEARY-EYED
IN
to his former barber for 15 MALAYSIA
years, and for 15 years his
hair had never been easy to
DEAR TEARY-EYED: To
manage. Over the last couple show emotion in public is
of years, the problem had human, as long as one does
become so bad that his wife not have a complete meltdown.
had to help him part his hair You lost control twice, the first
in the morning.
time when your team member
Bob took one look and real- felt it necessary to turn off
ized the former barber had
your microphone and offer
been parting the man's hair on apologies to your boss; the
the wrong side, which had second, when you began crybeen causing it to stick up. ing. Excusing yourself and
The problem was resolved with going to the restroom would
one appointment. If other men have been more appropriate
and professional than what you
did at the meeting. Learn from
it.
Five years ago: The Bush
004
administration lowered the terror
alert level from orange to yellow.
DEAR ABBY: I WTI deeply
saying the end of heavy fighting
patriotic and support our troops
in Iraq has diniitushed the threat
of terrorism in the United Stales.
wholeheartedly. Because I am
During a visit to a fighter jet facpeople-oriented. I try to go
tory in Si. Louis, President Bush
out of my way at my Job (1
called "for lifting economic saneam a hotel front desk clerk)
hone against Iraq as commanders
to say nice things to people
of both the U S. military and the
or do something for them. I
reconstruction effort prepared to
often see government Ms on
move into the country. Michael
individuals (usually military)
Jordan played his last NBA game
and I would like to say thanks
with the Washington Wizards, who
-- but I don't know how I
lost to the Philadelphia 76ers, 107don't know who's been over87
One year ago: Robert Chertnyseas or not, and was wonderot of Kenya won the Boston
ing if you had any suggesMarathon for the third time; Rustions. I would just like to be
sia's Lidiya Grigoryeva captured
able to say thanks without
the women's race. Carrie Underbeing intrusive and remain prowood's dark hat "Before He Cheats"
fessional about it. -- ELIZAwon video of the year. female
BETH IN ORLANDO
video and best video director at

Dear Abby

the fan -voted CMT Music Awards
DEAR ELIZABETH: All
say is, 'Thank
you need
you very much for your seriice to our country." The statement is direct, not at all intrusive and will be appreciated.

'!";<---i

040

DEAR DR. GO'rr: I am a
17-yeas-old female, 5 feet 9 inches, 130 pounds, athletic and in
relatively good health.
My problem is that I am constantly tired. About 90 minutes after
lunch. I fall asleep. I can't condad it. This
has been happening
for
quite awhile. I
get plenty of
sleep at night
(eight to nine
hours) Getting
more
than that does
not seem to
help.
I
was
wondering if I
By
Dr. Peter Gott could be diabetic or hypoglycemic. Could these conditions
possibly be the culprit? If so. how
could ! tell easily? I don't know
what else it could be. Please help
me. My schoolwork is suffering
because of it.
DEAR READER: You need
a thorough examination and testing by your family physician In
particular, you should have blood
work to check for anemia, thyroid disorders and abnormal blood'
sugar levels.
If the testing is normal, die
net. step is to see a neurologist.
This specialist can test you for
several disorders I would be most
interested in the outcome of testing for narcolepsy. This is an
unusual brain condition that results
in an uncontrollable desire to sleep
or sudden attacks of falling asleep
at intervals. It is often associated with a condition known as
cataplexy, which is sudden attacks
of muscle weakness.
Your uncontrollable sleeping in
the afternoon is riot normal The

Dr. Gott

strange nature of your symptoms
may make diagnosis difficult I urge
you to speak to your parents about
it, seek medical help and be persistent until someone can tell you
what is happening.
DEAR DR. GO1T: I need
help. I have seen several doctors,
but none can put my symptoms
together and come up with a diagnosis I am anemic, hioe fluctuating high blood pressure, throat
and sinus inflammation, inflanimation behind my eyes, Meniere's
disease symptoms, an elevated
rheumatoid factor and elevated Ig
antibodies.
I am only 47 years old and
have been healthy my whole life.
I need a diagnosis or at least a
hint of what could be wrong with
me.
DEAR READER: I urge you
make an appointment with a
rheumatologist (immune system
specialist).
Inflammation of the throat,
sinuses, area behind the eyes end
anemia suggest that you have an
autoimmune disorder. These symptoms are common in Wegener's
granulonnitosis, a rare disorder
that involves vasculitis (inflammation of the blood vessels).
Wegener's could also explain your
Meniere's- type symptoms, because
ear infections are common and
can cause hearing loss, tinnitus,
pain and more. Blood pressure is
also affected by vessel inflammation.
I suggest you mention the possibilities of Wegener's and vascubits to the specialist, as well
as request an antineutrootul cytoplasmic antibody test (positive in
80 percent to 95 percent of sufferers). Wegener's may be fatal
if left untreated, so seek medical
help.

CoulnictBridge
West dealer
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•.1 96
•8 53
•9 7 5 4 3 2
•K
WEST
EAST
•10 2
•A 8 7 5 4 3
V K 74
e 10 2
•Q J 8
•—
•A .1 5 4
•1091162
SOUTH
•K Q
•A Q 96
•A K I06
•Q 7 1
The bidding:
West
North East
South
1•
Pass
1•
Dble
1 NT
2•
2•
3 N'T
Opening lead
ten of spades.
Nickname abound in the bridge
world, most frequently acquiring
their derivation from the physical or
behavioral traits of their owners
Some of the colorful titles inclade
"The Beast." "The Snail.'"The Rahbit," "The Albatross" and "The
Whir.," the lost being the nickname
of the late Barry Crane, matchpoint
wizard and TV director
Bel perhaps the most peculiar
monikee of all aro the one popularly
assigned during the 1980 World
Team Olympiad to a Japanese player
named Akio Kurokawa Because of
the letter, ol his first name, he

became widely known as "AceKing-Ten."
I. this deal from one of the opening round-robin matches, Kurokaws,
South, found himself staring at his
name in diamonds in a three
notrump contract, reached as shown.
West's spade lead was taken by the
ace, whereupon last shifted to the
ten of hearts. (meted by the queen
and long.
West was mow at the erussnlall
of the play, and appeared to have
found the right answer when he
cashed the ace of clubs at trick three.
lied he continued with another club,
declarer could not have made the
contract. But instead West reverted to
hearts, no doubt hoping his partner
held the nine.
Akin took fell advastage of the
miscue Alter winning the heart
return with the six, he next played his
three namesakes
the A-K-10 of
diamonds conceding the ten to the
queen and establishing three diainond tricks in disamy. As• molt,
he made exactly lees aelnimik Mr.
mg a trick in nab sok
Ilk press/ Is la a sebilmilel
gain for ki.WA. Okra ta fhit ION
table Akio's osunterpartter fa a
contract of one heart wi
cards, going down one for a 10101
team loss of450 points, or 10 IMPI
lacideetally, one of Ace-KingTen's teammates at the other table
was a fellow named Ohno. But that's
another story.
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Toinorterv: an unusual defensive play
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BE PONE

Loud
arguments
5 Dog-owners
shout
9 Apply salve
12 Mideast power
13 Between
14 Source of iron
15 Haveit16 Petty
18 Woman in a
Beatles title
20 A moon
of Jupltsr
21 Colorful carp
22 Discount
26 Miffed
29 Edmund
Hillary s title
30 Cookout plus
31 Used piratic
32 Aunt, in Madrid
33 Gyro pocket
34 Wallet filler
35 Some toothpaste
36 Worked a claim

37 Wiped out a
flOCC0/
39 Camper.
maybe
40 Westward -'
41 Squabbles
45 Withered
(n1181 )
rig Russian czar
50 Listener's need
51 La senorita
52 Orcted-ioving
Wolfe
53 Bruce or
Brandon
54 Put on the
block
55 Shot up
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Frost
By mourn
Cross the creek
Smuggled
Vietnam, capital
Sheik colleague
Furnish
More nervous

'PEA N IJTS('.)
I'VE BEEN WORKIN6 ON
TNI5 GREAT REPORT...
WRITING PA&E AFTER
PAGE AF TER PAGE

Answer to Previous Puzzle

SUDDENLY IT
HAPPENED

oak attokaumigsmagasseareetufwereteartagamesaaseaseiseaaareasneuelieleset

QOM 0 WM

9 Vive le -1
10 Large vase
11 Canine commend
17 Toss
1.1 Get sleepy

22 Estuary
23 Similar
21 Pierre's noggin
25 By Jove!
26 Go to the polls
27 Water pitcher
28 WaMor
Princess
29 RSVP word
32 Mr Denson
33 Notching. as
cloth
35 Rock shoo
curiosities
38 Big burger
38 Any ship
39 Essential
41 Male elephant
42 Happily after
43 Not common
44 Blizzard
maker
45 First US state
46 -- Dawn
Chong
47 Anger
18 Pamplona yell
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()VC WOMEN'S GOLF TOURNAMENT

Down But Not Out
RACERS TRAIL JSU BY FOUR STROKES HEADING INTO FINAL DAY
By MSU Sports Information
Indeed, round two was a rollercoaster for
Considering they were once trailing by the Racers who started the day one shot in
nine shots on the back nine in round two of the lead over Jacksonville State. At one point
the Ohio Valley Conference Women's on the front nine, MSU's lead grew to five,
Tournament, the Murray State Racers will before they fell behind by nine in the middle
take trailing by four heading into of the back nine. The Racers dug deep and
Wellnesday's final round in Muscle Shoals, played the last four at only 2-over par, while
Ala. at The Shoals Golf Club.
JSU played them 8-over.
''We were close to not giving ourselves a
The Racers are four shots behind defendchance," MSU Head Coach Velvet Milkman ing champion JSU 627 to 631. The Racers
said. "Our team never quits and the way they (320-311) are seeking their first OVC champlayed the last four holes, we do have a pionship since they won their third straight in
chance."
2004. The Gamecocks (322-305) have won

THOROUGHBREDS
BASEBALL ROUNDUP

the last three.
The Racers posted four of five scores in
the 7fr5 led by Megan McKinney's 76. She is
in a tie for first place in the medalist race
with JSU's Laura Cutler, each at 154.
Alexandra Hinteregger is in third place
after a second straight 78, while Joyce Trus
had a 79 and stands in 10th place. Bethany
Yates carded a 78 and is in 15th place, while
Andrea Downer had an 81 and is in 25th
place.
U S..SM.2C

DAVE WINDER / MSU Sports Information
Megan McKinney watches her approach shot during
Tuesday's second round of the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament in Alabama. McKinney is in a tie for first place
overall with Jacksonville State's Laura Cutler

FIRST REGION ALL 'A' CLASSIC

A Viking Rally
MICHAEL DANN r Ledger & Times
Marray State catcher Evan Pettit
gos out to the mound to talk to
•BitnipitOher Jske Donze ttsellee
on
ng. Donze was siddled with
the loss after allowing four runs on
four walks and a stnkeout in one-plus
inning of work

Tigers
win battle
of the bats
Two TEAMS
COMBINE FOR 35
HITS, 29 RUNS
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State and Memphis combined
for 35 hits and 29 runs in a game that
went down to the bitter end as the
Thotoughbireds scored five runs in the
of the ninth and had the tying run
on rst base before falling to the Tigers
17 4 Tuesday afternoon at Johnny
R
an Field.
SU entered the ninth inning trailing
by eight runs. Elliot Frey started the
fins* with a single to nght field and Man
H
followed with an infield single.
Ev
Pettit's grounder to second was
led and the bases were loaded with
no ts. Blake Helm drove in the first run
wi an RBI single to center and Kyle
Tian delivered a sactifice fly to left
fie
-h Noonan had the big hit of the
in g, a three-rim n blast to left field. Wes
igharn continued the rally with an
in Id single and Tyler Owen adsanced
hi to third with a single to center field.
At Frey walked to load the hases. Hon
g
ded out to end the game.
e 'Breds (12-18) brought the sticks
to
ballpark in the first inning as
Ti an started the game with a single to
cc r and scored on Noonan's RBI doubt o left center. Cunningham followed
by piing into the gap in right center to
Noonan. Chns Craycraft plated the
sc
this run of the inning with a single back
up the middle.
The Tigers (14-21) managed only one
hit:1n the second inning, but they took
advnintage of four walks and a hit batter
to push across five runs in the second
innipg A bases loaded walk was fof
lovird by an RBI single by Alex Fennell.
A Nair of RBI gmundouts surrounded a
rutm a wild pitch.
PISLI got a run hack in the home-half
of Ihe inning as Pettit doubled down the
See 'BREDS. 2C

MICHAEL DAMS Ledger S Times
Amanda Winchester applies this tag to St Mary base runner Erica Red in an attempted steal Tuesday night during First Region All 'A'
Tournament action (Reif) was out on the play, hut the Lady Vikings went on to win 9-5.

ST. MARY TAKES ADVANTAGE OF
TWO-OUT RALLYS, BEATING MURRAY 9-5
Staff Report
The All 'A' regional tournament hopes
of host Murray were dashed away by the
St. Mary Lady Vikings on Tuesday
evening. 9-5.
St. Mary came out on fire in their half
of the first inning. With two outs. the Lady
Vikings put together a string of three consecutive runs on two walks and two hits.
Holding Murray without a baserunner in
the second, St. Mary plated yet another run
on back-to-back hits by Erica Reil and
Johanna Studzinski to go up 4-0.
In the top of the third, Murray finally
came to life. Kaitlyn Carpenter began the
inning with a single, but wcy..ild he thrown
out at second on a fielder's choice hit by
Morgan Graham. Emily Benson followed
with an infield hit, which allowed Graham
to reach second, and Benson was safe at
first.
Amanda Winchestei followed with a
hard hit single to right center, allowing
both Murray runners to score. Winchester
took third on the throw to home Caitlin
Henngton followed suit with an RBI dou-

ble and scored on a sacntice nit by Leah
Dieleman. This offensive outburst placed
Murray in control by a score of 5-4.
St. Mary responded in the bottom of the
third with another iwo-out rally. Two hits, a
walk, and a Tiger error would allow three
runs to score. St. Mary Enca Red hit her
second double of the night, pushing in
another Viking score to put St. Mary up 8For Lady Tiger head coach Kyle Smith.
Tuesday night's scenano where his team
gave up the lead, was one he has seen one
too many times.
"It's disappointing and it's happened
several times this season.- the first year
head coach said. -We have been ir, a lot of
ballgames this year where we feel like we
could have won. (Last night's) game was
no different"
Smith points to a handful of opportunities his team had to put away St. Mary. But
none bigger than the opportunity the Lady
Tigers had with two outs and twice, the
Lady Vikings mounted a comeback.
•Simi NHS. 2C

MICHAEL DAMS Ledger & Tames
Cheicie Winchester tool( the pitching loss for the Lady
Tigers She gave up eight hits, struck out three and
walked four.

CALLOWAY COUNTY BASEBALL ROUNDUP

Lakers fall to No. 12 Christian County on the road
AFTER TAKING ON TWO OF STATE'S TOP 25, LAKERS REST UNTIL FRIDAY
Staff Report
Calloway County battled a strong
Christian County squad Tuesday night
as part of the Lakers' murderer's row
of a midseason schedule, falling 5-2.
The Lakers (8-6) took a split away
from a weekend doubleheader with
Henderson County, a squad ranked
12th in the state, then squared off with
Christian County (8-41. ranked 13th in

the state.
The Laker pitching held up its end
as Jacob Burks took the loss, despite
pitching a complete game, four-hitter.
Calloway's offense matched the
production of Christian's hit-wise, hut
struggled to push runs across the plate
The Lakers drew first blood, scoring a run in the second to take a 1-0
lead. Josh Reynolds reached on a base

hit, but was thrown out on an attempted sacrifice hunt by Logan Burks.
Burks then went to second on a balk
and scored on a Ben Hudson base hit.
That was the only lead the Lakers
would enjoy against the Colonels,
however, as Chnstian scored three
runs in the third.
Neither team would score again
until the sixth. when Calloway was
able to manufacture a run, slicing the

Christian County' lead in half. Austin
Hargrove was hit by a pitch, advanced
on an error and was driven in on a base
hit by Casey Brockman.
The Colonels added two more runs,
however, in the bottom half of the
sixth and shut down the Laker offense
in the seventh to hold on to the win.
Calloway will take to the diamond
again Friday night. hosting Mayfield
in a 7 p.m. stan.
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MSU takes second at UK Bluegrass Invite

Haverslock Insurance Agent

FRESHMAN CARRICO TURNS IN THIRD PLACE FINISH FOR RACERS
By MSU Sports Information
LEXINGTON. Ky.- The Murray State
Men's Golf squad gained a large amount of
confidence heading into Sunday's Ohio
Valley Conference Championship when they
posted a strong second place finish at the
UK Bluegrass Invitational at the University
Club its Lexington, Ky.
• • The Racers fired a final round 307 to go
along with a 311 and a 297 bra total of 915.
The Racers shared second place with

Missouri. .1he winnei was 15th ranked with scores of 83-79-79=241.
Central Florida with an 899.
Kentucky finished fourth at 916, while
The event covered 54-holes in what was Western Carolina was the fifth place team at
the toughest weather conditions the Racers 919. Miami (OH)(920). Eastern Kentucky
had played in all season.
(922), Toledo (923), Western Kentucky
Cameron Carrico had a third place finish (924), and Akron (935) rounded out the top
for the Racers after scores of 74-74-74=222. 10 teams.
Jerry Price fired rounds of 78-72-76=226,
The Racers now turn their attention to the
while Nick Newcomb carded rounds of 80- OVC Championship at the Country Club of
74-78=238. Mitchell Moore had scores of Paducah with the first round set for Sunday.
79-77-80=236, while Hunter Ford finished The tournament will end on Wednesday.

•Breds
From Page 1C
line in left field and scored after
a sacrifice bunt front Helm and a
sacrifice fly to left from Tiernan.
The Tiger offense swung the
bats in the third inning as they
collected four hits to push three
more runs across. The first run
scored on a groundnut while the
next two runs scored on back-toback doubles off the bat of
Fennell and K.K. Chalmers.
The 'Breds pulled to within
one run in the bottom of the
third as Matt Hon delivered an
0-2 pitch into the right-field corner for a two-run triple. Pettit
followed with an RBI single
through the left side.

Memphis scored in their
third-straight inning in the
fourth as Brett Bowen started
the inning with a solo home run
to left field.
MSU again had a two-out
answer as Owen singled with
one out and went to second on a
wild pitch. With two outs. Elliot
Frey bkx)ped a double in front
of the right fielder.
Pitching continued to take a
back seat for the 'Breds in the
fifth as the Tigers collected six
hits and scored four runs in the
inning. Trey Wiedman delivered
the big blow in the inning, a
two-run single to center field.
After three straight scoreless

half innings, the Tigers got back
on the board in the seventh on a
double off the bat of Wiedman
and a throwing error on the
MSU first baseman.
MSU finally got back on the
board in the seventh as Frey was
hit by a pitch and went to second
on a balk. After a groundout
advanced the runner, Pettit
drove in Frey with a sacrifice fly
to left field.
Memphis got a pair of insurance runs in the top of the ninth
as a grounder and a single by
Chalmers plated two runs.
Andrew Haley (1-0) picked
up the victory after giving up
two runs on three hits over four

innings. Jake Donze (1-5) was
saddled with the loss after
allowing four runs on four walks
and a strikeout in one-plus
inning of work.
Owen collected three hits,
while seven other 'Breds added
two hits apiece. Noonan drove
in a career-best four runs and
Tiernan. Hon and Pettit each
drove in two. The 18 hits were a
season high for MSU. The six
extra-base hits ties a season high
set against Bradley on Feb. 24.
The 'Breds return to the diamond tomorrow evening as they
travel to take on Arkansas State.
First pitch is set for 6:30 p.m. in
Jonesboro, Ark.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
Americsn League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
Boston
9 6 600
Battmore
1/2
8 6 571
1/2
Toronto
8 6 571
New York
1
8
7 533
Tampa Bay
6 8 429 2 1/2
Control Division
W
L Pet GB
Chicago
8 5 615
Kansas City
1/2
8 6 571
Minnesota
6 8 429 2 1/2
Cleveland
5 9 357 3 1/2
Detroit
4 10 286 4 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
9 6 600
Oakland
9 6 600
7 846/
Seattle
2
5 9 357 3 12
Texas

Tuinday's Games
L A Angels 7, Texas 4
Chicago White Sox 4 Oakland 1
Seattle it Kansas City 6
Detroit 6. Minnesota 5
Boston 5 Cleveland 3
Toronto 11. Baltimore 3
N V Yankees 5. Tampa Bay 3
Wednissday's Games
Boston (Buchholz 01) at N V Yankees
(Wang 3-0). 605 pin
Detroit (Gaiarraga 0-0) at Cleveland
(Sabathis 0-2). 605 p m
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 0-1) at
Baltimore (Loewe° 0-0). 605 p m
Texas (Gabbard 1-0) at Toronto(LAW)
2-01, 8:07 p m
Tampa Bay (Shields 1.1)01 Minnesota
(Hernandez 3-0). 7 10 p m
Seattle IF Hernandez 1-0) at Oakland
(Blanton 1-2), 9:05 p.m
Kansas City (Mocha 0-2) at L A Angels
(Jer Weaver 1-2). 905 pm
Thursday's Games
Boston (Beckett 1.1) al NY Yankees
(Mussina 1-2), 6-05 p m
Detroit (Veitander 0-2) at Cleveland
(Carrnona 1- 1), 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox (0 Floyd 2-0) at
Baltimore (Guthrie 0-1). 605 pm
Texas (Paddle 1-1) at Toronto (Hallaclay
2-1) 607 pm
Tampa Bay (Hammel 0-1) at Minnesota
(Bawer 1-21, 7- 10 pm
Seattle (Silva 2-0) at Oakland (DiNardo
1-01 9 05 p m.
Kansas City (Tomko 1-1) at I A Angels
(Garland 1-2), 9 05 p m

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet OS
8 5 615
Florida
Phtladelphie
/
7 500 1 1/2
New YOrM
6 6 500 1 1/2
3
Atlanta
5 8 385
Washington
4 10 286 4 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
10 4 714
St Louis
Chicago
8 5 615 1 1/2
Milwaukee
8 5 615 , 1/2
7 7 500
3
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
4
6 8 429
5
Houston
5 935?
West Division
W
L Pet GB
10 4 714
Anzona
8 6 571
2
San Diego
429
4
Los Angeles
6 8
San Francisco
6 9 400 4 1/2
Colorado
5 8 385 4 1/2

Tuesday's Games
Arizona 8, San Francisco 2
Philadelphia 4. Houston 3
Florida 4. Atlanta 0
NY Mets 6 Washington 0
Chicago Cubs 9. Cincinnati 5
St Louis 6, Milwaukee 1
San Diego 6. Colorado 0
L A Dodgers it Pittsburgh 2
Wednesday's Gamin
Arizona (Webb 3-0) at San Francisco
(Zito 0-3). 2.45 pm
Houston (Oswalt 0-3 01 Sampson 01)
at Philadelphia (Kendnck 1-1). 605
P
Washington (Chia/ 0-2) at N Y Mots
(Maine 0-1), 610 p.m
Atlanta (7 Hudson 2-0) at Florida
(Hendrickson 2-1), 610 p m
Cincinnati (Fogg 1-1) at Chicago Cubs
(Zarnbrano 1-1), 705 p m
Milwaukee (Villanueva 1-1) at St Louis
(Wainwright -1). 7 15 pm
Cokuado(Redman 1•1) at San Diego
(Germano 0-0). 905 p m
Pittsburgh (Maholm 0-1) at LA
Dodgers (Penny 1-2). 9 10 p m
Thursday's Gamiks
Houston (Backe 1-1) at Philadelphia
(Myers 1-1), 12-05 p
Milwaukee (Parra 1-1) at St Louis
(Lohse 2-0), 1215 p m
Cincinnati (Volquez 1-0) at Chin/ago
Cubs (Lilly 0-21, 1 -20 pm
Atlanta (Srnottz 2-0) at Flonda (Nolasco
1-0) 610 pm
Washington (Lannon 0-2) at N Y Mets
I Figueroa 1-0). 6 10 p m
Colorado (Francis 0-2) at San Diego
(Peavy 3-0), 9 05 p.m

SportsBriefs
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State's Zach Noonan dives back into second base trying to beat the pickoff throw and lag by Memphis Chad Zurcher
(2).

•MSU
From Page 1C
The Racers are in a familiar
place, they were also down by
four to JSU last year after two
rounds, but lost by 16.
"It's all there in front of us,"
Milkman added. "We can win
;his championship, we just have
to come out and play our game.
and I have confidence that our
tzam will do that. JSU is the
defending champs. they're going
to give it all they have too."
Eastern Kentucky moved into
third .11ace after shooting a 309
for a 6.11 total, thc Colonels will
be playing in the final five
groups with the Racers and
Gamecocks.
Samford (644) slipped to
fourth after a 316. while Eastern
Illinois(650)stood in fifth place.
with Tennessee Tech (651).
Austin
Peay (665). and
Tennessee State (816) round out
the eight team field.

•MHS

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
APR.
26 & 27

OPENING DAY
TICKETS
$13!*
,

Sat
APR 26
4 00 PM'
30 PM

I
APR 27
100PM
505 Ne

For the fastest and easiest ways to order tickets, go to www.Ringling.coin,
tidiettnaster Retail Locations, Regional Special Events Center Box Office or call 1-V7-194-4474
For information call 12701 809-3000• Groups of lb or more call 1-803-965-7658

TICKET PRICES:$15 a $20 1.41.0.4 nvolier el VW Flew seats neli..1• Cell

Witeh -Se, ,a,ted ta: 65 and haqtliing teas mita appial

Come one hour early to meet our animals and performers at the All Access Pre-show - FREE with your ticket,

From Page 1C
"When we make mental mistakes. base running mistakes.
fielding mistakes and the other
team doesn't, it's hard to overcome that. A lot of their runs did
come with two (tuts. I think we
seem to lose focus at that point,
but at the same time, we have to
learn when to put teams away."
Smith added that he's not one
to make excuses for his young
ballclub, even though they are
and did play well in spurts.
Smith recognizes the need to put
together seven strong innings.
Murray's hitters managed
only one more hit in the 4th
through 7th inning. St. Mary
added one more run in the fifth
inning to reach the final score of
9-5.
Chelcie Winchester took the
pitching loss for the Lady
Tigers. She gave up eight hits,
struck out three and walked four.
The Lady Tigers committed five
errors on the night.
St. Mary will play Ballard
Memorial on Wednesday at
MHS in round two of the All
"A" regional. The Lady Tigers
will travel to Martin. Tenn., this
weekend to participate in the
'Border Wars' tournament.

▪ YSA U8 softball is still seeking a league director and coaches for
gins summer league The person will be responsible for managing the
league and overseeing the play as scheduled and will make call on
rescneduling rain-outs and any league purchases. YSA has an experienced person who can mentor the new director through the process.
The position requires dedication and commitment of time and minor
resources with the rewards of seeing the girls have tun playing softball
and learning the game.
II The CCHS boys basketball banquet is scheduled for April 27,
2008 at Kenlake State Resod Park from 2-5 p.m. The cost is $15 per
guest. There is no cnarge for players or cheerleaders. Please make
reservations to Christie Arnold at (270) 436-2132 or email at chnstopher wk.net. All reservations need to be made by April 14.
IN Calloway County will hold its volleyball camp April 26 from 9 a.m.
to noon at the CCHS gymnasium. The camp is for girls in 5th through
8th grade and there is a S25 registration cost if you register before Apnl
15. $30 after April 15. Registration will begin at 8:30 a.m. For more information call Kim Phillips attei 2 p.m. at 227-8619.
• The Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority will hold the Jan Jones Wilson
Memonal 5K Walk/Run on April 19 to benefit the Sigma Sigma Sigma
Foundation, a non-profit organization. The run/walk will begin at 9 a.m.
in front of the Carr Health Building on Murray State's campus. A short
registration will be available the morning of the race and is also located
online at campus.murraystate.eduJorgitnsigma. Entrance lee is $10.
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SALUKI HOOPS

Lowery grants
two Salukis
releases
By SIU Sports Information
CARBONDALE. III. - The
Saluki men's basketball program
announced Tuesday that forward
Jordan Armstrong and guard
Brandon Wood have been granted transfers in order to continue
their playing careers elsewhere.
Armstrong recently completed his third season at Southern
Illinois. He redshined in 2006.
played in 10 games in 2007 and
in 11 games in 2008. The
Muncie. Ind. native has two
years of eligibility remaining.
"Jordan has a great attitude
and has been a positive role
model for our program." said
head coach Chris Lowery. "He
found himself stuck behind
sonic very talented players in
our from court and didn't get as
much playing time as he would
have liked. We wish Jordan and
his family all the best."
Wood played just one season
for SIU, competing in six games
before a stress fracture in his leg
ended his season in midDecember. In those half dozen
games, Wood scored 22 points
and showed an excellent shooting touch, coming off the bench
to make three 3-pointers.

"The timing of the injury was
unfortunate
for
Brandon
because it set him back."
Lowery said. "He is clearly a
very gifted offensive player, and
I am confident he has a bright
basketball future ahead of him."
TODAY'S LIMP SPONSORED BY
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TV, radio
TODAY
BOXING
9 p.m.
ESPN2 -- Super middleweights Peter
Owl in (17-0-01 vs Ardwun Echols (317-4). at New York (same-day lapel
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 pm.
ESPN2
Boston at NY Yankees
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN
Utah at San Antonio
9:30 p.m.
ESPN - Seattle at Golden State
NHL HOCKEY
6p m.
VERSUS - Playoffs. Eastern
Conference quarterfina(s. game 4. New
Jersey at N V Rangers
8:30 p.m.
VERSUS - Playoffs Wester.
Conference Quarterfinals. gai
4.
Detroit at Nashville (pined in v
ass)
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LADY LAKER SOFTBALL

CARDINAL ROUNDUP

Double Trouble
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JEFF ROBERSON /AP
Albert Pujols scores on a wild pitch by Brewers pitcher Dave Bush, right, during the first inning
Tuesday in St Louis.

Scrappy Looper helps
St. Louis beat Brewers
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M:CHAEL DANN , Ledger & Times
Calloway County designated hiller Meagan Starks singles up the middle in the second inning
against Graves County Tuesday. Starks' single scored Sam Butts.

CCHS USES SHUT-DOWN

PITCHING TO
SWEEP EAGLES TUESDAY IN DH ACTION
Staff Report
Calloway County used shut-down pitching and
solid performances from some of its young players to sweep a Tuesday doubleheader with Graves
County (3-4), 5-0 and 3-1, at CCHS.
Itt the first game. Whitney Gardner pitched a
complete-game shutout, striking out six and giving up just four hits. Offensively, the Lady Lakers
(6-3) wasted little time getting things going, scoring three runs in the first inning.
Kristen Boggess hit a line shot down the thirdbase line to drive in Sam Butts. scoring the first
one. Alyssa Cunningham then hit a grounder that
drove in Meagan Starks and Brittany Fox hit a sacrifice fly that drove in Cunningham.
Calloway picked up one more in the second,
when Butts singled, stole second and came home
on a Meagan Starks single up the middle.
Butts would spark the Lath; Laker offense
again in the fourth, singlin; arid sconng on a
Starks fielders' choice.
Butts finished the game 2-for-3 with three runs.
In the second game, the Lady Lakers relied on
their youth to get a 3-I victory. Freshman Lindsey
Rucker got the start and threw three innings.
allowing one run, before eighth-grader Brittany
Reynolds came on to finish the game.
Reynolds got the win, tossing four innings of
scoreless softball and giving up just one hit while
striking out four.
Once again. Calloway struck quickly on
offense and, once again, it was Buns who was the
spark. She doubled and scored on a Starks single
and Alyssa Cunningham drove in Starks on a
ground ball later in the inning.
The Lae). Lakers added one more in the sixth,

ST. LOUIS (API -- Braden going from first to third on a Brewers manager Ned Yost does
Looper pitched around Prince groundout and then scoring an it with catcher Jason Kendall to
Fielder, and the rest of a insurance run in the seventh.
cut down on double plays at the
Milwaukee Brewers' lineup
The Cardinals have won six bottom of the order.
minus Ryan Braun failed to in a row at home since losing on
Yost's strategy didn't work
make hint pay for it.
opening day, their best stretch this time, with pitcher Dave
Looper's scrappy pitching set since a seven-game winning Bush grounding out to end the
the tone for the St. Louis streak from May 11-28, 2005.
second and striking out to end
Cardinals' 6-1 victory on
"Up and down the lineup, the fourth, each tinie with two
Tuesday night. Looper allowed everybody is goihg to need to a runners on, while Kendall was
three hits in five innings.
little each night," Kennedy said. 0-for-3. Milwaukee alsoleft two
When the day started I knew "We can't leave it all up to the on in the sixth, the big outs Comhe was the guy I wasn't going to big boys."
ing on Bill Hall's secortd :doulet beat me. but I didn't throw
Braun, the NL rookie of the ble-play ball of the game.
many good pitches early in the year mired in a 3-for-25 slump
"We're going to keep going
count to hint so I never really and batting .226, got a day off. with it all year," Yost said.:"We
gave myself a chance." Looper The Brewers also were without don't switch it out after just one
said.'That's not the way I want- .423-hitting Gabe Kapler, a late had night."
ed to approach it, but when it's scratch with a bruised right
Cardinals ninth-place hitter
all said and done we won. and I shoulder.
Cesar lztuns had a two-run sinmade some pitches when I had
The Cardinals prevailed in a gle in a three-run eighth, giving
to."
unique game that featured both him three RBIs on the year.
Skip Schumaker had two hits pitchers batting eighth, for dif"The game wasn't won
and two RBIs and Adam ferent reasons. Cardinals man- because the pitcher hit eighth."
Kennedy was 3-for-4 with an ager Tony La Russa anchors his La Russa said."We got some big
RBI for the surprising Cardinals. lineup with singles hitters. giv- two-out hits and some clutch
who lead the NL Central with a ing hint a pair of leadoff types pitching."
10-4 record. C'hris Duncan also after the first time through the
Looper (3-))1 tied his high
had an RBI and Kennedy added lineup to give Albert Pujok with five walks since moving
a heads-up hasertinning play. more
RBI
opportunities. into the rotation last season.
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MICHAEL DANN , Ledger 8 Times
Calloway County's Whitney Gardner pitched
a complete-game shutout in game one
against Graves County Tuesday. She struck
out six and allowed just four hits.
when eighth-grader Taylor Futrell drove in sophomore Brittnee Deitz.
Futrell finished the game 3-for-3 with an RBI.
The Lady Lakers will take the field Thursday
for a district showdown with Marshall County.
Game time is 5 p.m. at CCHS.

HEM
Pre-show buffet dinner
by Artisan Kitchen served
in Myre River Room!
Cali for details'

NI. BASEBALL ROUNDUP

Dusty Baker's Reds lose to
Cubs 9-5 in return to Wrigley
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By The Associated Press
Dusty Baker spent four years
as manager of the Cubs watching the wind do silly things to a
baseball at Wrigley Field.
On Tuesday night, the unpredictable gusts got the best of his
Cincinnati Reds.
Chicago hatters took advantage of wind blowing out to hit
three homers and beat the Reds
9-5 in Baker's first game in
Chicago since being fired after
the 2006 season.
"The first thing you do when
••-•- you get here, you check the
wind," Baker said.
Derek Lee, Mark DeRosa
•
•
and Ryan Thenot all connected
N•P;,! for the Cubs. Ken Griffey Jr. hit
home run No. 595 and Joey
Votto had a solo shot for the
Reds. who lost their fourth
straight.
Lee's fifth homer of the season — and fifth of his career
against the Reds' Aaron Harang
— was a long drive to left-center on a night with the wind
blowing out at 19 mph and gusts
up to 26 mph.
"We talked about it today in
batting practice. There were not
too many balls left today when
we got done," DeRosa said. "All
you had to do was get it up in the
air."
In other NI. games. it was:

Arizona 8, San Francisco 2;
Philadelphia 4, Houston 3;
Florida 4, Atlanta 0; N.Y. Mets
6, Washington 0; Chicago Cubs
9, Cincinnati 5; St. Louis 6,
Milwaukee I; San Diego 6,
Colorado 0; and L. A. Dodgers
II. Pittsburgh 2
Closer-turned-starter Ryan
Dempster (2-0)gave up five hits
and four runs in six-plus
innings. He left during the seventh when the Reds loaded the
bases with no outs hut scored
only one run, thanks to stellar
defensive plays by Mike
Fontenot at second and Lee at
first.
Dempster gave up a two-run
shot to Griffey in the third. The
Reds' star is sixth on the career
list. No. 5 is Sammy Sosa with
609.
"With the wind blowing out
you try to minimize the damage
as much as you can," Dempster
said.
Baker got the Cubs within
five outs of the World Series
five years ago, but after a lastplace finish in 2006, his contract
was not renewed.
He got an earful from the
crowd at Wrigley that booed
him loudly when he changed
pitchers in the seventh and
eighth innings. It was something
he expected.
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ON SALE NOW!
"It's like Desperate Housewives meets Mamma Misr Applause Magazitia

PAUL BEATY / AP
Ken Griffey Jr. hits a two-run
home run in the third inning
against the Cubs Tuesday in
Chicago.
"Sooner or later you're going
to get booed. So, what the
heck?" he said before the game.
The win might have come
with a price for the Cubs.
Leadoff hitter Alfonso Soriano
never came to bat after hurting
his right calf when he used his
unique hop to catch Ken
Griffey's first-inning fly ball.
It was initially called a strain,
but Soriano was having an MRI
on Tuesday night and manager
Lou Piniella said he didn't know
how long his star will be out.
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PGA ROUNDUP

Even Stevens
MORAY GASH / AP
Tiger Woods had arthroscopic surgery on his left knee for
the second time in five years
and will miss at least tour
weeks while he recovers.
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
:The team ot Claire Pittman and Brooke Salley (top) defeated the doubles team Of Teela Etheridge and Tricia Taylor in prep tennis cation Tuesday at
•
..Calloway County High School.

.LAKER BOYS, LADY TIGER GIRLS WIN IN BALANCED CROSSTOWN RIVALRY

?•

By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
The U.S. Open figured to be
the closest to a sure thing for
Tiger Woods in the majors this
year, but maybe not anymore.
Two days after his quest for a
Grand Slam fizzled at the
Masters, Woods had arthroscopic surgery on his left knee for the
second time in five years and
will miss at least four weeks
while he recovers.
The announcement, which
Woods made Tuesday night on
his Web site, was a surprise to
everyone except those around
him.
"He's been having a lot ot
trouble." swing coach Hank
Haney said. "He doesn't talk
about stuff like that. He doesn't
want to use excuses, you know?
I don't think it affected his play.
It affected his practice a little

'Staff Report
out of the six singles matches, but (Mur) beat Jake Darnell 8-3 and Beau Taylor (CC) beat Claim Pitman 8-3,
• Murray and Calloway County dis- watched Calloway sweep doubles corn- Mason (Mur) beat Chantry Carroll 8-2. Teela Ethendge (CC) heat Courtney
0
:
•played just how evenly matched the Petition to take the victory. On the girls
In
doubles,
Blackford
and Perry 8-6, Cassidy Copeland (Mur)
two ,schools' tennis squads were on side, the Lakers and Tigers split the six McReynolds (CC) beat Polivek and beat Carrie Crouse 8-2 and Hannalore
4Itteav afternoon in the first meeting singles matches and Murray won two Gibson 8-2, Conner and Darnell (CC) Clause(CC)beat Kristina Kiefer 9-7.
out ot three in doubles competition.
•
•
. .seasonbeat Logan and Ward 8-3 and Sam
In doubles,Salley and Pitman (Mur)
In boys action. Aaron Polivek (Mur)
„jagistualgr, boys _ cow,out.. oi4.14)..- -ter Wilt Blackfmtr•.5 „gpvgernippi..1.21Wauul-And- fusn'"N-7•1,C.C) beal . beat. WuaklersituLTaylor.9.7,_Etheridge
--"fille-surgery was performed,
4 .-16e
..'41VMdiagk"
"
Vcintier ICC.
Pflef' °
)TAit-rtiTih
.
111r11
,1"- , 4/11.1114"tralle"""
"
1 31141.1
'"1116-711"r"It"-.1 te•r Wertrined— ""
"
. --..'"-.
I Is aged the match for Murray. also win- Matt McReynolds (CC) beat Brett
In girls action, Addle Griffo (Mur) Copeland 9-7 and Griffo and Kiefer
in Part City, Utah, by Thomas
Tncia
Taylor
8-6, Brooke Salley (Mur) beat Crouse and Megan Parks 8Rosenberg, who also operated
Gibson 8-3, Sudan Loganathan (Mur) beat
I. •
Nnin(gh5-t
1 4h.e boys side. Murray won four beat Seth Fonenbery 8-6. Dillon Ward (Mur) heat Amy Winkler 8-6, Sarah 0.
on Woods' left knee in
December 2002. Woods also had
surgery in 1994 on his left knee
COLLEGE HOOPS ROUNDUP
to remove a benign tumor.
"I made the decision to deal
with the pain and schedule the
surgery for after the Masters."
Woods said on his Web site.
"The upside is that I have been
through this process before and
know how to handle it. I look
forward to working through the
rehabilitation process and getting back to action as quickly as
I can."
But he will not be able to
defend his title in two weeks at
the Wachovia Championship.
And he most likely will miss
The Players Championship the
week after, one of only three
non-majors he has never missed
since turning pro. Provided
rehab goes as expected, Woods
hopes to return at the Memonal
on May 29.
•
The U.S. Open begins June
12 at Torrey Pines. where
Woods has won six times in the
Buick Invitational. Such is his
dominance on the cliffside
course north of San Diego that
when he opened with a 67 on the
South Course this year, a caddie
•
standing behind the 18th green
remarked, "He just won two
tournaments with one round."
AP Photc
Indeed. Woods went on to an
4".
Memphis freshman Demck Rose declared for the NBA Draft
eight-shot victory in his 2008
Tocsday.
debut, the first of four straight
MEMPHIS, Tenn (AP) -- ning a national title for the victones this year.
Memphis freshman Derrick University of Memphis." Rose
But it was not necessarily a
Rose announced he was jump- said. "I am, however, very excit- pain-free affair.
ing to the NBA Tuesclay. the ed about the prospect of playing
-Tiger has been experiencing
same day coach John Calipari in the NBA and continuing to pain in his knee since the middle
agreed in pnnciple to a contract strive to be the best player and of last year, and when he had it
extension with the school.
the hest person I can be."
looked at by his doctors, arthroRose capped his spectacular
Rose's announcement was scopic surgery was recommended," said Mark Steinberg.
first season by leading Memphis hardly shocking.
to the national championship
He came to Memphis as one Woods' agent at IMG. 'Tiger
game, where they lost to Kansas of the nation's top recruits, and has played through the pain in
in overtime.
spent the year in college only the past, but knew it would be
The 6-foot-3 guard from because of the NBA rule that better for him to have the proceChicago averaged 20.8 points in requires a player to be at least dure done as early as possible."
Steinberg said the surgery
•
six NCA,4 tournament games one year removed from high
and will likely be taken with one school before entering the draft. repaired cartilage damage. The
2002 surgery drained fluid front
of the top picks in the draft.
Calipari said he always around the anterior
eructate ligaTerms of Calipari's deal have worked under the assumption
ment and removed a benign
not been finalized.
that Rose would be a one-and- cyst.
Rose. who helped Memphis done player.
Woods was limping and
to an NCAA Division I record
"Derrick is one of the great wincing toward the end of the
38 victories last season, said he players I've ever coached, hut of '02 season, and it was not surenjoyed his year in college butts even more importance, he is one prising to find out he had surready to make the leap to the of the greatest teammates I've gery that kept him out two
NBA.
been around." Caliph said in a months, most of that over the
"My only regret is not win- statement.
holidays.
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!STOP BACK & NECK
PAIN TODAY!
SPINAL DECOMPRESSION THERAPY*

Safe Painless Procedure for
• Disc Bulge
• Sciatica
• • Disc Herniation
• Neck Pain
• Headache
• Arm Pain

• NO DRUGS
• NO INJECTIONS
• NO SURGERY
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Rose going to NBA,
Calipari agrees to extension
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Dr. V. Wade Etherton
! Dr. B. Dobry Etherton

Etherton
Chiropractic

•

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR CONSULTATION

270-759-0030

1102 Chestnut Street, Murray, KY
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SPECIAL
SAVINGS
delp 2008 Dodge 1500ST
Reg. Cab 2WD MSRP
822,460
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebates
Owner Loyalty

Stk 4C114032
• V-6 • AC • 40/20/40 Cloth Seat
•6 Sp. • T/C • AM/FM/CD

SOs. NCT8174
• AC •40/20/40 Cloth Seat
• T/C • AM/FM/CD

PEPPERS TOYOTA

2008 GMC Sierra 1500
2WD Crew Cab
MSRP
$29,460
Peppers Disc
-2,491
Rebate
- 2,000
GM Owner Loyalty Rebate .-2,000°

All 4112,2008 Toyota
Tundras In Stock
Toyota Rebate

- 1,962
5,500
- 2.000

-.11111•

'12 998°

.2008Dodge 1500 Quad ST2WD

• V-6
• Auto

Peppers Chevrolet,
Cadillac, Pontiac,
GMC, Buick

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mtg Rebates
Owner Loyalty

827,835
- 2.847
- 5,500
2,000

•

Stk a GT8044

• Auto
• AC

96,988°

• P/W
• Pi.

alp 2008 Dodge Charger SE
MSRP
522,050
Peppers Disc.
- 1,162
Mfg. Rebates.... - 2.000
Stk itCC8184
• P/W
• P/L

'18,888°

• T/C
• CD

4110

2008 Chrysler 300LX
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg Rebates

Stk. OCC8I89

125,325
- 1,578
- 2,000

'21,747°

• P/W • AM/FM/CD
• P/L
• Pwr. Seat
Olulmirr 'Nymph"to massOm ailikei AIME MOM $14 ttdas Ss Kees' MMus*
mistimes paws me Ohm*.Jape ail ilidge wesupWflCUt
DiesiUn Mideleier Ikea rain lor 554 111 tale b come mearelium of Ore& CAM allarDs $0 1111
.
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"" atever it fa es, we want to

our car or true co

PEPAIY---/e
0560 IN(.1 Si •PI,
hi? ',hh I • /Inn '18 /1010

'
22,969*

Your Price
• 4.8L V-8 Engine
• HO Trailering Equipment
• Power Windows & Locks

• Keyless Remote
• Chrome Grill

MSRP
$16,680
Peppers Disc
-1,184
GM Owner Loyalty Rebate...-1,500
*

•2008Dodge Avenger SE

Stk 5CC8157

""••••••••"---

ilk

or

,996

Your Price$13

0%** for 60 mos.

All 2008 Toyota Sequoias
et 60 Mos.
at 3.9%**

ilgui
me

2009 Toyota Corollas

et 60 Mos.
at 2.9°/0'*

Stk. 1GC8213

• Competition Yellow
• Automatic
• Remote Start

• Spoiler
• 31 MPG Hwy.

2008 GMC
Acadia FWD SLE
jah MSRP
$31,390
Peppers Disc
-2,223
Rebate
-500
GM Owner Loyalty Rebate...-1,000

6
6,2008 Toyota Yaris Sedan
MSRP
Peppers Fish
Fry Disc
Toyota Rebate

$15,515
- 700
- 500

Stk N1C8289
Stk.IGT825S

Your Price$27,667
• 2nd Row Captains Chairs
• Power Windows & Locks
• Trailering Package
• Dark Crimson Metallic
Dasasisser 'Ai prraa PUS tat tele and tense arklisona 364 M)dot Ste ncludul Votelos subett to pm( sat
"haat* to amensn sos court own a IVA maail or new GM vehels No na reSaSatii
11ta offer r let of any otter GM Inge offes
"Whatever it takes, we

Jeep

lab s3,000

*

17,488° 4. 2008 Pontiac G5 Coupe
MSRP
819,325
Peppers Disc
- 1,337
Mig. Rebates...... 1,000

hur Itigv,eNI I ish PIA
venl I ver!

want to be your car or truck company."

40 MPG
Auto , 4 Cyl , AC, Power Package

41415*

1

eked de ad PO'7441

sized,

Disclaimer 'All vices plus tax title and hcense additional Rebates deducted $6450 dot
tee included Photos tor illustralson purposes only
"With approved Toyota financial Senecas Credit

"

atever it to s, we want to be your car or truck company."
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Pemers automotive Pre-owned Specials
2005 Chevrolet Avalanche LT
-4

2003 Jeeps Wad Cherokee Laredo

48,000 Miles, Z-71 4x4, 20"
Chrome Wheels, Heated
Leather, GM Certified Vehicle,
Moonroof. Stk. #P6751A

4x4, Alloy Wheels, 17C,
PW,PL, CD,81,000 Mlles.
Stk.8P6791

30,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, Moonroof.
Spoiler.
Stk. ilitP6747

95,960°
2005 Ford Escape Limited
93,000 Miles, Crew Cab,
Chrome Wheels, Leather
Seats.
Stk. #1C8076A

7
.
7
04
:
11

-

13,000 Mlles, Leather
Seats, Moonroof, V-6.
Stk. #TT82212

Off Road 4)(4, Crew Cab Chrome Wheels.
Leather Satellite Radio 4.000 Miles. V-8 Power
Stroke Diesel. Stk #P6723.

2007 Pontiac Grand Prix

2005 Nissan Mina 2.5 S

18,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, Moonroof,
Spoiler.
Stk. #P6748

33,000 Mlles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. ilitP6739

2004 Toyota 4Itunner 3E5 4WD 2003 Chevrolet Avalanche 2500 4x4
65,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD, Sunroof, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #GT8283A

67,000 Mlles, Leather
Seats, Chrome Wheels,
Lift Kit.
Stk. #P6713

2006 Cadillac C113
16,000 Miles, Leather,
Alloy Wheals, Spoiler.
Stk #P6692

19,495*
2007 Jeep A Liberty 4x4 2004 Jeep, Grand Cherokee Limited
16,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. #P6765

48,000 Miles, V-8, 4x4,
Heated Leather,
Moonroof, Chrome
Wheels. Stk. 8GC8214A

'Disclaimer Al prices plus lea title and scenes additional. $64.50 dor lee included

"Whatever it takes, 71.1

i2
.
1221y
,e our tar

or truck vomi

2400 E Wood St •Parts • 642-5661 •1-800-748-8816
www.peppersautomotive.com

25,000 Milps, 7
Passenger, TIC,
PW,PL, CD.
Stk. #P6705

INTERNATIONAL
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Iraq leader confident in defeating Iraqi al-Qaida
• BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP)
— Iraqi Prime Minister Noun
al-Maliti said
today
he's
more confident
than ever his
government
will defeat alQaida in Iraq
and that confrontation with
militia fighters
help
will
achieve political stability.
The prime minister told law-

makers at the European
Parliament that Iraq's leaders
were "determined to achieve
victory against terronsm" during a visit to European Union
headquarters in which he is
pushing for closer ties with the
27-nation bloc.
"We are today more confident than any time before that
we are close to the point where
we can declare victory against
al-Qaida ... and its allies," alMaliki said.
On Tuesday, bombings

blamed on al-Qaida in Iraq tore
through market areas in
Baghdad and outside the capital,
killing nearly 60 people. 'the
bloodshed — in four cities as far
north as Mosul and as far west
as Ramadi — struck directly at
U.S. claims that the Sunni insurgency is waning and being
replaced by Shiite ntilitia violence as a major threat.
Al-Maliki oversaw a faltering
offensive against Shiite militia
fighters in the southern port of
Basra last month.

His Shiite political nvals
have portrayed the clampdown
as an attempt to diminish their
growing power before provincial elections in October. AlMalikes government says it is
only aiming to weed out criminal groups that have controlled
the city since 2005.
Today al-Maliki said the latest fighting would not deter
efforts to keep the provincial
elections on track. Laws to
enable the vote are making their
way through Iraq's parliament.

'The militias, whether in the
south or in Baghdad, in Mosul ..
coiabating them is to ensure that
there won't be any militias that
will interfere with these elections, that there won't be misleading results," he said.
The Iraqi premier also reiterated a warning to neighbors
Iran, Turkey, Saudi Arabia,
Syria and others not to interfere
in Iraq's internal politics.
Al-Maliki's visit was eagerly
awaited
by
European
Commission President Jose

Manuel Barroso, who, along
with other EU officials, is keen
to forge closer economic ties,
especially in opening up Iraq's
vast oil and gas reserves to
European energy firms. That
would contribute to EU efforts
to lessen dependence on energy
supplies from Russia.
Despite insurgent attacks on
oil facilities and employees, oil
exports account for more than
90 percent of revenues in Iraqi
which has the world's third.
largest crude oil reserves — an
estimated 115 billion barrels.

Airstnike kills 4 in Basra, 2 die in Sadr City clashes
By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD (AP) — An unmanned
U.S. drone fired two Hellfire missiles at
militants attacking Iraqi soldiers in a
Shiite militia stronghold in the southern
city of Basra today, killing four of the
gunmen, the military said.
In Baghdad, clashes between U.S.backed Iraqi troops and Shiite militiamen in the Sadr City district killed two
men and injured 18 other people, police
said.
The airstrike in Basra occurred
about 1 a.m. after militiamen attacked
an Iraqi army patrol with rocket-propelled grenades on the eastern side of
the Hayaniyah district, the U.S. military
said. A vehicle suspected of containing
more weapons and ammunition also
was destroyed.
The area has seen some of the
fiercest fighting since a government
offensive against the militias in Basra
began March 25.
Is Sadr City, a police officer said
those injured in gunbattles Tuesday
included three women and three children. Sadr City is a stronghold of the
Mahdi Army militia of anti-American
cienc Muqtacki al-Sadr. It is also home
to an estimated 2.5 million Shiites.
The officer, who spoke on condition
of anonymity because he was not
authorized to speak to the media, said
sporadic shooting was still going on
and it was too dangerous to venture out
on the streets.
The ferocity of the Shiite militia
response to the government crackdown
has surprised Iraqi security forces -which are dominated by Shiites ---raising doubts about whether the Iraqis
could handle an all-out war without
U.S help.
The New York Times reported that an

80-strong company of Iraqi soidiers
abandoned their positions Tuesday
night in Sadr City, leaving a crucial
stretch of road undefended for hours
despite pleas by American soldiers in
the area for them to stay.
The Iraqi company leader, who was
identified as Maj. Satter, and his troops
complained that they were short of
ammunition and overall poorly
equipped to battle the militias and had
no means to communicate directly with
the U.S. troops positioned behind them,
according to the newspaper.
It added that an elite Iraqi unit was
rushed in and began to fight its way
north with the help of the Americans.
The U.S. military said the report was
factual and the Baghdad command
would address the issue.
Lt. Col, Steve Stover, a military
spokesman in Baghdad, called it "a
snapshot of one area where U.S. soldiers are in close support of their Iraqi
counterparts" and stressed that it is a
new army and Iraqi soldiers and national police are taking casualties daily in
fighting in other areas.
"This is one company-sized unit,
pan of a recently formed Iraqi army
AR
battalion," Stover said, adding that 65
An Iraqi girl looks on while Iraqi policemen and soldiers search a house near Karbala, south of Baghdad, Iraq;
other Iraqi battalions were operating in
Baghdad with "varying degrees of today.
experience and capability."
Gunmen also opened fire on a who have died since the war started in
Meanwhile, the Iraqi government
'The older units are able to conduct minibus near Muqdadiyah, 60 miles March 2003, according to an said 33,121 detainees have been
released since a general amnesty went
independent counterinsurgency opera- north of Baghdad, killing 2 women and Associated Press count.
tions arid others obviously need more wounding 3 men, police said.
The bloodshed came a day after into effect in February.
Also today, the U.S. military said nearly 60 people died in a series of
work, better leadership and more expeSpokesman Abdul-Sattar al-Berqdar
rience," he said in an e-mailed state- two Marines were killed by a roadside bombings in four cities in northern and said judicial reviews of thousands of
bomb
in
western
Anhar
province.
The
central Iraq that were blamed on al- other cases were continuing. He said
ment.
,
that so far the reviews had identified
In other violence Wednesday, a mor- statement said the blast occurred on Qaida in Iraq,
Sunday
while
their
vehicle
was
under
The bombings struck directly at U.S. 9,726 deuainees who would not be
tar shell slammed into a house in eastby
enemy
fighters.
attack
claims that the Sunni insurgency is released because they did not fall withern Baghdad, killing at least three civilThe two deaths raise to at least 4,036 waning and being replaced by Shiite in the amnesty.
ians and wounding three others, police
the number of U.S. military members militia violence as a major threat.
said.

Afghan opposition
says it's been
talking to Taliban
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
— An opposition group says its
leaders, including a former president, have been meeting with
the Taliban and other anti-government groups in hopes of
negotiating an end to nsing violence in Afghanistan.
The contacts have taken
place between leaders of the
opposition National Front and
"high level" tnilitant leaders
during the last few months,
party spokesman Sayyid Agha
Hussain Fazel Sancharaki said
in an interview Sunday.
He said among those at the
meetings were former President
Burhanuddin Rabbani. now a
member of parliament, and
Mohammad Qasim Fahini, who
is President Hamid Karzai's
security adviser and a powerful
northern strongman.
Rabbani said Afghanistan's
six-year was must be solved
through talks, echoing a view
held by many in the country.
-There's no doubt dun some
inside the Taliban are not willing
to negotiate, but there are some
Taliban who are interested in
solving problems through talks,"
Rabbani, Afghanistan's president from 1992-96, told The
Associated Press in an interview.
"We in the National Front
and I myself believe the solution
for the political process in
happen
will
Afghanistan
through negotiations," he said.
Support for talks to end the
increasingly bloody Afghan
conflict have gained steam over
the last year. President Harold
Karzai said for the first time in
April 2()C17 that he had met with
Taliban militants in attempts to
negotiate peace.
Rabbani said opposition leaders will soon discuss and possibly select a formal negotiating
team and that Taliban fighters, in
their talks with Karzai, have also
proposed sending a formal team
. government.
for talks with th,

The
behind-the-scenes
maneuverings come just as the
United States is pouring more
troops into the country. Some
32,000 U.S. forces are in
Afghanistan, the most since the
2001 invasion to oust the
Taliban for hosting al-Qaida
leader Osama bin Laden.
Two NATO soldiers died and
two others were wounded
Wednesday in an explosion in
southern Afghanistan, the military alliance said, while a clash
in the same region left five
Taliban militants and a policeman dead.
It did not disclose the nationalities of the casualties or the
exact location of the blast. The
wounded were evacuated to a
military base for treatment.
NATO said in a statement.
In labul province, militants
ambushed a police convoy,
killing an officer, said Gen.
Abdul Raziq Khan, a provincial
police official. In ensuing firelight, five militants were also
killed. Raziq said. Authonties
recovered their bodies alongside
their weapons.
Separately, militants abducted and beheaded two Afghan
MC11 working at a U.S. military
base in the eastern Kunar
province. provincial police
Chief Abdul Jalal Jalal said.
The two men were abducted
Monday after they left the base
in Korangal Valley, the scene of
fierce clashes between U.S.
troops and insurgents in the past
few years. Their bodies were
discovered Tuesday, Jalal said.
Militants regularly target
people working for U.S. and
other foreign forces.
Despite the violence and
heightened military posture,
U.S. ambassador William Wood
has said the U.S. supports talks
with militants who will lay
down arms and recognize the
Afghan constitution. The U.S.
does not support talks with alQaida fighters.

FAMILY
RACTICK
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
is pleased to welcome Dr Tiche
Allen, as the newest member of the
medical staff.
Dr. Allen received her medical
degree from Koss University School
of Meidictne She and her husband.
Jeff, are currently relocating to the
Murray area.
Dr. Allen has joined the new
Murray Medical Associates practice
located in the Medical Arts Building.

You may call Murray Medical
Associates at 1270) 753-0704 to
hedule an appointment.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
ROSS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
RESIDENCY
BATON ROUGE GENERAL FAMILY MEDICINE

OFFICE HOURS
MONDAY - FRIDAY
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES

MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
MAIM-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
300 SOUTH EV" STREET
SUITE 480 WEST
MURRAY, KY 42071

(270)753-0704

